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PROLOGUE

The present book is the second part of the Corpus of Neolithic Figurines from

Thessaly, the total number of which exceeds 2,500 items.  All these  figurines are sur-

face finds and belonged formerly to private collections of Larissaean citizens. The

large majority of figurines included in Volume II come from the collection of Mr K.

Theodoropoulos, High School Headmaster. Other items come from the collections of

Dr C. Chouliaras, Medical Doctor, Mr E. Karamanolis, lawyer, Mr T. Tloupas, pho-

tographer, as well as Mr Chassiotis, Mr Paliougas, Mr Totsikas, and Mr Tsolkas. In

1992 most of the collectors kindly responded to an appeal by the Ephorate of

Prehistoric and Classical Antiquities, Larissa, in view of the erection of the new

archaeological museum in town, so figurines and other items of their collections came

into the possession of the  museum. A number of them (362) were first published in

1996, while a few are already exhibited in the temporary Larissa museum.

As with volume I, many practical problems arose in the course of publishing these

figurines, since the author had to make persistent and strenuous efforts to assemble,

photograph, classify and study this material collected  from the Plain of Thessaly, and

diverse and major administrative  obstacles had to be overcome before this project was

finally completed. Thus, presented here are 407 figurines, a cultural contribution to the

archaeological background of Greece.

Since none of the figurines is from a known context, their dating is based exclu-

sively on stylistic grounds. 

The authors wish to express their gratitude to the aformentioned collectors  for

making these finds available for study while they were still in their possession and for

providing information concerning each one of them. They also express their indebted-

ness to Professor Spyridon Iakovidis, Supervisor of the Academy’s Research Centre

for Antiquity, for his advice and his continuous support of this project, as well as to the

Academy of Athens, for including the present volume in its publications. Also, they

wish to thank the Director of the Ephorate of Prehistoric and Classical Antiquities at

Larissa, Mr Giorgos Toufexis, for his collaboration, assistance and provision of facili-

ties during the study of the figurines after they were transfered from the private col-

lections to the Archaeological Museum of Larissa. Special thanks are due as well to the

archaeologist Stella Katakouta, to Mr Christos Samaras, artist and conservator of

lithics and to Mr Panagiotis Genas, draughtsman of the Ephorate,  for their assistance

in the compilation of Maps 2 and 3. Last but not least, thanks are addressed to Mrs Alex

Doumas for reading through the whole English text and suggesting significant

improvements.

Athens, January 2011                                                                  Laia Orphanidis

Kostas Gallis





PREFACE

In 1986 the Academy of Athens entrusted me with the project of studying Greek

Neolithic art. The challenge was great, since for the first time the art of Neolithic

Greece would be given the attention it deserved, by being studied as a whole instead

of forming part of the publications of individual excavations or given a brief mention

in books on the prehistory of Greece in general, which in fact deal mainly with the

Bronze Age.

A first result of the Neolithic Project at the Academy of Athens Research Centre

for Antiquity was the creation of a large bibliographical and photographic archive of

figurines from Greece, which is continuously updated with recent finds as well as some

publications for evaluation and comparison of this material. A further result was a very

rich and important bibliographical and photographic database, not only on the

Neolithic figurine art of Greece but on that of other geographical areas as well.

It was well known that a large number of Neolithic surface finds from Thessaly,

mainly figurines (some 2,500 items to date), were in important private collections. In

1987 Professor Kostas Gallis, Ephor of the XV Ephorate of Antiquities, Larissa,

entrusted me with the study of these figurines and with the publication of their Corpus.

He himself, because of his expert knowledge of the topography of Neolithic Thessaly,

undertook the task of investigating the exact provenance of the figurines, in collabora-

tion with the collectors, and of preparing the appropriate maps of the various find

spots. We were both well aware of the significant contribution such a Corpus would

make to the promotion of Neolithic art and to the work accomplished so far in sys-

tematic excavations in view of further research. We also knew how important the com-

piling of a Corpus of an archaeological material spread among different collections in

various places was for its safety.

The Academy of Athens, showing great sensitivity to our proposal,  kindly offered,

in 1996, to sponsor the publication of the Corpus. These circumstances made possible

the publication of the two first volumes on Figurines of Neolithic Thessaly including

respectively 362 and 407 figurines from Eastern and Western Thessaly. Furthermore,

it sponsored my monograph Introduction to Neolithic Figurine Art: South Eastern

Europe and Eastern Mediterranean (Athens 1998), which is a key to the study as well

as an attempt to consider Neolithic plastic art  from a more general point of view, start-

ing from examples from specific areas but with application to figurine materials from

any cultural group.

In 1992 another collector, Mr A. Bastis, kindly offered figurines and other items

from his personal collection to the Volos Museum, in response to an analogous appeal

of the XIII Ephorate of Prehistoric and Classical Antiquities, Volos, in view of the ren-

ovation of the local Archaeological Museum. In 1999 the Ephor of the XIII Ephorate of

Antiquities, Volos, Dr V. Adrymi, entrusted me with the study of these figurines and with

the subsequent publication of their Corpus, given my specialization on the subject.

Athens, January 2011                                                               Dr Laia Orphanidis
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It is well known that figurines were modelled by man long before pottery first

appeared and that their roots can be traced back to the end of the Palaeolithic Age. As

three-dimensional miniature representations, these artefacts constitute a highly signif-

icant aspect of cultures through time, because they betray man's collective acceptance

of concepts using symbols and other figurative formulations, shared with his compan-

ions. On the other hand, they are a scientific enigma as far as their interpretation is con-

cerned, since they provide clues to man’s eventual religious beliefs. 

Microplastic art continues during the Neolithic Age, figurines always forming its

most representative category. Yet one must not view them strictly as the result of an

evolutionary process of the so-called Palaeolithic Venuses, since Neolithic representa-

tions cover a broad spectrum of everyday objects as well as humans of both sexes.

Indeed, through their assemblage one can perceive man's mental evolution as the result

of training his creative imagination rather than of training his analytical thought.

Unfortunately, information about these figurines is fragmentary and there are often

many differences in forms and modelling even between neighbouring areas. This indi-

viduality (consistent with the individuality of Neolithic cultures in general) is one of

the main difficulties encountered in scientific research and a great challenge for schol-

ars attempting to decipher the development of man's skills. 

Neolithic sites on the plain of  Thessaly have produced the largest body of fig-

urine material in the Southern Balkans, since this large plain of the Greek Mainland

was home (as far as we know) to more than 500 identified permanent habitation sites

from Early Neolithic times, which provide precious evidence of the life and activities

of their inhabitants. This culture spans three millennia, from about 6000 to 3000 BC. 

Some modern inhabitants of Thessaly, fascinated by the abundance of surface

finds, collected them through the years from the ploughed fields and low mounds

called "magoules", either out of curiosity or archaeological interest. Hence the form-

ing of many private collections, which, fortunately, have been kindly offered to the

Larissa Archaeological Museum. 

Τhe aim of  this volume is to continue the presentation of the precious and abun-

dant material of these Thessalian collections, with emphasis on the modelling and form

of the figurines. The material presented (as in the first volume)  consists of casual sur-

face finds, therefore stratigraphical evidence is completely non-existent. However, one

has to admit that even in cases of excavated figurine material, there is often a problem

in determining its time-frames, since little attention was paid to stratigraphy in old

excavations. On the other hand, figurines were not always modelled during the phase

in which they were used. Earlier ones may well have been found accidentally and used

by later members of a Neolithic society, who often stored or discarded objects in pits

dug in the ground for that purpose. For this reason one can never be certain of a fig-

urine's date unless it displays technical traits applied to the pottery of a given cultural

phase.

As for the dating of these specific unstratified figurines, the problem was com-

pounded by the fact that they formed part of private collections for a long time and then

became acquisitions of the Larissa Museum. On one hand there was  little or no infor-

mation even about their precise find spot; on the other hand there were administrative

obstacles or restrictions. The specific state of these figurines resulted in avoidance or
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even rejection of archaeometrical methods, such as thermoluminescence, so that no

harm would be caused to the objects. 

Consequently, in all cases typological comparisons with similar stratified mate-

rial (with regard to general structure and decoration) and -in some cases- comparison

of raw materials, such as clays, have been the most reliable aids to dating. It is well

known, however, that a kind of clay originating from a specific area used for making

a figurine does not necessarily mean that the producer or the owner lived in this par-

ticular area. The figurine may well have been modelled near the clay source and then

exported, or the clay may have been imported and the figurine modelled at a site dis-

tant from its source.

It should also be borne in mind that all figurine types exist already from the Early

Neolithic period and that Thessalian microplastic art flourished mainly during the

Early and Middle Neolithic. Only the acroliths and the cross-shaped figurines seem to

have been made exclusively during the Late Neolithic period, as stratigraphical evi-

dence has shown. In other words, Thessalian material is not subject to radical changes

but persists for millennia. That is why, in my opinion, the present (and every) figurine

material should not be studied in a tight chronological frame.

One of the biggest difficulties I encountered since undertaking the study and

presentation of Thessalian figurines as a whole (including those in the present volume),

was that they displayed an enormous variety of forms and modelling features (which

in some cases were unique), and it was difficult, therefore, to distinguish clearly defin-

able categories, to establish a definite typology.

Yet, in the course of my long research on Neolithic figurines, in the Research

Centre of Antiquity of the Academy of Athens, I have tried to make a practical typo-

logical grouping of Thessalian material (which appears in the tables below), with the

aim of facilitating my study and further presentation. Nevertheless, sometimes the

material itself, due to its fragmentarystate of preservation (broken, damaged, spare

parts), forced me to create some additional categories of figurines, which otherwise

would not exist since they would have been incorporated in the already existing larger

ones. 

The two tables on pages 57-64 present the typological categories of Thessalian

Neolithic figurines (column 1) along with the file numbers of figurines belonging to

the collections of Theodoropoulos, Tloupas, Karamanolis and others, first published as

a Corpus by the Research Centre for Antiquity of the Academy of Athens  in 1996 (col-

umn 2)1. File numbers of column 3 refer to figurines in the present volume, while file

numbers of column 4 refer to figurines in the A. Bastis collection in Volos2.  

In order to facilitate the reader, I have tried to keep the same classification and

the same order of presentation as in the first volume. Thus,  figurines are again classi-

____________________
1Column 2: File numbers of material published by Gallis, K.- Orphanidis, L., in Figurines of  Neolithic 

Thessaly, Vol. I. Academy of Athens, Research Centre for Antiquity, Monograph  3. Athens 1996.

2Column 4: File numbers of material published by Orphanidis, L.- Malakassiotis, Z., in Figurines of 

Neolithic Thessaly, Vol. III.  Academy of Athens, Research  Centre for Antiquity, Monograph. Athens 

2011.
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MAP 1: General Map of Greece
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Fig. 1: Expansion of the Neolithic in East Mediterranean and the Balkans
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ATAE 2, Mesorachi 1 (Magoula Vrastires); ATAE 3, Larissa 8

(Vrastero); ATAE 6, Nikaia 13 (Magoula Karatsoli); ATAE 7, Nikaia 11

(Pigadoulia); ATAE 8, Nikaia 12 (Magoula Bakoum or Bakou); ATAE 12,

Melia 2 (Magoula Ambelia); ATAE 15, Damassi 4 (Magoula Tourkogefyra);

ATAE 16, Nikaia 4 (Magoula Kartali); ATAE18, Moschochori 1 (Magoula

Bisler); ATAE 20, Dendra 2 (Otzaki); ATAE 21, Tyrnavos 5 (Magoula

Tsalma); ATAE 25, Nesson 3 (Nessonis III); ATAE 26, Nesson 2 (Nessonis

II); ATAE 27, Omorfochori 1 (Nechali or Magoula Karagats); ATAE 28,

Koilada 1 (Magoula Megalo Gefyri); ATAE 29, Krannon 1 (Magoula

Chalkiades); ATAE 32, Domeniko 1; ATAE 35, Larissa 9 (Soufli Magoula);

ATAE 38, Kambos 1 (Magoula Douma); ATAE 40, Larissa 7 (Magoula

Magoulitsa); ATAE 42, Agia Sofia 1; ATAE 44, Galini 1 (Megali kai Mikri

Magoula); ATAE 46, Giannouli 1 (Magoula Arapi); ATAE 48, Zappeio 2

(Magoula Koutsouro); ATAE 49, Tyrnavos 3 (Megali Vryssi Tyrnavou);

ATAE 50, Dendra 1 (Argissa); ATAE 52, Ambelonas 3 (Magoula Karagioz);

ATAE 56, Krannon 5 (Mavros Lofos); ATAE 57, Agios Georgios, Larissa 5

(Magoula Bei); ATAE 60, Dassochori 2 (Magoula Orman); ATAE 61, Agios

Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula Vrasteri); ATAE 62, Agios Georgios, Larissa 7

(Magoula Gamila); ATAE 63, Agioi Anargyroi 2 (Magoulitsa); ATAE 64,

Agioi Anargyroi 1 (Magoula Vrasteri or Ambelia); ATAE 65, Agios Georgios,

Larissa 3 (Magoula Dragatsi); ATAE 66, Agios Georgios, Larissa 4; ATAE

67, Kalo Nero 1; ATAE 70, Makrychori 4 (Rachmani); ATAE 72, Chalki 3

(Magoula Varko);  ATAE 90, Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 91, Nees Karyes 1

(Sarliki); ATAE 96, Chalkiades 2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE 97, Zappeio 5

(Magoula Roidies); ATAE 98, Chara 3 (Nymfi);  ATAE 99, Chara 2 (Magoula

Paliambela); ATAE 100, Sitochoro 1; ATAE 101, Sitochoro 2 (Magoula

Bezil); ATAE 109, Nikaia 16 (Kapatsilar 2); ATAE 113, Makrychori 2; ATAE

115, Kypseli 6 (Vromopetra); ATAE 126, Zarkos (Plateia Magoula Zarkou);

ATAE 133, Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 145, Nikaia 2 (Magoula

Kardara 1); ATAE 152, Chalki 6; ATAE 157 Platykambos 2 (Magoula

Panagias); ATAE 159, Melissochori 6 (Magoula Karaikia 1); ATAE 160,

Melissochori 5 (Magoula Karaikia 3, Treis Lofoi); ATAE 163, Melissochori

3; ATAE 169, Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 170, Doxaras 1; ATAE 179,

Orfana 1; ATAE 197, Rodia 2 (Magoula Pera Machala); ATAE 206, Zarkos

(Magoula Koutsaki); ATAE 213, Zoodochos Pigi, Farsala 1; ATAE 215,

Zappeio 1; ATAE 216, Kyparissia 1 (Magoula Diodion (TollPost) Larissas);

ATAE 232, Farsala (Magoula Ambelia; ATAE 235, Zappeio 3; ATAE 236,

Ambelonas 4 (Magoula Vakouf); ATAE 239, Tyrnavos 2 (Magoula

Karagats); ATAE 250, Platykambos 1; ATAE 264, Kypseli 5 (Magoula

Kyriaki); ATAE 267, Pineiada (Magoula Stergiana); ATAE 268, Deleria 1

(Magoula Agios Athanassios); ATAE 274, Agios Georgios Feron 3 (Magoula

Visviki); ATAE 311, Nikaia 8 (Magoula Lachanokipoi); ATAE 313, Galini 4

(Magoula Karaikia 2); ATAE 321, Sofo 1; ATAE 328, Armenio 1 (Magoula

at the railway station of Armenio); ATAE 372, Amygdali 1.
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MAP 2. Neolithic sites of Thessaly mentioned in the text by their site

number (A.T.A.E.), which  appears in the map. 
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MAP 3. Modern Villages and towns of Thessaly mentioned in

the text (They are listed in alphabetical order and they appear in

the map with their corresponding number.

Agia Sofia 10; Agios Georgios, Farsala 57; Agios Georgios,

Larissa 27; Ambelonas 7; Ambelons, Sofades 58; Amygdalea 64;

Amygdali 8; Armenio 54; Astritsa 43; halki 21; Chalkiades 31; Chara 30;

Damassi 5; Dassochori 13; Deleria 2; Dendra 12; Domeniko 1; Domokos

51; Doxaras 26; Farsala 35; Fyllon 44; Galini 18; Gelanthi 42; Giannouli

14; Grizano 49; Ilias, Karditsa 45; Itea, Karditsa 62; Kalochori 52;

Keramidi 47; Koilada 19; Krannon 22; Kyparissia 24; Kyparissos 29;

Kypseli 25; Kypseli, Sofades 59; Larissa 15; Lefki 65; Makrychori 4;

Mataranga, Sofades 40; Mavrachades, Sofades 38; Melissochori 17;

Moschochori 55; Myrinni, Karditsa 63; Nees Karyes 23; Neo Monastiri

50; Nesson 9; Nikaia 20; Omorfochori 16; Paliouri, Karditsa 61;

Paschalitsa 39; Petrino 46; Pineiada 48; Platykambos 53; Prodromos,

Karditsa 41; Rodia 3; Sitochoro 34; Skotousa 66; Sofades 60; Sofo 56;

Stavros 37; Thavmakos 36; Tyrnavos 6; Vassili, Farsala 33; Xylades 67;

Zappeio 28; Zarkos 11; Zoodochos Pigi, Farsala 32.
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fied into two main parts, Heads and Bodies, each part distinguished as representation-

al (naturalistic) or stylized, according to its prevailing features.

The term representational (naturalistic) has been applied not only to cases bear-

ing all anatomical details but also to those with partial representation of traits diag-

nostic of genus (human/animal) and gender. 

Conversely, the term stylized is used for figurines in which only the general

aspect and contour are reminiscent of a human form. In other words, the term applies

to a series of summary renderings, which result in a restriction of the human body for

example to a long neck and a spherical lower part, with or without indication of sex,

or in its representation as a tripod or quadruped truncated solid, or even as a flat object

with protrusions and notches denoting head, arms and legs. 

The first part includes only heads. The series of representational heads have faces

made in various techniques: applied on a cylindrical clay neck; modelled in one lump

of clay; beak-nosed, with or without hairdo; and faces with specific features, differen-

tiated according to the rendering of their eyes, these being incised or modelled.

Modelled eyes seem to appear mainly in combination with hair (incised or applied).

Occasionally, in cases of heads made in one lump of clay, nose and eyes are modelled

by simultaneous pressure on the clay.

In any case, it is noteworthy that it is very difficult (rather impossible) to discern

sex from the head modelling, since hairstyle can easily change and therefore this is not

a reliable criterion to permit identification of a figurine as female or male. 

Stylized heads are also of various forms, such as flat triangular, modelled trian-

gular, rod-shaped or elongated triangular acroliths. Their number is quite large,  prob-

ably because the hard stones they are usually made of are better preserved than any

other perishable material.

The second part includes male or female bodies and parts of them. 

Representational bodies are classified principally as male or female. The upper

half of figurine bodies form a category apart, where subdivisions may depend on arm

posture and the rendering of the chest. A small number of torsos have a specific type

of flat chest or an arm posture, characteristic of males and are therefore incorporated

in the male figurine group. 

These naturalistic bodies often display exaggerated proportions of the abdomen,

the buttocks and the breasts. One can distinguish a series of figures with varied facial

features in diverse poses, including the rare and very interesting posture of birthgiving. 

Separate classifications have been reserved for figurines showing specific body

features and rare or peculiar postures. 

Stylized figurines present a variety of forms, which I tried to group in larger cat-

egories, often according to the form of their base. It should  be noted that figurines with

concise rendering (for instance those with naturalistic head and arms but with stylized

legs) have been incorporated in  the stylized category, given that their modelling is not

purely representational. 

Some items representing only parts of the human body, such as a nose, an arm or

a leg, have been included in each of the relative main categories (heads and bodies).

On the other hand, certain almost intact figurines, the heads of which resemble some
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of the head categories, are incorporated in the section of heads because they show the

possible appearance of these figurines in their original complete form.      

Figurines included in this second volume are inserted in the above mentioned

typological categories and have quite clearly recognizable subdivisions. More specifi-

cally, the present corpus includes 407 items, of which 119 are classified as heads and

288 as bodies, including 11 items representing only parts of a human body, such as a

leg, a nose or a foot. The larger percentage of heads are representational, the acroliths

being only 6. All 15 of the definitely male figurines are seated or sitting, in contrast to

the female ones, which are represented independent, in a sitting or standing position.

The larger proportion of females are sitting (74 items) while only 41 are standing.

Stylized figurines, together with schematic objects strongly conveying the form of fig-

urines number 38. Easily distinguishable is a type without head or arms, or with mere

abstractions of both, simply varying according to the shape of their base. The base

itself seems to play a determinative role in the general modelling of the figurine: it may

be round or have two, three or four legs, in the form of small protrusions or stumps. 

Figurines in this volume bear a serial number (which continues the numbering of

Vol. I), followed by their file catalogue number in the Archives of the Research Centre

for Antiquity of the Academy of Athens (ORF), as well as by their Inventory number

of the Archaeological Museum of Larissa. The museum inventory number comprises

the Greek letters MΛ (i.e. Museum of Larissa No) followed by the first two Greek let-

ters of  the name of the collection to which each item belonged3. Next comes the name

of the site where the piece was found. Information about their provenance was fur-

nished by collectors. Whenever collectors were not sure about the exact find spot, I

classify the specimen as of unknown provenance. For many sites of the Eastern

Thessalian plain the name of its location is followed by a site number (ATAE), accord-

ing to Gallis 1992 (ATAE stands for the initials in Greek of the words Inventory

Number of the Topographical Archives of the Ephorate of Antiquities of Larissa).Some

of the sites in the Western Thessalian plain are also identified in the same way (See

Map 2). 

A large number of Neolithic figurines collected by individuals and published in

this study have only an approximate provenance. Readers must always keep in mind

that collecting rarely follows the rules of an archaeological survey. So, sometimes col-

lectors were unable to identify the exact find spot (magoula) of a given location, which

could comprise three or four such magoulas situated close to each other in a restricted

geographical area. In such cases (for instance in what concerns most of the sites in the

Western Thessalian plain), the name of the site (the name of modern community or

town) is given without a site number (ATAE). (See Map 3).

Measurements are maximal, in centimetres, H= height, W= width and T= thick-

ness. The measurements are followed by a definition of colour according to Munsell

Soil Colour Charts and a full description of each item.

____________________
3 ΓΡΑ for Gravanis, ΘΕ for Theodoropoulos,  KP for Karamanolis, ΠΑ for Paliougas, TO for Totsikas,   

TΣ for Tsolkas, XA for Chassiotis,  XO for Chouliaras 
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In the following lines I shall try to summarize the main characteristics of the

Thessalian figurine art, as evident from the excavation data, which are a great help for

dating the unstratified figurnes in the private collections presented in volumes I and II:

As in the rest of Greece, most of the Thessalian figurines are not directly associ-

ated with burials4. Although there is a wide range of modelling and decorative tech-

niques, it seems that very early figurine art was highly schematic, as attested by the

buttons or ear studs of the Aceramic levels, which some scholars see as the extreme

schematization of the female body, just as the phallus-shaped figurines are analogous

representations of the male body.

Although some Early Neolithic Thessalian figurines may be schematic or per-

functory, mostly they are rendered in a naturalistic manner. However, as stated above,

it is noteworthy that bodily proportions are not necessarily reproduced with fidelity and

there is exaggeration of the abdomen, buttocks and breasts. A series of figures in

diverse poses (standing, sitting, seated, relaxing, kneeling, cross-legged, crouching and

other postures) conveying a remarkable range of movement can be distinguished.

Analogous are their varied facial features, which contribute to imparting greater

expression to the figurines. A rare and very interesting posture is that of birthgiving

with knees folded and brought up against the chest.

During the Middle Neolithic period, this tendency towards naturalism predomi-

nates in the figurine material, along with few but very interesting cases of genre

iconography. Important also in this period is painted decoration similar to that of pot-

tery, which is applied to anthropomorphic figurines, giving such vitality of expression

that it is not too bold to regard them as 'portraits'. Animal figurines and miniature house

models produced  in the same modelling techniques are also characteristic of the peri-

od. Some analogies with the Hacilar tradition in figurine art should be underlined.

Late Neolithic Thessalian figurines are made of clay and of marble. The majori-

ty are stylized and the so-called acroliths are a type specific to the area and period. Two

cases which continue the naturalistic tradition of the Middle Neolithic are also very

interesting, along with some miniature house-models occasionally found as foundation

deposits.

Neolithic artists in Thessaly modelled figurines from different materials, such as

clay (predominantly), stone (including marble), bone and shell. We presume that

wooden figurines existed too, since wood was a common material for building and

tool-making. The preference for one or other material depends on the location of the

site, the soil and the geomorphology of the region, as well as on the figures themselves

(naturalistic or stylized), which dictate the use of softer or harder material.

Clay is Nature's most pliable material and the most suitable for rendering the

modeller's complex moods. This is why it was used extensively by Neolithic commu-

nities for figurines. It is of the same type as that from which pottery was made and no

special colour was chosen or special technique used in its preparation. It was worked

mainly by hand, separate lumps being modelled and joined together to form a solid

____________________

4(Gallis, K. 1985: 59:20-4).The presence of figurines in the cremation cemetery of Plateia 

Magoula Zarkou may be considered as an exception (Gallis, K. 1985: 59:20-4).
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object. Sometimes a perishable core was used, creating hollow figurines on firing.

More complicated is the technique in which the anatomical parts were modelled

around one or more clay (and rarely stone) cores supporting each part. Each join and

consequently the whole figurine was covered with thin layers of clay to produce the

final form. This was then optionally smoothed, burnished and/or painted before firing.

To achieve smoothing the artist wet the surface while modelling and then elimi-

nated the rough parts when dry (fettling), using a hard tool with rounded edges. The

figurine was then rubbed or buffed with a soft material, such as a piece of fleece. The

object could also be coated with slip, often of a different colour, and then burnished.

More durable figurines were produced by firing them in  kilns, although there

were also unbaked pieces made of superimposed layers of clay and dried in the sun.

Cores could be fired first and then the rest of the figurine fired once as a whole or fired

after the successive drying of each layer in the sun.

Stone, as a raw material for modelling, occurs less often and is usually used for

schematic figurines. Even the more naturalistic ones display a tendency for concise

rendering of volumes, resulting in figurines of peculiar, unnatural aspect. As a raw

material stone demands no special preliminary treatment. The form was roughly

sketched and cut from the larger stone, and then shaped and finished by working with

obsidian tools.

Bone and shell were seldom used because they are difficult to work, their fragili-

ty and original shape limiting the modeller's freedom of expression.

The surface decoration of clay figurines, when present, is incised, impressed,

painted or plastic. This enhances their expressive impact and is executed with the same

techniques and tools used for pottery. Incised and impressed motifs are the easiest

method of decoration. They were made before firing to denote either anatomical

details, garments or non-functional decorative elements. In some cases deep impres-

sions were deliberately made to receive inlaid ornaments.

Paint prepared from mineral pigments was applied to clay (and sometimes stone)

figurines before firing, either directly on the sun-dried surface or on a thin slip which

accentuates the colour contrasts. This technique is evidently more impressive, given

the possibility of selecting colours.

Plastic decoration appears only on clay figurines. Pellets of clay of various

shapes and sizes, sometimes imitating cereal grains and sometimes the grains them-

selves, were inlaid on the head or other surfaces of the body where there are no incised

or painted elements indicating the presence of garments. Thus, the applied elements

were just decorative, as in the case of pottery with plastic decoration.

The selection of one or other type of decoration was completely up to the artist,

who very often combined techniques. There is no evident connection between the type

of decoration and the figurine's sex, pose or find spot.

It would be interesting to know the gender of the artists. Unfortunately, this

remains unknown, since there are no clues to their identification. Nevertheless, con-

sidering the progressive social evolution of women and their equality to men in some

spheres, it is possible that they were involved in figurine modelling.
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Interpretation

The functional interpretation of Thessalian plastic art should be understood with-

in the frame of figurine material from the rest of Greece. It is well known that Neolithic

plastic art in Greece is dominated by a female figurine with pronounced sexual char-

acteristics (pubis, breasts, belly, buttocks), which scholars have related to man's wish

to store and increase the food he is now able to produce, and to manifest his joy in his

achievements. Influenced by comparable theories about historical Greek and Near

Eastern cults, this interpretation is expressed by the term 'Mother Goddess' or 'Mother

Earth'. No interpretations have been given for male, hermaphrodite and animal fig-

urines. Other early theories, not very well documented, interpret Aegean and Cretan

figurines as servants of the dead.

The major issues of interpretation and function of Neolithic figurines are dis-

cussed in my book on Neolithic figurine art, which is based on long study of this art in

South East Europe and the Eastern Mediterranean4 and are thoroughly grounded in my

book Interpretation of Neolithic Figurine Art (forthcoming). However I shall give

below a resumé of my interpretative theory, which I believe will help the reader to see

the corpus of Thessalian figurines from an alternative point of view:

In my opinion, the basic typological distinction we can make in a given body of

figurines is between representational (naturalistic) and stylized items, as described

above. The Thessalian material is a very good example, as it permits us to realize also

that the naturalism of figures in the first category covers a broad spectrum, from a sim-

ple tracing of the anatomical parts of the body or face, to cases in which the modelling

is so accomplished that we have impressive movement and expressive faces. This

results in the creation of a series of similarly modelled figurines which differ only in

pose (standing, seated, sitting in different positions on the ground) or gender (male,

female, hermaphrodite). Heads may be similar or have different faces, or may even be

apotropaic (repulsive), the effect often heightened by the use of painted decoration. 

These naturalistic human figures very possibly represent actual persons in the

Neolithic society. Perhaps the modeller, according to his/her skills, tried to portray

individuals in his/her milieu by stressing some of their main characteristics, not least

those that differentiate the subject from the rest of the social group. So, this great vari-

ety in rendition is achieved, and the extraordinary modelling results, which bespeak not

only an artistic maturity but also the technical experience of the Neolithic inhabitants

of Thessaly. 

____________________
4 Oρφανίδη, Λ.: Εισαγωγή στη Νεολιθική Ειδωλοπλαστική. Νοτιοανατολική Ευρώπη και   

Ανατολική Μεσόγειος. Μονογραφία του Κέντρου Ερεύνης της Αρχαιότητος της Ακαδη-

μίας Αθηνών, 4. Αθήνα 1998. (Orphanidis, L. Introduction to Neolithic Figurine Art. 

South-Eastern Europe and Eastern Mediterranean. Research Centre for Antiquity of  

Academy of Athens, Monograph 4. Athens 1998).
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Pl. 1: The Interpretational Theory of Repetition (L. Orphanidis 1990, 1992, 1996, 1998, 2011).
http://www.neolithic.gr
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Representational rendering with standard typology permits us to speak of sym-

bolism. In other words, it is very possible that consistent repetition in the manner of

rendering personal features is the potential basis for an early form of  religion. Given

that in early societies man had greater difficulty in conceiving the notion of a power supe-

rior to him and beyond his control (e.g. the notion of production) than a perceivable

(hence controlled) one, it is quite possible that he deified it by means of personification.

In other words, he may have endowed an anthropomorphic figure with specific traits of

this power, accepted by his social group. Thus, the gradual establishment, through com-

mon acceptance, of the belief in the existence of a divinity became possible. 

Two types of figurines at least, the standing females with hands under their

breasts and joined legs, and those with beak-nosed head merged with the cylindrical

neck, are found beyond the limits of Thessaly, as they exist throughout Greece from

the Southern Peloponnese to Macedonia.  I believe that they are a good example of the

process described above. 

Stylized figurines belong to a totally different category.  There is as yet no clue

to their interpretation, unless they have a standard anthropomorphic form, in which

case they may be three-dimensional renderings of abstract notions, following the men-

tal and social development of the first farmers. Thus, a schematic figurine of repeated

form may render a 'religious' idea, for example a goddess or an amulet, or a social idea,

such as the qualities of the tribal chief, the magician, the healer, the trader and so on.

It is also possible that it is the symbol of even more abstract concepts, such as fertili-

ty, family, etc., of seminal importance for the protohistoric environment in which large

and complex social structures developed for the first time as part of the Neolithic way

of life. 

I strongly believe that it is possible to apply the interpretative approach outlined

above to all figurine complexes regardless of date, which, as I have stated, should not

be considered a major obstacle in the interpretative process.

The name I have given to it is Theory of Repetition5, since it is based on the number

of times specific forms are encountered, resulting in the existence of standard figurine types.

Dr Laia Orphanidis____________________

5 
See Plate 1, p. 55

500 (ORF 925)
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TABLE 1

TYPES OF FIGURINES

__________________________
A. HEADS

I. MALE / FEMALE
1. With short hair

2. With tresses

3. Beak- nosed

Beak- nosed with long
neck

4. With applied face and
incised eyes

Figurines of Neolithic
Thessaly vol. III

Volos / Bastis Collection 2011*
Serial number coincides with

ORF number
Brackets show that a figurine belongs

to more than one categories

_________________________

2, 3, 23, 25, 34, 35, 76, 77, 695

9, 10, 11, 12, 19, [33], 697

13, 14, 17, 18, 20, 29, 31, 32, 694

Figurines of Neolithic
Thessaly vol. I

Larissa Collection 1996*
*Serial number is followed by
ORF number (in parenthesis)

Brackets show that a figurine belongs
to more than one categories

_________________________

12(433); 13(89); 19(2); 20(106);
21(105)

14(410); 15(6); 16(236); 17(241);
18(411);22(91);23(97);24(84);25(389);
26(412)

22(91); 23(97); 24(84); 25(389);
26(412); 27(518); 28(244); 29(560);
30(435); 31(413); 32(96); 33(522);
38(15); 41(229)

17(241); 22(91); 23(97); 24(84);
25(389); 28(244); 29(560); 30(435)

5(26); 6(31); 8(426); 9(422);
40(221); 68(209); 74(517); 75(220);

Figurines of Neolithic
Thessaly vol. II

Larissa Collection 2011*
*Serial number is followed by
ORF number (in parenthesis)

Brackets show that a figurine belongs
to more than one categories

_________________________

363(721); 364(719); 365(718);
366(915); 368(893); 369(991); 370(715);
371(223); 372(707); 373(864); 374(780);
375(777); 376(776); 377(775); 378( 937)

367(411); 379(870); 380(714);
381(709); 382( 996); 383(739); 384(712)

385(928); 386(741); 387(708);
388(711); 389(935); 390(731)

391(768); 392(895); 393(720);
394(869); 395(734); 396(894); 397(934);
398(666); 399(760); 400(762); 401(963);
402(960); 403(766); 404(927); 405(1022);
406(751);407(727);408(769)

409(861); 410(728); 411(880);
412(733); 413(756); 414(754); 415(761);
416(747); 417(995); 418(774); 419(753);

57
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5. With applied face and
applied eyes

6. With head applied on
cylindrical neck

7. With flat-topped head
(made from one lump
of clay)

8. With nose and eyes
modelled by simultane-
ous pressure on clay

9.Acroliths

10.Parts of faces (mouth/ nose)

1, 6, 7, 8, 16, 24, 26, 27, 28, 36, 44,
691

5

21, 22, 75, 78, 200,

79, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167,
168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 176, 177,
178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185,
186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 193, 194,
195, 196, 199

76(227); 77(10); 78(216); 79(92);
80(107); 81(524); 82(4); 83(248);
84(215); 85(214); 86(44); 87(45);
88(427); 89(218); 90(250); 91(210);
92(83); 135(515); 355(165)

[1(252); 2(100); 3(550); 4(14);
7(207); 10(443); 13(89); ] 98(94);
99(228); 100(439); 101(423); 42(19);
43(104); 44(552); 45(11); 46(240);
47(93); 48(3); 49(1); 50(108); 52(514);
53(76);54(34);56(224);57(245);61(48);
62(206); 136(409)

51(5); 55(237); 58(20); 60(103);
73(234); 93(254); 94(251); 95(46);
96(226); 97(211); 98(94); 99(228);
100(439); 101(423); 102(322); 103(323);
104(50); 105(230); 267(175)

59(235); 63(225); 64(82);
65(49); 66(246); 67(249); 69(28);
70(51); 71(539); 72(264a)

93(254);94(251); 95(46);
96(226); 97(211)

106(553); 107(54); 108(58);
109(57); 110(56); 111(418); 112(548);
113(7); 114(388); 115(380); 116(383);
117(62); 118(61); 119(60); 120(59)

360(421)

420(745); 421(750); 422(962); 423(746);
424(758); 425(749); 426(737); 427(740);
428(738); 429(744); 430(956); 431(901);
432(1000); 433(896); 434(871); 435(882);
436(710);437(904)

438(722); 439(743); 440(993);
441(994); 442(763); 443(757); 444(713);
445(742); 446(971); 447(957); 448(736);
449(945); 450(724); 451(748); 452(917)

453(906); 454(892); 455(735);
456(717);457(706); 458(732);459(755);
460(881); 461(723);462(874); 463(730);
464(752); 465(726); 466(916)

467(946); 468(759); 469(949)

470(873); 471(729); 472(716)

473(725); 474(765); 475(770);
476(764); 477(998); 478(898); 479(999)

480(771); 481(854)
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TABLE 2

TYPES OF FIGURINES

_________________________
B. BODIES

MALE
I. Representational

1.Sitting / seated

2.Standing

3.Hermaphrodite

4.Concise with
round flat base

Figurines of Neolithic
Thessaly v. III

Volos / Bastis Collection 2011*
*Serial number coincides with

ORF number
Brackets show that a figurine belongs

to more than one categories

_________________________

70, 91, 60 , 92 . 545

145

60, 92

Figurines of Neolithic
Thessaly vol. I

Larissa Collection 1996*
*Serial number is followed by
ORF number (in parenthesis)

Brackets show that a figurine belongs
to more than one categories

_________________________

121(315);122(555); 123(116);
124(310); 125(65); 126(39); 127(66);
128(471); 146(71); 137(307); 138(126);
139(87); 140(29); 141(201); 142(64);
247(27);248(493); [249(358)]

131(70);132(69);134(73);135(515);
136(409)

247(27); 248(493); [249(358)];
325(40)

Figurines of Neolithic
Thessaly vol. II

Larissa Collection 2011*
*Serial number is followed by
ORF number (in parenthesis)

Brackets show that a figurine belongs
to more than one categories

_________________________

482(922); 483(848); 484(924);
485(844);486(1003); 487(1006);488(979);
489(1019); 490(664); 491(992); 492(964);
493(846)

494(932); 495(842);496(839)

497(883); 498(1008)
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FEMALE /
UNKNOWN SEX
I. Representational

Standing
5.Standing - distended

legs

6.Standing - distended
calves

7.Torsos - possibly
standing, distended
calves

8.Standing - joined legs

Seated
9. Sitting- buttocks
merged with rear legs of stool

10.Sitting - body and
legs at right angle,
a) with hanging shanks
b) shanks straight forward

46, 47, 51, 66, 72, 114

57, 82, 84, 93, 94, 103, 108, 692

63, 142, 143, 144

50, 55, 62, 67, 83, 97, 102, 105,
111, 112, 140, 141

148(21); 152(144); 156(139);
161(136);

149(68);150(272); 163(158);
164(504); 165(167); 166(67); 167(513);
168(526); 169(279); 170(110); 171(111)

[151(516)]; 158(454); 160(22);
161(136); 162(468)

147(359); 157(445); 159(519);
172(18); 173(137); 174(140); [218(86)];
292(458; [345(452)

129(161);130(283);181(446)
;[212(268)]; [331(275)]

155(119); 178(492); 179(428); 180
(429); [224(124)]; 358(321); 204(42);
205(269); 206(146); 207(460); 208(141);
209(288)

499(890); 500(925); 501(942);
502(818); 503(900); 504(825); 505(823);
506(958); 507(836); 508(1020); 509(921);
510(835); 511(863); 512(862); 513(820);
514(886); 515(821); 516(841); 517(967);
518(817); 519(819); 520(837); 521(1011);
522(824);523(834); 524(948);525(826)

526(833); 527(830); 528(1016)

529(827); 530(829); 531(973);
532(838); 533(831); 534(832); 535(911);
536(914); 537(828); 538(822); 539(1002)

540(889)

541(444); 542(845); 543(851);
544(878); 545(847); 546(997); 547(1009);
548(1007); 549(985); 550(952); 551(852);
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11.Sitting -flat under
surface of buttocks

12.Birthgiving position

13.Sitting - crouching

14.Legs under knees

15.Distorted -legs
brought to the side

16.Lying on the belly

17.Sitting - legs brought
to the side

18.Sitting - crossed legs

19.Sitting - concise type

52

68

58, 95, 96, [99], 107, 127

48, 65, 86, [100], 110

49, 54, 115, 129, 130, 131, 133,
137, 540

153(12); [154(143)]; 182(151);
184(81); 211(274); 229(312)

143(72); 144(13)

155(119); 332(102); 333(112)

[183 (230)]; 201 (318); [203 (118)];
357(109)

145(75)

355(165)

185(171);186(115);187(182;
188(534); 189(415); 190(431); 191(170);
192(276); 93(117); 194(437); 195(530);
[196(63)]

197(164);198(17);199(581);
200(306); 202(284)

[176(314)]; [177(278)]; 211(274);
213(125); 214(309); 266(153)

552(1010);553(1023);554(853);555(929);
556(616);557(969);558(931)

559(682); 560(705); 561(903);
562(905)

563 (787); 541 (444)

564(796)

565(909); 566(975)

567(793); 568(923); 569(806);
570(951); 571(792); 572(791); 573(801);
574(813); 575(805); 576(794); 577(809);
578(810); 579(811); 580(983); 581(984);
582(1021); 583(987); 584(807); 585(812);
586(798); 587(800); 588(910)

589(970); 590(936); 591(703);
592(950); 593(803); 594(789); 595(802);
596(814); 597(804); 598(797); 599(815);
600(907); 601(790); 602(808); 603(876);
604(856); 605(954); 606(816); 607(788);
608(986)

609(891); 610(609); 611(912);
612(635); 613(622); 614(625)
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20.Concise type with
round base

21.Concise type with
legs as two frontal protrusions

22.Upper torsos-
arms below breasts

23.Upper torsos-
arms on belly (or a little
upper or lower)

53, 56, 69, 71, 73, 124, 134, 138,
139, 698, 696, 546, 698

61, 106, 109, 132

98, 113, 198, 693, 699

59, 64, 126, 128, 151, 541, 700

215(120); 216(132); 217(549);
219(579; 220(580); 221(128); 223(16);
225(80); 226(77); 227(25); 228(575);
230(113); 231(147); 232(352); 233(37);
234(329); 35(32); 236(121); 237(328);
238(327); 239(305); 241(162); 242(163);
243(502; 244(133); 251(495); 252(160);
253(342); 254(464); 257(122); 58(127);
268(78); 317(354); 318(8)

211(274);213(125);214(309;
222(270);250(152);311(598);312(299);3
13(42);314(311)

164(504); 166(67); 170(110);
171(111); 173(137); 184(81); 185(171);
212(268); 213(125); 219(579); 231(147);
232(352); 234(329); 235(32); 236(121);
240(340); 241(162); 242(163); 243(502);
244(133); 245(159); 246(135); 269(129);
270(145); 271(336); 272(334); 273(114);
274(324); 275(172); 276(148); 277(174);
278(177); 279(325); 280(30); 283(198);
284(341); 285(349); 286(497); 287(24);
289(403);302(291);318(8)

133(79);176(314);177(278);182(15
1);183(23); 187(282); 188(534); 189(415);
190(431); 191(170); 192(276); 204(420);
205(269); 206(146); 207(460); 208(141);
209(288); 210(142); 220(580); 222(270);
223(16); 224(124); 225(80); 226(77);
227 (25 ) ; 228 (575 ) ; 229 (312 ) ;
230 (113 ) ; 281 (203 ) ; 282 (85 ) ;

615(1024); 616(687); 617(885);
618(919); 619(939); 620(675); 621(673);
622(941); 623(704); 624(683); 625(668);
626(698); 627(667); 628(693); 629(887);
630(689); 631(884); 632(684); 633(672);
634(681); 635(678); 636(940); 637(699);
638(677); 639(692); 640(700); 641(680)

642(674); 643(610); 644(902);
645(670); 646(694); 647(1017); 648(636);
649(612); 650(686); 651(1014); 652(840);
653(690); 654(702); 655(947); 656(623);
657(665)

658(613); 659(918); 660(1004);
661(978); 662(926); 663(955); 664(645);
665(953); 666(642); 667(685); 668(866);
669(868); 670(1018); 671(980); 672(660);
673(662); 674(930); 675(850); 676(976);
677(659); 678(661); 679(646); 680(663);
681(977); 682(652); 683(649); 684(658);
685(641); 686(651); 687(657); 688(653);
689(654); 690(655); 691(944); 692(650);
693(647); 694(966); 695(908); 696(961);
697(643)

698(988); 699(688); 700(972);
701(968); 702(644); 703(843); 704(656);
705(849); 706(933); 707(913); 708(982);
709(965); 710(648);711(981);712(1015)
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B. Stylized
24.Stylized torsos

25.Four-legged

26.Three-legged

27.Pear-shaped

28.Phallus-shaped

C. MODELLED IN
RELIEF (anthropomorphic
vases or pottery decoration)

116, 125

89, 90, 101, [136],

88, 135

81,85,87,117,119,120,121,122,123

288 (74 ) ; 290 (123 ) ; 291 (150 ) ;
[293(331];[294(196)];[295(138)];
[296(267)];297(182);298(425);
299(36); [300(362)]; [301(432)];
345(452)

212(268); 255(326); 256(308);
261(90); 262(255); 263(353); 264(99);
265(98); 302(291); 313(42); 314(311);
326(600); 327(296); 328(149); 329(33);
330(295); 331(275)

259(101);260(212);319(35);
320(545);321(38);322(525);323(293);32
4(294); 325(40)

303(273);304(47); 305(134);
306(43); 307(355); 308(41); 309(52);
310(131); 311(598); 312(299);315(360);
316(357); 317(354)

332(102); 356(95)

713(857); 714(611); 715(614);
716(615); 717(618); 718(640); 719(627);
720(629); 721(638); 722(879); 723(877);
724(617); 725(621); 726(630); 727(631);
728(619); 729(620); 730(628); 731(626)

732(624); 733(633); 734(634);
735(632);736(637);737(875)

738(639); 739(701); 740(1013);
741(671); 742(959); 743(676); 744(691);
745(865); 746(695); 747(697); 748(696);
749(669)

750(1012); 751(786)
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D.SPARE PARTS
(feet/arms/hands etc.)

E. SCHEMATIC FLAT
FIGURINES AND
OBJECTS CONVEYING
THE FORM OF
FIGURINES

148, 149, 150, 154, 155, 156,
157, 158, 159, 161, 174, 197, 201, 202,
203, 333, 447, 547

357(109);358(321); 359(508);
360(421); 361(470); 362 (463)

334(472); 335(473); 336(55);
337(373);338(386);339(486); 340(372);
341(345);342(271); 343(604);344(478);
346(231); 347(440); 348(554); 349(537);
350(479); 351(347); 352(346); 353(363);
354(483)

752(783); 753(855); 754(859);
755(974); 756(860); 757(990); 758(858);
759(989); 760(782); 761(1001); 762(872);
763(785);764(784); 765(781); 766(920);

767(778);768(779); 769(888)

Dr Laia Orphanidis
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SOME REMARKS ON THE PROBLEMS OF THE CHRONOLOGY

OF THE NEOLITHIC FIGURINES OF THESSALY

Anthropomorphic figurines are virtually the status symbol of every Neolithic

settlement in Central and East Europe, the Balkans and the Ancient East. Made mainly

of clay, marble or other stones, bone, shell or  perhaps even wood1 and other perishable

organic materials, which have not been preserved, naturalistic, schematic or of

intermediate types, they are ubiquituous in Neolithic sites. The majority of known

figurines are surface finds, while only a relatively small percentage derives from

excavations. A large number of Neolithic figurines has been found in Neolithic sites of

Thessaly. As mentioned in Vol. I of the Corpus of  Neolithic Figurines of Thessaly2,

many figurines belonged previously to private collections, which have been donated to

the Archaeological Museum of Larissa. The most representative of them will be

exhibited in the new Archaeological Museum of Larissa, while very few of them are

already on display in the existing museum (Turkish Mosque)3.  

A considerable number (362) of these figurines has been published in Vol. I of

the present Corpus, without reference to particular dating. It is difficult to date fig-

urines that are surface finds, even to general chronological periods, to distinguish e.g.

between Early Neolithic and Middle Neolithic or Late Neolithic and Chalcolithic. The

general picture from excavated material is that the figurines of the early phases (EN,

MN) are more naturalistic, while the figurines of later phases (LN, Chalcolithic) are

more stylized4, ending in the very schematic figurines of the Rachmani phase, at the

end of the Neolithic5. The latter, if they are not found without the clay body - which is

usually the case for surface finds - and traces of their painted decoration happen to be

completely erroded, could very easily be mistaken for stone tools6. However, the above

typological evolution is not the rule. Schematic figurines exist in the early periods and

naturalistic figurines in later periods. But even when figurines are found in excava-

tions, one cannot be sure of their precise dating, i.e. if the were made at the time to

which the archaeological stratum in which they were found corresponds, or earlier, as

they could have been kept by their users for a long time7. This seems to be the case with

good quality pottery, which bears signs of repair8 and was also travelling to great dis-

tances. Some figurines bear signs that they had been in use by their owners even after

they were broken.

The fact that many excavations have taken place in Thessaly since the end of

19th century, has provided the figurines from the early excavations with a varying ter-

______________________________________________

1 Theocharis 1981: 64
2 Gallis - Orphanidis 1996: 7
3 Archaeologikon Deltion 50, (1995): 390
4 Tσούντας 1908, p. 287; Χουρμουζιάδης 1994: 33
5 Gallis - Orphanidis, ibid.: 59
6 Gallis - Orphanidis, ibid.: 172, No 117 ORF 62; p. 173, No 118 ORF 61
7 Gallis - Orphanidis, ibid.: 58 - 59
8 Papathanassopoulos (ed.) 1996 Neolithic Civilization in Greece:123
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minology of dating9. A few remarks should be made here concerning the chronology of

the Thessalian Neolithic. Based on his pioneering excavations at Sesklo and Dimini,

and the complementary small-scale excavations at Pyrgos north of Sesklo and Argissa

and Messiani Magoula, in the district of Larissa, Tsountas (who worked in Thessaly

from 1899 till 1906) divided the Thessalian Neolithic into two periods: Period A (cor-

responding roughly to the Early and Middle Neolithic) and Period B (corresponding to

the Late Neolithic), while his Period Γ corresponds to the Bronze Age.  He even

remarked that within Period A he could discern an early phase10, which we can consid-

er as corresponding roughly to the Early Neolithic. Tsountas was followed in his

research in prehistoric Thessaly by Wace and Thompson, who worked in the region

from 1907 till 1910, conducting excavations mainly in central, south and southwest

Thessaly (Rachmani, Zerelia, Rheni, Tsangli and Tzani Magoula), as well as in the

Spercheios Valley (Lianokladi). They included the results of Tsountas’s work in their

book Prehistoric Thessaly11, following his chronological division and elaborating it:

their Periods A and B correspond to Tsountas’s division, but their Period Γ corresponds

to a transitional phase between the Neolithic and Bronze Age, which they named

Chalcolithic, while to the Bronze Age they assigned their Period Δ. In their excavations

the early strata corresponded mainly to the MN (being well represented by the materi-

al from Sesklo) while the strata of period B were well represented by the material from

Dimini. Consequently, as it was through their book that the Thessalian Neolithic

became known to the international scientific community, the Neolithic periods of

Thessaly were generally known as Sesklo period (EN/MN) and Dimini period (LN).

Works by other archaeologists, which appeared in the inter-war years12, summarized

the data known till that time, even correlating the Thessalian Neolithic with material

then starting to be known from other parts of the Balkans. These scholars elaborated

pottery categories of the Thessalian Neolithic, but they kept in general lines the bipar-

tite division of the Neolithic given in the pioneering works of Tsountas and Wace and

Thompson. 

It was S. Weinberg  who first divided the Neolithic into three periods, EN, MN

and LN, according to the tripartite division of A. Evans for the Minoan Civilization, a

division which has remained in use ever since13.    

After 1950, two archaeologists, D.Theocharis and V. Milojcic (both working in

Thessaly till 1977), advanced research in prehistoric Thessaly, with their major strati-

graphic excavations, Milojcic at Argissa, Otzaki, Arapi Magoula, Agia Sophia and

Pevkakia and Theocharis at Pyrassos, Souphli Magoula, Gentiki, Nessonis I and II,

Agios Petros near Alonnissos, Achilleion and above all at Sesklo. These scholars

helped to clarify   the various periods and phases of Neolithic Thessaly, by giving them

names which have been adopted in the international bibliography14. 

______________________________________________

9 Marangou 1992: 32
10 Tσούντας 1908
11 Wace and Thompson 1912
12 Mυλωνάς 1928; Hansen 1933; Grundmann 1932; 1934; 1937, 1947 and 1954
13 Papathanassopoulos (ed.) 1996 Neolithic Civilization in Greece: 26
14 For an up to date chronological diagram see: Papathanassopoulos (ed.) 1996 Neolithic Civilization in    

Greece: 28 - 29
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The chronological division of the Thesalian Neolithic (updated by taking into

consideration C14 dates from other parts of Greece), which was embodied in a more

general scheme of Neolithic Greece, is as follows: Aceramic or Prepottery 6800 - 6500

BC. Early Neolithic (EN) 6500 - 5800 BC: Early Pottery, Protosesklo, Presesklo.

Middle Neolithic 5800 - 5300 BC: Sesklo I - III, Zarko [Protogrey]. Late Neolithic

5300 - 4500 BC: LN I (Prediminian phases 5300 - 4800 BC [Tsangli - Larissa, Arapi]);

LN II (Diminian phases 4800 - 4500 BC [Agia Sophia, Otzaki, Classical Dimini] ).

Chalkolithic 4500 - 3200 BC: Rachmani.

Having in mind the above remarks on the chronology of the Thessalian

Neolithic, one can come back now to the reference to Neolithic figurines in the afore-

mentioned works, as well as in other relevant studies, and review them very briefly,

from the point of view of chronological information. Tsountas, in his pioneering

work,15 dealt also with the Neolithic figurines and proposed a chronological frame for

their typology, based mainly on his excavation data from Sesklo and Dimini. He pub-

lished 121 figurines (72 of clay and 49 of stone); he even refers to one possibly of

bone, very schematic, which recalls the acrolithic examples. Tsountas comes to the

conclusion that in the early phase (Period A) the figurines are mainly naturalistic and

become schematic in the later phases (Period B), ending up at the very schematic

acroliths of the transitional period to the Bronze Age16. He gives a good description of

the figurines (clay and stone) and the techniques of their making. He tries consciously

to assign them to a particular period, A or B, according to the depth where they were

found and, where possible, the pottery associated with them. So, with the data of those

early excavations it is not possible to assign the figurines to a precise period (EN or

MN), even less to a particular phase of any of these periods.

More accurate chronological assignment of the figurines is given in the book by

Wace and Thompson17. They present 182 figurines according to their stratigraphical

position, in correlation with the pottery of the strata in which they had been found.

They too follow Tsountas’s view that the evolution of the figurines is from naturalistic

to more schematic representations of the human figure18. However, one of the most

realistic figurines comes from the Chalcolithic period, showing that naturalistic fig-

urines were produced in later phases, although figurine production was declining, near-

ly disappearing by the Early Bronze Age19.  

H. Hansen, who worked in Thessaly in the years 1924 and 1927-1928, also fol-

lows the view of Tsountas and Wace and Thompson, that the Neolithic figurine pro-

duction starts with naturalistic, well-made figurines and ends up with a complete

degeneration20. She remarks further that the male figurines occur more frequently in the

Late Neolithic, as Tsountas had already observed,21 and classifies the figurines into two

main categories: "standing" and "seated" ones. She also notes that they can be classi-
___________________________________________

15 Tσούντας 1908: 283 - 306
16 Tσούντας ibid.
17 Wace - Thompson 1912
18 Wace - Thompson 1908
19 Wace - Thompson 1908
20 Hansen 1933
21 Tσούντας 1908



fied into categories according to the material of which they are made, their posture and

their appearance22. 

V. Milojcic, who worked in Thessaly from 1953 till 1977, refers to the Neolithic

figurines found in his excavations, occasionally, within the presentation of the rest of

the material, without devoting any particular discussion to their typology, chronology

and evolution. The same applies to the related publications made by his collaborators. 

In the same period, D. Theocharis too worked in Thessaly (from 1954 to 1977),

focusing most of his activities to research on the prehistory of the region and of Sesklo

in particular23. Theocharis stresses the presence of Neolithic figurines already from the

Aceramic and Early Neolithic levels, and associates them with Palaeolithic figurines

or other human representations24. Concerning the development of the types of the fig-

urines, he accepts the parallel presence, to a certain degree, of both naturalistic and

schematic figurines throughout the Neolithic25. Nonetheless, he attempts to specify var-

ious ways of rendering facial characteristics (such as the eyes or the hair) in the EN and

MN26, but does not attempt any major enterprise on the typological and chronological

evolution of the figurines throughout the Neolithic. 

Neolithic figurines from Thessaly were also included in works dealing with fig-

urines in general27 or with prehistoric art in Greece in general. Zervos28 gives a very

nice depiction of Thessalian Neolithic figurines and repeats the theory of previous

researchers regarding their interpretation as "Mother Goddess". But his work adds lit-

tle to our knowledge of their chronological and typological development. The same

applies, more or less, to the works of Gimbutas, who concentrates mainly on the inter-

pretation of their use within the framework of her theories on prehistoric religion and

cult29.  

More informative from the point of view of chronological and typological devel-

opment is the systematic work of P. Ucko30, who, using mainly the publication of Wace

and Thompson Prehistoric Thessaly, gives a general typology of the Neolithic fig-

urines of Thessaly.  Based on the limited information on excavated material available

to him, he refers to the Neolithic figurines as to "Protosesklo", "Vorsesklo", MN, LN

and Chalcolithic. Because he depends on the data from the early excavations, of the

beginning of the twentieth century, he deals mainly with the production of Thessalian

Neolithic figurines known from Sesklo and Dimini31. Very informative for the chronol-

ogy and typology of EN and MN figurines is M. Gimbutas’s book32 on her excavations

at Achilleion, in southeast Thessaly, in 1973 and 1974. 
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22 Hansen 1933
23 Papathanassopoulos (ed.): 26 - 27
24 Θεοχάρης 1981: 40 - 41, 64
25 Θεοχάρης ibid.: 148, 154
26 Θεοχάρης ibid.: 107
27 Ucko, P. 1968;  Gimbutas, M. - Winn, S - Shimabuku, D. 1989
28 Zervos, C. 1962
29 Gimbutas 
30 Ucko, P. 1962
31 Ucko, P. ibid.
32 Gimbutas, M. - Winn, S - Shimabuku, D. 1989
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G. Hourmouziadis, who worked in Thessaly from 1965 till 1982, gives in his

book on the Neolithic figurines33 a good overview and evaluation of the above men-

tioned works34, and concentrates on dealing with the problems of construction and

interpretation. He gives also very detailed analyses of the types of both genders,

according to the posture, facial features, rendering of the hair, but he does not say much

about their chronology, although he had a substantial number of figurines (at least from

the EN and MN) from his excavations at Prodromos, in Western Thessaly [Prodromos

I-III]. In fact, he devotes only two pages to the very important subject of the chronol-

ogy of the Neolithic figurines35. 

The same lack of a good and detailed chronological frame for the Thessalian

Neolithic figurines can be noted even in recent related works, such as the book by Chr.

Marangou36, and the catalogue of the Neolithic Exhibition held in the Goulandris

Museum of Cycladic Art, in 199637. 

In the most recent related monograph Neolithic Figurine Art of Southeastern

Europe and Eastern Mediterranean L. Orphanidis38 gives a very comprehensive review

of the Neolithic figurines of Thessaly, assigning the various types to corresponding

periods (EN, MN, LN) according to the data of the relevant publications .

From the above bibliography it becomes clear that a detailed specific work on the

chronological and typological development of the Neolithic figurines of Thessaly,

within an up-to-date chronological frame (as formed taking into consideration C14

dates and the input of applied sciences) is still lacking. So, the authors of this Corpus

of Neolithic Figurines of Thessaly, of which the great bulk is fortuitous/surface finds,

are faced with the lack of a systematic tool that would help to assign each figurine,

according to its type, securely to a specific period and (where possible) phase of the

Thessalian Neolithic sequence. In the present Volume II an approximate dating is given

for most of the figurines of Volumes I and II (Appendices I and II, pages 74-83). It is

particularly difficult to discern between the EN and MN ones, as some types seem to

be common both in the EN and (at least in the first phases of) the MN. For this reason

they are characterized as EN/MN39. 

In the case of surface finds, where no stratigraphic or other excavation data exist,

one depends on the information that can be extracted from the object itself, in order to

assess its chronology. The clay texture, temper, firing conditions, the slip and special-

ly painted decoration (when it exists) play an important role for its dating. It is pretty

sure that, in most cases at least, clay figurines were made in the same workshops as

pottery and by the same potters. In some cases one can identify, even visually, that they

are of the same clay texture and have the same slip and painted decoration as the pot-
__________________________________________

33 Χουρμουζιάδης 1973
34 Χουρμουζιάδης, AAA 1994: 31 - 37
35 Χουρμουζιάδης, ibid.: 235 - 236
36 Marangou 1992, p. 32 - 41
37 Papathanassopoulos (ed.)1996; for a schematic chronological frame for the figurines in the exhibition 

see ibid.: 144 - 145
38 Oρφανίδη, Λ. 1998: 127 - 137
39 One should take into consideration that in the early works these two periods were treated as one

(Period A) and, as the figurines were treated "en bloc" in the relative publications, it cannot be clari fied

if they belong to the Early Neolithic or the Middle Neolithic of the later division.
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____________________________________________

40 See Maps 2 and 3
41 Χουρμουζιάδης, AAA 1994: 31 - 37
42 It is an interesting question, who made the acrolithic figurines. For the clay figurines and other minia-

ture clay objects it is obvious that they were made by the same artisans as made pottery. The stone fig-

urines demand a quite different specialization however, and most probably were made by the artisans

who made various stone artefacts, such as bowls, pendants or various miniature objects. [In fact, some

marble figurines indicate the skill of a real sculptor, such as Nos 170, ORF 110 and 217, ORF 549

(Gallis, K. - Orphanidis, L. 1996, p. 226 and 274)]. In the case of the acroliths it seems that a collabo-

ration of the two (or at least a combination of the two skills) was needed. The simple clay cylindrical

body was made by a potter - the same as made Rachmani pottery- and the marble upper part by some-

body specialized in stone working. Because of its simple form it did not demand a particular skill, just

the selection of a pebble of suitable size and shape, and a slight trimming or simple polishing. On it the

very simple, abstract facial and other characteristic details were painted. So, in the case of the acroliths

perhaps the stone part was worked by the potters themselves.

tery of the corresponding phase. So, figurine No 35. ORF 505 in Vol. I can be safely

dated to Sesklo I (the first phase of MN), as it has the solid style painted decoration,

typical of the beginning of MN. Other kinds of painted decoration (linear style, as in

figurines No 33, ORF 522,  No 101, ORF 423, and No 162, ORF 468, in Vol. I) were

in use for a longer period in the MN or even from the EN. As far as LN is concerned,

figurine No 345, ORF 452 in Vol. I can be safely dated to the Tsangli - Larissa phase

of the beginning of the LN, thanks to its grey clay and grey-on-grey decoration, typi-

cal of that phase. Actually, the typical pottery of that phase, particularly dispersed in

Western Thessaly, has a very homogeneous clay, poor in chromium / nickel; the

archaeometric analyses show that this ware was probably produced in a particular

region of Northwest Thessaly, in the area of Grizano. So, figurine No 345, ORF 452

most probably was produced in that area and was found at Petrino, 16 kms  SE of the

site of Grizano, in the same region of Southwest Thessaly40. On the other hand, figurine

No 292, ORF 458 in Vol. I,  from Makrychori 2, in the north part of the East Thessalian

plain, can be safely dated to the Classical Dimini phase of the LN, because its incised

decoration and clay texture are typical of that phase41. Finally, marble figurines such as

Nos 115-120 (in Vol. I), particularly when they preserve traces of paint, are unmistak-

able parts of acroliths of the Chalcolithic Rachmani phase. 

In this case, the paint (pink, red, violet, black) used to render facial characteris-

stics and other features, in a very schematic way42, is similar to the paint used for the

decoration of the pottery of Rachmani phase. 

The authors plan in a next volume to publish figurines recovered from old or

recent excavations, well dated and stratified, which could be used as a reference for the

dating of the figurines published in the first two volumes, as well as for the ones to be

published in the future. Normally the volume with well-dated figurines from various

excavations should be the first in the series. However, because most of that material,

was not available at the time, the authors decided to publish first the available materi-

al, mainly from former private collections of Larissa, so that this be readily accessible

to the scientific community. In the Appendices that follow, there is given, in the title

piece, a relatively vague chronology for the figurines of Volumes I and II. It is planned,

when the excavated material is published in a next volume, to come back with more

specific dating, where possible. 
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As is the case in Vol. I43, the present Corpus includes (apart from a general map

of Greece which locates Thessaly) two detailed maps  with the places mentioned in the

text of both Volumes, I and II. Map 2 includes the exact find spots (magoulas) by their

site number (ATAE), according to Γαλλής 1992, while Map 3includes the cases with

an approximate provenance (names of modern villages or towns), when the exact find

spot is not known. These maps will be very useful for any future research on Neolithic

figurine production in Thessaly, from the point of view of identifying interchange net-

works and production centres. It would be useful for this purpose if an archaeometric

analysis of the clay figurines of Thessaly could be undertaken and the results compared

with those of an Archaeometry Programme for the study of Thessalian Neolithic pot-

tery, for which a considerable Database has already been built up44.    

Kostas Gallis

____________________________________________

43 Gallis - Orphanidis 1996: 62
44 Demoule, J.-P. - Gallis, K. and Manolakakis, L. 1988;   Schneider, G. - Knoll, H. - Gallis, K. - Demoule, J.-P. 1991
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APPENDIX I

DATING OF NEOLITHIC FIGURINES OF VOLUME I

Below there is an attempted dating of Neolithic figurines belonging to collections pub-

lished in volume I, made totally on the basis of typological comparisons to pottery and other

stratified excavation material. Abbreviations refer to the Neolithic periods, EN for Early

Neolithic, MN for Middle Neolithic and LN for Late Neolithic.

1.  ORF 252; MΛ. ΚΡ. 39; Domokos; EN/MN.

2.  ORF 100; MΛ.ΘΕ. 1064; Vassili, Farsala; (Possibly) MN.

3.  ORF 55O; MΛ .XO.228; unknown provenance; EN/MN.

4.  ORF 14; MΛ .TΛ .171; Chara; EN/MN.

5.  ORF 26; MΛ.TΛ.134; unknown provenance; Neolithic (cannot be more specifical-

ly dated on stylistic grounds).

6.  ORF 31; MΛ.TΛ.172; Gelanthi; EN/MN.

7.  ORF 207; MΛ.KP.257; Domokos; EN/MN.

8.    ORF 426; MΛ.ΘE.1340; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. (Possibly) MN.

9.    ORF 422; MΛ.ΘE.1296; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. (Possibly) MN.

10. ORF 443;MΛ.ΘE.650; Zappeio 2 (Magoula Koutsouro); ATAE 48. EN/MN.

11. ORF 567; MΛ.XO.105; Agios Georgios, Larissa 3 (Magoula Dragatsi); ATAE 65. MN.

12.  ORF 433; MΛ.ΘE.1122; Zappeio 2 (Magoula Koutsouro); ATAE 48 or Zappeio 3;  ATAE 235. MN.

13.ORF 89; MΛ.ΘE.1050; Zappeio 1; ATAE 215. MN.

14.ORF 410; MΛ.ΘE.1054; Zappeio 1; ATAE 215. MN.

15.ORF 6; MΛ.TΛ.180; Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133. MN.

16. ORF 236; MΛ.KP.412; Astritsa. EN/MN.

17. ORF 241; MΛ.KP.2O6; Zappeio 2 (Magoula Koutsouro); ATAE 48. MN.

18. ORF 411; MΛ.ΘE.1179; Agios Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula Vrasteri); ATAE 61.  (Possibly) MN.

19. ORF 2; MΛ.TΛ.; Ambelonas 3 (Magoula Karagioz); ATAE 52. (Possibly) MN.

20. ORF 106; MΛ.ΘE.1058; Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133. (Possibly) MN.

21. ΟRF 105; MΛ.ΘE.1034; Zappeio 2 (Magoula Koutsouro); ATAE 48. (Possibly) MN.

22. ORF 91; MΛ.ΘE.1076; Chara 2 (Paliambela); ATAE 99. EN/MN.

23. ORF 97; MΛ.ΘE.1059; Koilada 1 (Magoula Megalo Gefyri); ATAE 28. EN/MN.

24. ORF 84; MΛ.ΘE.1075; Koilada 1 (Magoula Megalo Gefyri); ATAE 28. EN/MN.

25. ORF 389; MΛ.KP.379; Stavros. EN/MN.

26. ORF 412; MΛ.ΘE.729; Krannon 5 (Mavros Lofos); ATAE 56. EN/MN.

27. ORF 518; MΛ.ΘE.1136; Sitochoro 2 (Magoula Bezil); ATAE 101. EN/MN.

28. ORF 244; MΛ.KP.22; Agios Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula Vrasteri); ATAE 61.  EN/MN.

29. ORF 560; MΛ.XO.224; unknown provenance. EN/MN.

30. ORF 435; MΛ.ΘE.1163; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235. EN/MN.

31. ΟRF 413; ΜΛ.ΘΕ.1088; Agios Georgios, Larissa 3 (Magoula Dragatsi);  ATAE 65. EN/MN.

32. ORF 96; MΛ.ΘE.1078; Doxaras 1; ATAE 170. (Possibly) MN.

33. ORF 522; MΛ.ΘE.2738; unknown provenance. (Possibly) MN.

34. ORF 243; MΛ.KP.36; Ambelonas 4 (Magoula Vakouf); ATAE 236. Neolithic (can

not be more specifically dated on stylistic grounds). 
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35. ORF 505; MΛ.ΘE.710; Agios Georgios, Larissa 3 (Magoula Dragatsi); ATAE 65. 

Beginning of MN. (Solid Style decoration).

36. ORF 9; MΛ.TΛ.174; Nesson (Nessonis). EN/MN.

37. ORF 88; MΛ.ΘE.596; Agios Georgios, Larissa 3 (Magoula Dragatsi); ATAE 65. EN/MN.

38. ORF 15; MΛ.TΛ.170; Sitochoro 2 (Magoula Bezil); ATAE 101. EN/MN.

39. ORF 53; MΛ.TΛ.177; Sofades (Magoula Margarita). EN/MN.

40. ORF 221; MΛ.KP.407; Thavmakos. Neolithic (cannot be more specifically dated on 

stylistic grounds).

41. ORF 229; MΛ.KP.402; Domeniko 1; ATAE 32. EN/MN.

42. ORF 19; MΛ.TΛ.23; Larissa 9 (Soufli Magoula); ATAE 35. EN/MN.

43. ORF 104; MΛ.ΘE.1053; Zarko (Magoula Koutsaki); ATAE 206. EN/MN.

44. ORF 552; MΛ.XO.227; unknown provenance. EN/MN.

45. ORF 11; MΛ.TΛ.182; Sitochoro. EN/MN.

46. ORF 240; MΛ.KP.96; Chalkiades 2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE 96. EN/MN.

47. ORF 93; MΛ.ΘE.633; Chalkiades 2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE 96. EN/MN.

48. ORF 3; MΛ.TΛ.145; Larissa 9 (Soufli Magoula); ATAE 35. EN/MN.

49. ORF 1; MΛ.TΛ.169; unknown provenance. EN/MN.

50. ORF 108; MΛ.ΘE.1057; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN. 

51. ORF 5; MΛ.TΛ.185; Melissochori 1 (Magoula Bisler); ATAE 18. EN/MN.

52. ORF 514; MΛ.ΘE.1056; Doxaras 1; ATAE 170. EN/MN.

53. ORF 76; MΛ.ΘE.709; Pineiada (Magoula Stergiana); ATAE 267. EN/MN.

54. ORF 34; MΛ.TΛ.181; Petrino. EN/MN.

55. ORF 237; MΛ.KP.23; Agios Georgios, Larissa 4; ATAE 66. EN/MN.

56. ORF 224; MΛ.KP.250; Dassochori 2 (Magoula Orman); ATAE 60. EN/MN.

57. ORF 245; MΛ.KP.43; Neo Monastiri. EN/MN.

58. ORF 20; MΛ.TΛ.135; Krannon 5 (Mavros Lofos); ATAE 56. EN/MN.

59. ORF 235; MΛ.KP.275; Sofades. EN/MN.

60. ORF 103; MΛ.ΘE.493; Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90. EN/MN.

61. ORF 48; MΛ.TΛ.38; Gelanthi. EN/MN

62. ORF 206; MΛ.KP.408; Sofades. EN/MN.

63. ORF 225; MΛ.KP.411; Paschalitsa. EN/MN.

64. ORF 82; MΛ.ΘE.728; Sitochoro 1; ATAE 100. EN(/MN).

65. ORF 49; MΛ.TΛ.144; Larissa 9 (Soufli Magoula); ATAE 35. EN(/MN).

66. ORF 246; MΛ.KP.413; Platykambos. EN(/MN).

67. ORF 249; MΛ.KP.420; Chalkiades 2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE 96. EN(/MN).

68. ORF 209; MΛ.KP.369; Sofades (Magoula Margarita). EN(/MN).

69. ORF 28; MΛ.TΛ.26; Larissa 9 (Soufli Magoula); ATAE 35. EN(/MN).

70. ORF 51; MΛ.TΛ.179;unknown provenance. Neolithic (cannot be more specifically dated).

71. ORF 539; MΛ.ΘE.69; Chalki 3 (Magoula Varko); ATAE 72. Neolithic (cannot be more 

specifically dated).

72. ORF 264a; MΛ.KP.405; Farsala. EN(/MN).

73. ORF 234; MΛ.KP.309; Agios Georgios, Larissa 4; ATAE 66. EN(/MN).

74. ORF 517; MΛ.ΘE.1051; Sitochoro 2 (Magoula Bezil); ATAE 101. EN(/MN).

75. ORF 220; MΛ.KP.9; Chalkiades 2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE 96 EN(/MN).

76. ORF 227; MΛ.KP. 256; Domokos. EN(/MN).
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77. ORF 10; MΛ.TΛ.167; Larissa 8 (Vrastero); ATAE 3. EN(/MN).

78. ORF 216; MΛ.KP.93; Chalkiades 2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE 96. EN(/MN).

79. ORF 92; MΛ.ΘE.1055; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN(/MN).

80. ORF 107; MΛ.ΘE. 1036; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN(/MN). 

81. ΟRF 524; MΛ.ΘE.1173; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN(/MN).

82. ORF 4; MΛ.TΛ.; unknown provenance. EN(/MN).

83. ORF 248; MΛ.KP.94; Chalkiades 2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE 96. EN(/MN).

84. ORF 215;MΛ.KP.95; Chalkiades 2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE 96. EN(/MN).

85. ORF 214; MΛ.KP.333; Chalkiades 2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE 96. EN(/MN).

86. ORF 44; MΛ.TΛ.168; unknown provenance. EN(/MN).

87. ORF 45; MΛ.TΛ.173; Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169. EN(/MN).

88. ORF 427; MΛ.ΘE.1188; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN(/MN).

89. ORF 218; MΛ.KP.279; Zappeio 5 (Magoula Roidies); ATAE 97. EN(/MN).

90. ORF 250; MΛ.KP.406; Larissa 9 (Soufli Magoula); ATAE 35. EN(/MN).

91. ORF 210; MΛ.KP.16; Zappeio 5 (Magoula Roidies); ATAE 97. EN(/MN).

92. ORF 83; MΛ.ΘE.1029; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN.

93. ORF 254; MΛ.KP.329; Makrychori 4 (Rachmani); ATAE 70. EN/MN.

94. ORF 251; MΛ.KP.40; Sofades. EN/MN.

95. ORF 46; MΛ.TΛ.178; Ilias,Karditsa. EN/MN.

96. ORF 226; MΛ.KP.252; Sofades. Neolithic (cannot be more specifically dated).

97. ORF 211; MΛ.KP.338; Sofades. Neolithic (cannot be more specifically dated).

98. ORF 94; MΛ.ΘE.1052; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235. Neolithic (cannot be more specifically dated).

99. ORF 228; MΛ.KP.375; Neo Monastiri. Neolithic (cannot be more specifically dated).

100. ORF 439; MΛ.ΘE.; unknown provenance. MN/LN.

101. ORF 423; MΛ.ΘE.52; unknown provenance. EN(/MN).

102. ORF 322; MΛ.KP.33; Giannouli 1 (Magoula Arapi); ATAE 46. LN.

103. ORF 323; MΛ.KP.31; Makrychori 4 (Rachmani); ATAE 70. LN.

104. ORF 50; MΛ.TΛ.28; unknown provenance. LN.

105. ORF 230; MΛ.KP.310; Dendra 1 (Argissa); ATAE 50. LN.

106. ORF 553; MΛ.XO.234; Damasi 4 (Magoula Tourkogefyra); ATAE 15. LN.

107. ORF 54; MΛ.TΛ.27; Nesson (Nessonis). LN.

108. ORF 58; MΛ.TΛ.138; unknown provenance. LN.

109. ORF 57; MΛ.TΛ.; unknown provenance. LN.

110. ORF 56; MΛ.TΛ.; Nesson (Nessonis III). LN.

111. ORF 418; MΛ.ΘE.1006; Zappeio 1; ATAE 215. (Possibly) LN.

112. ORF 548; MΛ.XO.166; Makrychori 2; ATAE 113. (Possibly) LN.

113. ORF 7; MΛ.TΛ.187; Damasi 4 (Magoula Tourkogefyra); ATAE 15. Neolithic

(cannot be more specifically dated; possibly LN).
114. ORF 388; MΛ.KP.415; Kalochori. Neolithic (cannot be more specifically  dated; possibly LN).
115. ORF 38O; MΛ.KP.10; Makrychori 4 (Rachmani); ATAE 70. LN.
116. ORF 383; MΛ.KP.2; Ambelonas 3 (Magoula Karagioz); ATAE 52. LN.
117. ORF 62; MΛ.TΛ.136; Damasi 4 (Magoula Tourkogefyra); ATAE 15. LN.
118. ORF 61; MΛ.TΛ.188; unknown provenance, possibly from Tyrnavos 5 

(Magoula Tsalma); ATAE 21.
119. ORF 60; MΛ.TΛ.;unknown provenance,possibly from Tyrnavos 5 (Magoula Tsalma); 
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ATAE 21. LN.
120. ORF 59; MΛ.TΛ.; Moschochori 1 (Magoula Bisler); ATAE 18. LN.
121. ORF 315; MΛ.KP.315; Sofades. Possibly MN.
122. ORF 555; MΛ.XO.84; Agios Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula Vrasteri); ATAE 61.  

Possibly MN.
123. ORF 116; MΛ.ΘE.1143; Dendra 2 (Otzaki); ATAE 20. EN/MN.
124. ORF 310; MΛ.KP.277; Sofades. Possibly MN.
125. ORF 65; MΛ.ΘE.644; Zappeio 2 (Magoula Koutsouro); ATAE 48. Possibly MN.
126. ORF 39; MΛ.TΛ.155; Dendra 2 (Otzaki); ATAE 20. Possibly MN.
127. ORF 66; MΛ.ΘE.1073; Pineiada (Magoula Stergiana); ATAE 267. Possibly MN.
128. ORF471; MΛ.ΓK.5407;Koilada 1(Magoula Megalo Gefyri); ATAE28.Possibly MN.
129. ORF 161; MΛ.ΘE.657; Vassili; Farsala. EN/MN.
130. ORF 283; MΛ.KP.425; Domeniko 1; ATAE 32. Possibly MN.
131. ORF 70; MΛ.ΘE.68; Nees Karyes (Sarliki); ATAE 94. (Possibly MN).
132. ORF 69; MΛ.ΘE.1070; Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133. (Possibly) MN.
133. ORF 79; MΛ.ΘE.1068; Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133. (Possibly) MN.
134. ORF 73; MΛ.ΘE.712; unknown provenance. (Possibly) MN.
135. ORF 515; MΛ.ΘE.1063; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE   57. EN(/MN). 
136. ORF 409; MΛ.ΘE.1060; Agios Georgios, Larissa 3 (Magoula Dragatsi); ATAE 65. (Possibly) MN.
137. ORF 307; MΛ.KP.417; Chara. EN/MN.
138. ORF 126; MΛ.ΘE.1113; Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90. EN/MN.
139. ORF 87; MΛ.ΘE.689; Sitochoro 1; ATAE 100. (EN/)MN.
140. ORF 29; MΛ.TΛ.133; Larissa 9 (Soufli Magoula); ATAE 35. EN/MN.
141. ORF 201; MΛ.ΘE.1243; Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90. Neolithic (cannot be more 

specifically dated).
142. ORF 64; MΛ.ΘE. 1072; Mataranga, Sofades. Possibly MN.
143. ORF 72; MΛ.ΘE.1062; Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133. Possibly MN.
144. ORF 13; MΛ.TΛ.162; unknown provenance. Possibly MN.
145. ORF 75; MΛ.ΘE.719; Sitochoro 2 (Magoula Bezil); ATAE 101. EN/MN.
146. ORF 71; MΛ.ΘE.1074; Agios Georgios, Larissa 3 (Magoula Dragatsi); ATAE 65. EN/MN.
147. ORF 359; MΛ.KP.24; Larissa 9 (Soufli Magoula); ATAE 35. Neolithic (cannot be 

more specifically dated; probably (EN/)MN.
148. ORF 21; MΛ.TΛ.150; Domeniko 1; ATAE 32. EN/MN.
149. ORF 68; MΛ.ΘE.683; Chara. EN/MN.
150. ORF 272; MΛ.KP.254; Agios Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula Vrasteri); ATAE 61. EN/MN.
151. ORF 516; MΛ.ΘE.1096; Zappeio 5 (Magoula Roidies); ATAE 97. EN/MN.
152. ORF 144; MΛ.ΘE.699; unknown provenance. EN/MN.
153. ORF 12; MΛ.TΛ.161; Sofades (Magoula Margarita). EN/MN.
154. ORF 143; MΛ.ΘE.697; Chara 2 (Magoula Paliambela);ATAE 99. (EN/)MN. 
155. ORF 119; MΛ.ΘE.616; unknown provenance. EN/MN.
156. ORF 139; MΛ.ΘE.1146; Sitochoro 1; ATAE 100. Neolithic (cannot be more specifically dated; 

EN/MN or beginning of LN).
157. ORF 445; MΛ.ΘE.; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. Possibly MN.

158. ORF 454; MΛ.XO.214; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. Possibly MN.

159. ORF 519; MΛ.ΘE.652; Sofo 1; ATAE 321. EN/MN.

160. ORF 22; MΛ.TΛ.160; Dendra 2 (Otzaki); ATAE 20. EN/MN.
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161. ORF 136; MΛ.ΘE.42; Sitochoro 2 (Magoula Bezil); ATAE 101. EN(/MN).

162. ORF 468; MΛ.ΓK.5403; Deleria 1 (Magoula Agios Athanasios); ATAE 268. (EN/)MN.

163. ORF 158; MΛ.ΘE.1129; Doxaras 1; ATAE 170. EN/MN.

164. ORF 504; MΛ.ΘE.1127; unknown provenance (district of Larissa). EN/MN.

165. ORF 167; MΛ.ΘE.716; Melissochori 3; ATAE 163 or Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi);  

ATAE 169. EN/MN

166. ORF 67; MΛ.ΘE.717; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN.

167. ORF 513; MΛ.ΘE.1312; Nikaia 11 (Pigadoulia); ATAE 7. EN/MN.

168. ORF 526; MΛ.XO.238; Chara 2 (Magoula Paliambela); ATAE 99. EN/MN.

169. ORF 279; MΛ.KP.7; Chalki 6; ATAE 152. EN/MN.

170. ORF 110; MΛ.ΘE.1026; Possibly from Omorfochori. EN/MN.

171. ORF 111; MΛ.ΘE.1061; Zappeio 1; ATAE 215. Neolithic (cannot be more specifi-

cally dated; more probably EN/MN).

172. ORF 18; MΛ.TΛ.37; Larissa 9 (Soufli Magoula); ATAE 35 or  Nesson (Nessonis). 

Neolithic (cannot be more specifically dated; more probably EN/MN).

173. ORF 137; MΛ.ΘE.643; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235. EN/MN.

174. ORF 140; MΛ.ΘE.1152; Krannon 1 (Magoula Chalkiades); ATAE 29. Possibly MN.

175. ORF 130; MΛ.ΘE.1142; Sitochoro 1; ATAE 100. Neolithic (cannot be more specif

ically dated; EN/MN or even beginning of  LN).

176. ORF 314; MΛ. KP.49; Neo Monastiri. Possibly MN. 

177. ORF 278; MΛ.KP.265; Sofades. Possibly MN.

178. ORF 492; MΛ.ΠPO.298; Prodromos; Karditsa 1. EN(/MN).

179. ORF 428; MΛ.ΘE.1249; Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90. EN(/MN).

180. ORF 429; MΛ.ΘE.1290; Paliouri, Karditsa. EN(/MN).

181. ORF 446; MΛ.ΘE.1148; Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90. EN/MN.

182. ORF 151; MΛ.ΘE.626; Sitochoro 1; ATAE 100. EN/MN.

183. ORF 23; MΛ.TΛ.32; Larissa 9 (Soufli Magoula); ATAE 35. EN/MN.

184. ORF 81; MΛ.ΘE.723; Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90. EN/MN.

185. ORF 171; MΛ.ΘE.77; Zappeio 5 (Magoula Roidies); ATAE 97. EN/MN.

186. ORF 115; MΛ.ΘE.1103; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN.

187. ORF 282; MΛ.KP.373; unknown provenance. EN/MN.

188. ORF 534; MΛ.ΘE.1275; Galini 1 (Megali kai Mikri Magoula); ATAE 44. EN/MN.

189. ORF 415; ΜΛ.ΘΕ.1120; Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133. EN/MN. 

190. ORF 431; MΛ.ΘE.1265; Agios Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula Vrasteri); ATAE 61. EN/MN.

191. ORF 170; MΛ.ΘE.704; Makrychori. EN(/MN).

192. ORF 276; MΛ.KP.424; Galini. EN(/MN).

193. ORF 117; MΛ.ΘE.1107; Domeniko 1; ATAE 32. EN/MN.

194. ORF 437; MΛ.ΘE.1269; Sofades (Magoula Margarita). EN/MN.

195. ORF 530; MΛ.ΘE.1252; Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169. EN/MN.

196. ORF 63; MΛ.TΛ.; Zappeio. EN/MN.

197. ORF 164; MΛ.ΘE.1132; Agios Georgios, Larissa 3 (Magoula Dragatsi); ATAE 65. EN/MN.

198. ORF 17; MΛ.TΛ.151; Kyparissos. EN/MN.

199. ORF 581; MΛ.XO.199; Agios Georgios, Larissa. EN/MN.

200. ORF 306; MΛ.KP.334; Chara or Chalkiades 2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE 96. EN/MN.

201. ΟRF 318; MΛ.KP.427; Sofades. EN/MN.
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202. ORF 284; MΛ.ΘE.; Sofades. EN/MN.

203. ORF 118; MΛ.ΘE.1810; Pineiada (Magoula Stergiana); ATAE 267. EN/MN.

204. ORF 420; MΛ.ΘE.1186; unknown provenance. EN/MN.

205. ORF 269; MΛ.KP.48; Chalkiades 2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE 96. Possibly MN. 

206. ORF 146; MΛ.ΘE.1125; Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133. EN/MN.

207.ORF 460; MΛ.ΠPO.290; Agios Georgios, Larissa 3 (Magoula Dragatsi); 

ATAE 65. EN/MN.

208. ORF 141; MΛ.ΘE.695; unknown provenance. (EN/)MN.

209. ORF 288; MΛ.KP.430; Paschalitsa. EN/MN.

210. ORF 142; MΛ.ΘE.727; Keramidi. (EN/)MN.

211. ORF 274; MΛ.KP.51; Ambelonas 3 (Magoula Karagioz); ATAE 52.

212. ORF 268; MΛ.KP.19; Chalkiades 2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE 96. EN/MN.

213. ORF 125; MΛ.ΘE.1099; Agios Georgios, Larissa 4; ATAE 66. EN/MN.

214. ORF 309; MΛ.KP.281; Thavmakos. Neolithic (cannot be more specifically dated).

215. ORF 120; MΛ.ΘE.1137; Kypseli 5 (Magoula Kyriaki); ATAE 264. EN/MN.

216. ORF 132; MΛ.ΘE.17; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN.

217. ORF 549; MΛ.XO.87; Nikaia 11 (Pigadoulia); ATAE 7. EN/MN. 

218. ORF 86; MΛ.ΘE.686; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. (EN/)MN.

219. ORF 579; MΛ.XO.230; unknown provenance. EN/MN.

220. ORF 580; MΛ.XO.229; unknown provenance. EN/MN.

221. ORF 128; MΛ.ΘE.1111; Grizano. EN/MN.

222. ORF 270; MΛ.KP.32; Sofades. EN/MN.

223. ORF 16; MΛ.TΛ.152; unknown provenance. EN/MN.

224. ORF 124; MΛ.ΘE.1101; Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90. EN/MN.

225. ORF 80; MΛ.ΘE.1065; Mataranga, Sofades. EN/MN.

226. ORF 77; MΛ.ΘE.648; Zappeio 2 (Magoula Koutsouro); ATAE 48. EN/MN.

227. ORF 25; MΛ.TΛ.39; unknown provenance. EN/MN.

228. ORF 575; MΛ.XO.225; unknown provenance.

229. ORF 312; MΛ.KP.50; Chalkiades 2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE 96. EN/MN.

230. ORF 113; MΛ.ΘE.1165; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235. EN/MN.

231. ORF 147; MΛ.ΘE.1154; Mataranga, Sofades. EN/MN.

232. ORF 352; MΛ.ΚΡ.377; Fyllon. EN/MN.

233. ORF 37; MΛ.TΛ.153; Dendra 2 (Otzaki); ATAE 20. EN/MN.

234. ORF 329; MΛ.KP.418; Sofades. EN/MN.

235. ORF 32; MΛ.TΛ.154; unknown provenance. EN/MN.

236. ORF 121; MΛ.ΘE.1093; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235. EN/MN.

237. ORF 328; MΛ.KP.400; unknown provenance. EN/MN.

238. ORF 327; MΛ.KP.404; Kypseli, Sofades. EN/MN.

239. ORF 305; MΛ.KP.419; unknown provenance. Neolithic (cannot be more specifically dated).

240. ORF 340; MΛ.KP.332; Zappeio 5 (Magoula Roidies); ATAE 97.

241. ORF 162; MΛ.ΘE.726; Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133. EN/MN.

242. ORF 163; MΛ.ΘE.1189; Doxaras 1; ATAE 170. EN/MN.

243. ORF 502; MΛ.ΘE.1087; unknown provenance. EN/MN.

244. ORF 133; MΛ.ΘE.1095; Zappeio 3; ΑΤΑΕ 235. EN(/MN).

245. ORF 159; MΛ.ΘE.51; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235. EN(/MN).
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246. ORF 135; MΛ.ΘE.1109; Grizano. EN/MN (or beginning of LN?).

247. ORF 27; MΛ.TΛ. 34; Larissa 9 (Soufli Magoula); ATAE 35. EN(/MN).

248. ORF 493; MΛ.ΠPO.302; Prodromos, Karditsa 1. EN(/MN).

249. ORF 358; MΛ.KP.414; Chalki. EN/MN.

250. ORF 152; MΛ.ΘE.1135; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235. Difficult to be dated; possibly EN/MN.

251. ORF 495; MΛ.ΠPO.312; Prodromos, Karditsa 1. EN(/MN).

252. ORF 160; MΛ.ΘE.1166; Zoodochos Pigi, Farsala 1; ATAE 213. EN/MN.

253. ORF 342; MΛ.KP.; Zoodochos Pigi, Farsala 1; ATAE 213. Difficult to date.

254. ORF 464; MΛ.ΓK.5823; unknown provenance. MN(/LN).

255. ORF 326; MΛ.KP.328; Sitochoro 1; ATAE 100. Difficult to date.

256. ORF 308; MΛ.KP.374; Thavmakos. EN/MN.

257. ORF 122; MΛ.ΘE.720; Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169. EN(/MN).

258. ORF 127; MΛ.ΘE.31; Agios Georgios, Larisa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57.  EN(/MN).

259. ORF 101; MΛ.ΘE.41; Melissochori 6 (Magoula Karaikia 1); ATAE 159 or Galini 4 (Magoula 

Karaikia 2);  ATAE 313. EN/MN.

260. ORF 212; MΛ.KP.278; Sravros (Magoula near the railway station of Stavros). EN/MN.

261. ΟRF 90; MΛ.ΘE.1079; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN.

262. ORF 255; MΛ.KP. 431; unknown provenance. Difficult to date.

263. ORF 353; MΛ.KP.55; Domokos. Difficult to date.

264. ORF 99; MΛ.ΘE.1077; Agios Georgios, Larissa 4; ATAE 66. EN/MN.

265. ORF 98; MΛ.ΘE.1067; Mataranga, Sofades. EN/MN.

266. ORF 153; MΛ.ΘE.73; Zappeio 5 (Magoula Roidies); ATAE 97. EN/MN.

267. ORF 175; MΛ.ΘE.; Agios Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula Vrasteri); ATAE 61. Difficult to date.

268. ORF 78; MΛ.ΘE.647; Zappeio 5 (Magoula Roidies); ATAE 97. EN/MN.

269. ORF 129; MΛ.ΘE.1118; Omorphochori. EN(/MN).

270. ORF 145; MΛ.ΘE.1106; Larissa 7 (Magoula Magoulitsa); ATAE 40. EN(/MN).

271. ΟRF 336; MΛ.KP.13; Agios Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula Vrasteri); ATAE 61. EN/MN.

272. ORF 334; MΛ.KP.312; Nesson 2 (Νessonis II); ATAE 26. EN/MN.

273. ORF 114; MΛ.ΘE.401; Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169. EN/MN.

274. ORF 324; MΛ.KP.261; Agios Georgios, Larissa 4; ATAE 66. EN/MN.

275. ORF 172; MΛ.ΘE.1218; Chalkiades 2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE 96. EN/MN.

276. ORF 148; MΛ.ΘE.1128; Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133. EN/MN.

277. ORF 174; MΛ.ΘE.1235; Doxaras 1; ATAE 170. EN/MN.

278. ORF 177; MΛ.ΘE.2682; Sitochoro 2 (Magoula Bezil); ATAE 101. (EN/)MN.

279. ORF 325; MΛ.KP.319; Zappeio 5 (Magoula Roidies); ATAE 97. Difficult to date.

280. ORF 30; MΛ.TΛ.24; unknown provenance. EN/MN.

281. ORF 85; MΛ.ΘE.1069; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN.

283. ORF 198; MΛ.ΘE.1226; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN.

284. ORF 341; MΛ.KP.313; Agios Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula Vrasteri); ATAE 61. EN/MN.

285. ORF 349; MΛ.KP.409; Ambelonas, Sofades. EN/MN.

286. ORF 497; MΛ.ΠPO.296; Prodromos, Karditsa 1. EN/MN.

287. ORF 24; MΛ.TΛ.25; Prodromos, Karditsa 1. EN/MN.

288. ORF 74; MΛ.ΘE.1071;Galini 1 (Megali kai Mikri Magoula); ATAE 44. Probably MN.

289. ORF 403; MΛ.KP.362; Mavrachades, Sofades. Possibly MN.

290. ORF 123; MΛ.ΘE.1138; Agios Georgios, Larisa 2 (Magoula Vrasteri); ATAE 61. EN/MN.
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291. ORF 150; MΛ.ΘE.1134; unknown provenance. EN/MN.

292. ORF 458; MΛ.90/199; Makrychori 2; ATAE 113. LN (probably Classical Dimini).

293. ORF 331; MΛ.KP.37; Rodia 2 (Magoula Pera Machala); ATAE 197. Probably LN.

294. ORF 196; MΛ.ΘE.1294; Koilada 1 (Μagoula Megalo Gefyri); ATAE 28. Probably LN.

295. ORF 138; MΛ.ΘE.1157; Amygdali 1; ATAE 372. (EN/)MN.

296. ORF 267; MΛ.KP.27; Galini 1 (Megali kai Mikri Magoula); ATAE 44. MN(/LN).

297. ORF 182; MΛ.ΘE.1223; Kyparissia 1 (Magoula Diodion (Toll Post) Larissas); ATAE 216. 

Probably MN.

298. ORF 425; MΛ.ΘE.1217; Larissa 7 (Magoula Magoulitsa); ATAE 40. (EN/)MN.

299. ORF 36; MΛ.TΛ.165; unknown provenance. (EN/)MN.

300. ORF 362; MΛ.KP.429; Astritsa. (EN/)MN.

301. ORF 432; MΛ.ΘE.1196; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. (EN/)MN.

302. ORF 291; MΛ.KP.29; Zoodochos Pigi, Farsala 1; ATAE 213. Probably MN.

303. ORF 273; MΛ.KΡ.18; Dendra 1 (Argissa); ATAE 50. EN/MN.

304. ORF 47; MΛ.TΛ.164; unknown provenance. EN/MN.

305. ORF 134; MΛ.ΘE.1115; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN.

306. ORF 43; MΛ.TΛ.156; unknown provenance. EN(/MN).

307. ORF 355; MΛ.KP.56; Zappeio 5 (Magoula Roidies); ATAE 97. EN/MN.

308. ORF 41; MΛ.TΛ.30; Larissa 9 (Soufli Magoula); ATAE 35. EN(/MN).

309. ORF 52; MΛ.TΛ.29; Dendra 2 (Otzaki); ATAE 20. EN/MN.

310. ORF 131; MΛ.ΘE.724; Koilada 1 (Magoula Megalo Gefyri); ATAE 28. EN/MN.

311. ORF 598; MΛ.XO.52; Agios Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula Vrasteri); ATAE 61. EN/MN.

312. ORF 299; MΛ.KP.320; Dassochori 2 (Magoula Orman); ATAE 60. EN/MN.

313. ORF 42; MΛ.TΛ.166; unknown provenance. EN/MN.

314. ORF 311; MΛ.KP.401; Fyllon. EN/MN.

315. ΟRF 360; MΛ.KP.325; Zappeio 5 (Magoula Roidies); ATAE 97. EN/MN.

316. ORF 357; MΛ.KP.77; Zappeio 5 (Magoula Roidies); ATAE 97. EN/MN.

317. ORF 354; MΛ.KP.336; Chalkiades 2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE 96. EN/MN.

318. ORF 8; MΛ.TΛ.157; Chara 3 (Nymphi); ATAE 98. EN/MN.

319. ORF 35; MΛ.TΛ.176; unknown provenance. EN/MN.

320. ORF 545; MΛ.ΘE.1098; Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169. EN/MN.

321. ORF 38; MΛ.TΛ.159; Sofades (Magoula Margarita). EN/MN.

322. ORF 525; MΛ.ΘE.1301; Astritsa. EN/MN.

323. ORF 293; MΛ.KP.78; Agios Georgios, Farsala. MN (or beginning of LN).

324. ORF 294; MΛ.KP.372; Sofades. EN/MN (or beginning of LN).

325. ORF 40; MΛ.TΛ.184; unknown provenance. EN/MN.

326. ORF 600; MΛ.XO.120; Krannon 5 (Mavros Lofos); ATAE 56. EN/MN.

327. ORF 296; MΛ.KP.423; Astritsa. MN (or beginning of LN).

328. ORF 149; MΛ.ΘE.1191; Agios Georgios, Larissa 4, ATAE 66. EN/MN.

329. ORF 33; MΛ.TΛ.183; unknown provenance. EN/MN.

330. ORF 295; MΛ.KP.370; Thavmakos. EN/MN.

331. ORF 275; MΛ.KP.53; Ambelonas 3 (Magoula Karagioz); ATAE 52. MN.

332. ΟRF 102; MΛ.ΘE.1027; Agios Georgios, Larissa 4 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN (or LN?).

333. ORF 112; MΛ.ΘE.888; Keramidi. EN/MN (or LN?).

334. ORF 472; MΛ.ΓK.5182; unknown provenance. Difficult to date.
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335. ORF 473; MΛ.ΓK.5377; unknown provenance. LN(?).

336. ORF 55; MΛ.TΛ.; unknown provenance. LN(?).

337. ORF 373; MΛ.KP.3; Tyrnavos 3 (Megali Vrissi Tyrnavou); ATAE 49. LN.

338. ORF 386; MΛ.KP.416; Chalki. LN.

339. ORF 486; MΛ.MAK.25; Makrychori 2; ATAE 113. LN.

340. ORF 372; MΛ.KP.274; Agia Sofia 1, ATAE 42. LN(?).

341. ORF 345; MΛ.KP.421; Sofades. Probably LN.

342. ORF 271; MΛ.KP.12; Farsala (Magoula Ambelia);ATAE 232. LN (probably 

Rachmani phase).

343. ORF 604; MΛ.XO.29; Damassi 4 (Magoula Tourkogefyra); ATAE 15. LN(?).

344. ORF 478; MΛ.90/46; unknown provenance. LN(?).

345. ORF 452; MΛ.ΘE.645; Petrino. LN (Tsagli - Larissa phase).

346. ORF 231; MΛ.KP.383; Galini. Difficult to be dated: EN/MN (or LN?).

347. ORF 440; MΛ.ΘE.1133; Nikaia 2 (Magoula Kardara 1); ATAE 145. (EN/)MN (or LN?).

348. ORF 554; MΛ.XO.179; unknown provenance (district of Grevena, Macedonia). Difficult to 

be dated: EN/MN/LN?

349. ORF 537; MΛ.ΘE.1156; unknown provenance. (EN/MN or most probably) LN 

(phase Rachmani).

350. ORF 479; MΛ.ΓK.5346; Tyrnvos 2 (Magoula Karagats); ATAE 239. Probably LN 

(phase Rachmani?).

351. ORF 347; MΛ.KP.422; unknown provenance. Difficult to be dated; probably LN.

352. ORF 346; MΛ.KP.258; Deleria 1 (Magoula Agios Athanassios); ATAE 268. Difficult 

to be dated; probably LN.

353. ORF 363; MΛ.KP.410; Chalkiades. Difficult to date.

354. ORF 483; MΛ.ΠMZ.317; Zarkos (Plateia Magoula Zarkou); ATAE 126. Difficult to date.

355. ORF 165; MΛ.ΘE.1139; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN.

356. ORF 95; MΛ.ΘE.1080; Sitochoro 2 (Magoula Bezil); ATAE 101. (EN/)MN.

357. ORF 109; MΛ.ΘE.1037; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. MN?

358. ORF 321; MΛ.KP.428; Chalkiades 2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE 96. MN?

359. ORF 508; MΛ.ΘE.1126; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. MN.

360. ORF 421; MΛ.ΘE.1764; Zoodochos Pigi, Farsala 1; ATAE 213. (EN/)MN.

361. ORF 470; MΛ.ΓK.5380; Tyrnavos 3 (Megali Vrissi Tyrnavou); ATAE 49. Neolithic?

362. ORF 463; MΛ.ΓK.5396; Armenio 1 (Magoula by the railway station of 

Armenio); ATAE 328.
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APPENDIX II

DATING OF NEOLITHIC FIGURINES OF VOLUME II

The following dating of Neolithic figurines belonging to collections published in

volume II is based totally on typological comparisons to pottery and other stratified

excavation material. Abbreviations refer to the Neolithic periods, EN for Early

Neolithic, MN for Middle Neolithic and LN for Late Neolithic.

363. ORF 721; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1694; Dassochori 2 (Magoula Orman); ATAE 60. EN/MN.

364. ORF 719; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1815; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235. EN/MN.

365. ORF 718; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1178; Orfana. EN/MN.

366. ORF 915; MΛ.ΓPA. 58. Larissa 9 (Magoula Soufli); ATAE 35. EN/MN.

367. ORF 411; MΛ.ΘE. 1179. Agios Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula Vrasteri); 

ATAE 61. EN/MN.

368. ORF 893; MΛ.TK. 13. Larissa 9 (Magoula Soufli); ΑΤΑΕ 35. EN/MN.

369. ORF 991; MΛ.ΘE. 1239; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235. EN/MN.

370. ORF 715; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1765; Chara 2 (Magoula Paliambela); ATAE 99. EN/MN.

371.ORF 223; ΜΛ.KP. Sofades; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

372. ORF 707; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1797. ATAE 209. EN/MN.

373.  ORF 864; MΛ.ΠΛ. 159. Dassochori 2 (Magoula Orman); ATAE 60. Difficult to date: EN/MN.

374. ORF 780; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1887. Sitochoro 2 (Magoula Bezil); ATAE 101.  EN/MN.

375. ORF 777; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1462. Sitochoro 2 (Magoula Bezil); ATAE 101. EN/MN.

376. ORF 776; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1461; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. Difficult to date.

377. ORF 775; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1886; Makrychori 4 (Rachmani); ATAE 70. EN/MN.

378. ORF 937; MΛ.ΘE. 1124; Messorachi 1 (Magoula Vrastires); ATAE 2. Probably MN.

379. ORF 870; MΛ.XO. 252; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

380. ORF 714; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 658. Krannon 3 (Orenia); ΑΤΑΕ  90. EN/MN.

381. ORF 709; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 696. Zappeio 2 (Magoula Koutsouro); ATAE 48.  EN/MN.

382. ORF 996; MΛ.ΘE. 1094. Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN.

383. ORF 739; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 690. Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); Chara 1 (Magoula 

Panagou); ATAE 133. EN/MN.

384. ORF 712; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1286; Sitochoro 1; ATAE 100. EN/MN.

385. ORF 928; MΛ.ΘE. 1466; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235. EN/MN.

386. ORF 741; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 687; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235. EN(/MN).

387. ORF 708; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1696; Magoula tou Psilou; ATAE unknown. (EN/)MN.

388. ORF 711;  ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1160; Agios Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula Vasteri); ATAE 61. (EN/)MN.

389. ORF 935; MΛ.ΘE. 660; Agioi Anargyroi 2 (Magoula Magoulitsa); ATAE 63.  

MN (or beginning of LN). 
390. ORF 731; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1412. Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57; (EN/)MN.
391. ORF 768; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1811; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

392. ORF 895; MΛ.KAP. 43α; Neo Monastiri. ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

393. ORF 720; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 654; Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90. EN/MN.

394. ORF 869; MΛ.XO. 248; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.Difficult to date.

395. ORF 734; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2725. Zappeio 2 (Magoula Koutsouro); ATAE 48. Difficult to date.
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396. ORF 894; MΛ.KAP. 376. Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133. Difficult to date.

397. ORF 934; MΛ.ΘE. 731. EN(/MN).

398. ORF 666; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1086; Doxaras 1; ATAE 170. EN(/MN).

399. ORF 760; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1185. Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169. EN.

400. ORF 762; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2267. Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169. EN.

401.  ORF 963; MΛ.ΘE. 1230; Omorfochori 1 (Magoula Karagats or Nechali); ATAE 27. EN.

402. ORF 960; MΛ.ΘE. 1085. Zappeio 1; ATAE 215. EN.

403.   ORF 766; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1219; Agios Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula Vrasteri); ATAE 61. EN(/MN).

404. ORF 927; MΛ.ΘE. 1892; Sitochoro 1; ATAE 100. (EN/)MN.

405. ORF 1022; MΛ. KAP. 307; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN/MN. 

Difficult to date.

406. ORF 751; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2763; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

407. ORF 727; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1690; Magoula tou Psilou. EN/MN.

408. ORF 769; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2742. Itea 1; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

409. ORF 861; ΜΛ.ΠΛ. 156. Dendra 2 (Magoula Otzaki); ATAE 20. EN/MN.

410.  ORF 728; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1377. Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN.

411.  ORF 880; MΛ.XO. 94. Magoula south of Ag. Taxiarchis, Zarkos; ATAE unknown. EN.

412.  ORF 733; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1031; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN (/MN).

413. ORF 756; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1033. Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN(/MN).

414. ORF 754; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1772. Magoula Koutsaki; ATAE 206. EN.

415. ORF 761; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 725. Sitochoro 2 (Magoula Bezil); ATAE  101. EN.

416. ORF 747; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1184; Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133. EN.

417. ORF 995; MΛ.ΘE. 2800; Zappeio 1; ATAE 215. EN(/MN).

418. ORF 774; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1818; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN(/MN).

419. ORF 753; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 739; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

420. ORF 745; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1167. Pineiada (Magoula Stergiana); ATAE 267. EN.

421. ORF 750; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1693. Dassochori 2 (Magoula Orman); ATAE 60. EN/MN.

422. ORF 962; MΛ.ΘE. 653. Zarkos (Magoula Koutsaki); ATAE 206. EN. 

423. ORF 746; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1171. Sofades (Magoula Mataranga); ATAE unknown. EN.

424. ORF 758; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1779. Zarkos (Magoula Koutsaki); ATAE 206. EN(/MN).

425. ORF 749; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1083; Larissa 7 (Magoula Magoulitsa); ATAE 40. EN.

426. ORF 737; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1091. ORF 737; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1091; Sofades (Magoula 

Mataranga); ATAE  unknown. EN(/MN).

427. ORF 740; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1683. Melissochori 5 (Magoula Karaikia 3, Treis Lofoi); 

ATAE 160. EN(/MN).

428. ORF 738; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1341. Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133. EN(/MN).

429. ORF 744; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1738. Chalkiades 2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE  96. EN.

430. ORF 956; MΛ.ΘE. 1169; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN(/MN).

431.  ORF 901; MΛ.XO. 226. EN(/MN).

432. ORF 1000; MΛ.ΘE. 1248. Magoula in the district of Larissa; ATAE  unknown. EN/MN.

433. ORF 896; MΛ.KAP. 279. Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133. EN.

434. ORF 871; MΛ.XO. 281; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN.

435. ORF 882; MΛ.XO. 235. ; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN.

436. ORF 710; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1829; Farsala (Magoula Vassili mikri). Difficult to date 

(no parallels for the rendering of the eyes).
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437. ORF 904; MΛ.XO. 227; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

438. ORF 722; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1695; Omorphochori 1 (Nechali); ATAE 27. EN(/MN).

439. ORF 743; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1170. Pineiada (Magoula Stergiana); ATAE 267. EN/MN.

440. ORF 993; MΛ.ΘE. 1168. Krannon 5 (Mavros Lofos); ATAE 56. EN/MN.

441. ORF 994; MΛ.ΘE. 1775. Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90. EN/MN.

442. ORF 763; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1177. Sitochoro 2 (Magoula Bezil); ATAE 101. EN/MN.

443. ORF 757; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1770. Sitochoro 2 (Magoula Bezil); ATAE 101. EN(/MN).

444. ORF 713; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1687; Skotoussa (Kolaxizi); ATAE unknown..  EN/MN.

445.  ORF 742; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1172. Sofades (Magoula Mataranga); ATAE unknown. EN(/MN).

446. ORF 971; MΛ.ΘE. 1183. Domenico 1; ATAE 32. EN/MN.

447. ORF 957; MΛ.ΘE. 1826; Chalki 6; ATAE 152. EN/MN.

448. ORF 736; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1176. Chalkiades 2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE 96. EN(/MN).

449. ORF 945; MΛ.ΘE. 1140; Nikaia 11 (Pigadoulia); ATAE 7. EN

450. ORF 724; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2697. Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN.

451. ORF 748; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1032; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN.

452. ORF 917; MΛ.ΓPA. 101; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN/MN. 

453. ORF 906; MΛ.XO. 123. Megali Gefyra, Mavrovouni; ΑΤΑΕ unknown. EN (/MN).

454. ORF 892; MΛ.TK. 106; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. Difficult to date.

455. ORF 735; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 691; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN(/MN).

456. ORF 706; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1798. Makrychori 4 (Gyrtoni); ATAE 70. EN/MN.

457. ORF 717; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1376; Makrychori 4 (Gyrtoni); ATAE 70. LN.

458.   ORF 732; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 700. Sofades (Magoula Margarita); ATAE  unknown. Difficult to date.

459. ORF 755; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1801. Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169. EN/MN.

460. ORF 881; MΛ.XO. 210; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

461. ORF 723; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1366. Magoula Keramidi; ATAE  unknown. Difficult to date.

462. ORF 874; MΛ.XO. 153; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN(/MN).

463. ORF 730; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1234. Kyparissia 1 (Magoula Diodion (Toll Post) 

Larissas); ATAE 216. EN/MN.

464. ORF 752; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1028; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN.

465. ORF 726; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 682. Agios Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula Vrasteri); 

ATAE 61. EN/MN.

466. ORF 916; MΛ.ΓPA. 83. Larissa 9 (Magoula Soufli); ATAE 35. EN/MN.

467. ORF 946; MΛ.ΘE. 659; Zoodochos Pigi, Farsala 1; ATAE 213. EN(/MN). 

468. ORF 759; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1220; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235. EN/M.

469. ORF 949; MΛ.ΘE. 711. Kapatzilar 2; ATAE 109. LN.

470. ORF 873; MΛ.XO. 282; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

471. ORF 729; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2740; Sitochoro 1; ATAE 100. EN/MN.

472. ORF 716; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1692; Larissa 8 (Vrastero); ATAE 3. EN/MN.

473. ORF 725; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1819; Mezourlo. Difficult to date.

474. ORF 765; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1394; Nikaia 11 (Pigadoulia); ATAE 7. LN.

475. ORF 770; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1758. Kyparissia 1 (Magoula Diodion (Toll Post) 

Larissas); ATAE 216. LN.

476. ORF 764; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1381. Nikaia 11 (Pigadoulia); ATAE 7. LN.

477. ORF 998; MΛ.ΘE. 1382; Nikaia 11 (Pigadoulia); ATAE 7. LN.

478. ORF 898; MΛ.XA. 260; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.[LN] 
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Chalcolithic (Rachmani phase).

479. ORF 999; MΛ.ΘE. 1385; Nikaia 11 (Pigadoulia); ATAE 7. LN.

480. ORF 771; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1831; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. Difficult to date.

481. ORF 854; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1811. ; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. Possibly MN.

482. ORF 922; MΛ.ΓPA. 88. Αmbelonas 3 (Magoula Karaghioz); ATAE 52. (EN/)MN.

483. ORF 848; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1691. Zappeio 3; ΑΤΑΕ 235. (EN/)MN.

484. ORF 924; MΛ.ΓPA. 1. Melia 2 (Magoula St’ Ambelia); ATAE 12.(EN/)MN.

485. ORF 844; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1284. Sofades (Magoula Mataranga); ATAE unknown. (EN/) MN.

486. ORF 1003; MΛ.ΘE. 87. ; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. Possibly MN.

487. ORF 1006; MΛ.ΘE. 1799. Agios Georgios, Larissa 4; ATAE 66. Difficult to date.

488. ORF 979; MΛ.ΘE. 1285; Zappeio 2 (Magoula Koutsouro); ATAE 48. (EN/)MN.

489. ORF 1019; MΛ. KAP. 92; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. (EN/)MN.

490. ORF 664; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1237; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. (EN/)MN.

491. ORF 992; MΛ.ΘE. 2710; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN.

492. ORF 964; MΛ.ΘE. 1245; Zappeio 2 (Magoula Koutsouro); ATEE 48. (EN/)MN.

493. ORF 846; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1242; Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90. EN/MN.

494. ORF 932; MΛ.ΘE. 1231. Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169.EN(/MN).

495. ORF 842; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1697; Messoraci 1 (Mgoula Vrastires); ATAE 2.  (EN/) MN.

496. ORF 839; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1807; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN.

497. ORF 883; MΛ.XO 172. Ag. Georgios (Magoula Vrasteri/ Ambelia); ATAE 61. EN/MN. 

498. ORF 1008; MΛ.ΘE. 1241; Melissochori 6 (Magoula Karaikia 1); ATAE 159. EN/MN. 

499. ORF 890; MΛ.XO. 118. Platykambos 2 (Magoula Panagias); ATAE 157. EN/MN.

500. ORF 925; MΛ.ΧΟ. 216; Sitochoro 2 (Magoula Bezil); ATAE 101. EN(/MN).

501. ORF 942; MΛ.ΘE. 1096. Zappeio 5 (Magoula Roidies); ATAE 97. EN(/MN).

502. ORF 818; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1370. Agios Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula Vrasteri); 

ATAE 61. EN(/MN).

503. ORF 900; MΛ.XO. 175; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN(/MN).

504. ORF 825; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1315; Pineiada (Magoula Stergiana); ATAE 267.

505. ORF 823; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1274; Magoula Xylades; ATAE unknown. EN (/MN).

506. ORF 958; MΛ.ΘE. 1117; Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169. EN(/MN).

507. ORF 836; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2749; Agios Georgios, Larissa 4; ATAE 66. Difficult to 

date: Possibly MN or beginning of LN.

508. ORF 1020; MΛ. KAP. 432; Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133. EN/MN.

509. ORF 921; MΛ.ΓPA. 12. (EN/)MN.

510. ORF 835; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2662; Doxaras 1; ATAE 170. EN/MN.

511. ORF 863; MΛ.ΠΛ. 202. Dendra 2 (Magoula Otzaki); ΑΤΑΕ 20. Difficult to 

date: EN/MN.

512. ORF 862; ΜΛ.ΠΛ. 156; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. Difficult 

to  date; possibly MN.

513. ORF 820; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1671; Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169. EN(/MN).

514. ORF 886; MΛ.XO. 220; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN. 

515. ORF 821; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1271. Chalkiades 2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE 96. EN(/MN).

516. ORF 841; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1302; Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169. EN(/MN).

517. ORF 967; MΛ.ΘE. 81; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN.

518. ORF 817; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1303; Zappeio 5 (Magoula Roidies); ATAE 97. EN(/MN).
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519. ORF 819; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1675; Chalkiades 2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE 96. EN(/MN).

520. ORF 837; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1782; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN(/MN).

521. ORF 1011; MΛ.XA. 141; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN(/MN).

522. ORF 824; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1387. Makrychori 4 (Rachmani); ATAE 70. EN(/MN).

523. ORF 834; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1155; Doxaras 1; ATAE 170. EN(/MN).

524. ORF 948; MΛ.ΘE. 1297. Chara 2 (Magoula Paliambela); ATAE 99. EN(/MN).

525. ORF 826; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1343; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235. EN(/MN).

526. ORF 833; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1674; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235. EN/MN. 

527. ORF 830; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1105; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235. EN (/MN).

528. ORF 1016; MΛ. KAP. 327; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. LN(?)

529. ORF 827; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1299; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235. EN/MN.

530. ORF 829; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1280; Grizano. Difficult to date (possibly MN or beginning of LN).

531. ORF 973; MΛ.ΘE. 1149; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN. 

532. ORF 838; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 404; Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169. EN(/MN).

533. ORF 831; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1395; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235. EN/MN (difficult to date).

534. ORF 832; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1853; unknown provenance. EN/MN (difficult to date).

535. ORF 911; MΛ.TO./M90/62. Difficult to date: probably begonning of LN.

536. ORF 914; MΛ.ΓPA. 114; Giannouli 1 (Magoula Arapi); ATAE 146.

537. ORF 828; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1809. NN (probably Classical Dimini).

538. ORF 822; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1305; Sitochoro 1; ATAE 100. EN/MN.

539. ORF 1002; MΛ.ΘE. 2764; Magoula tou Psilou. ATAE  unknown. Difficult 

to date: Probably EN/MN.

540. ORF 889; MΛ.XO. 192; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

541. ORF 444; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN/MN. 

542. ORF 845; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1667; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235. EN/MN.

543. ORF 851; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1283; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN.

544. ORF 878; MΛ.XO. 218; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. (EN/)MN.

545. ORF 847; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 177; Melissochori 6 (Magoula Karaikia 1); ATAE 159. EN(/MN).

546. ORF 997; MΛ.ΘE. 2708; Agios Georgios, Larissa 3 (Magoula Dragatsi); 

ATAE 65. EN(/MN).

547. ORF 1009; MΛ.ΘE. 1257; Nikaia 4 (Magoula Kartali); ATAE 16. Difficult 

to date. Possibly MN.

548. ORF 1007; MΛ.ΘE. 2686; Agioi Anargyroi 1 (Magoula Vrasteri); ATAE 64. 

Difficult to date: ΕΝ/ΜΝ.

549. ORF 985; MΛ.ΘE. 1110. Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90. EN(/MN).

550. ORF 952; MΛ.ΘE. 1263; Nikaia 13 (Magoula Karatsoli 1); ATAE 6. Possibly MN.

551. ORF 852; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1282; Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133. EN/MN.

552. ORF 1010; MΛ.XA. 131; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN/M.

553. ORF 1023; MΛ. KAP. 358; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.   

554.   ORF 853; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1686; Agios Georgios, Larissa 7 (Magoula Gamila); ATAE 62. EN(/MN).

555. ORF 929; MΛ.ΘE. 1795. Zappeio 2 Magoula Koutsouro); ATAE 48. EN/MN.

556. ORF 616; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1362; Chara 2 (Paliambela); ATAE 99. MN(?).

557. ORF 969; MΛ.ΘE. 1. Sitochoro 2 (Magoula Bezil); ATAE 101. EN(/MN).

558. ORF 931; MΛ.ΘE. 1459; Agios Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula Vrasteri); ATAE 61. EN/MN.

559. ORF 682; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2675. Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90. EN/MN.
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560. ORF 705; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1198; Agios Georgios, Larissa 3 (Magoula Dragatsi);

ATAE 65. (EN/)MN.

561. ORF 903; MΛ.XO. 176; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

562. ORF 905; MΛ.XO. 239; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN(/MN).

563. ORF 787; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1368; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57.

Difficult to date: Probably MN. 

564. ORF 796; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1813; Doxaras 1; ATAE 170. EN(/MN).

565. ORF 909; MΛ.XO. 266; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

566. ORF 975; MΛ.ΘE. 1153; Magoula tou Psilou. EN/MN.

567. ORF 793; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1677; Larissa 7 (Magoula Magoulitsa); ATAE 40. EN.

568. ORF 923; MΛ.ΓPA. 102. Larissa 9 (Magoula Soufli); ATAE 35.EN/MN.

569. ORF 806; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1256; Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90. EN.

570. ORF  951; MΛ.ΘE. 1275; Galini 1 (Megali kai Mikri Magoula); ATAE 44. EN(/MN). 

571. ORF 792; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1267; Sitochoro 1; ATAE 100. EN(/MN).

572. ORF 791; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1273; Doxaras 1; ATAE 170. EN(/MN).

573. ORF 801; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2678; Zoodochos Pigi, Farsala 1; ATAE 213. EN.

574. ORF 813; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1268; Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90. EN.

575. ORF 805; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 535; Makrychori 4 (Rachmani); ATAE 70. EN(/MN).

576. ORF 794; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1250; Itea; ATAE unknown. EN(/MN).

577. ORF 809; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1255; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN.

578. ORF 810; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1131; Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90. EN/MN.

579. ORF 811; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1278; Sitochoro 2 (Magoula Bezil); ATAE 101. EN(/MN).

580. ORF 983; MΛ.ΘE. 1266; Sofades; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

581. ORF 984; MΛ.ΘE. 1253; Melia 2 (Magoula sta Ambelia); ATAE 12.EN/MN.

582.  ORF 1021; MΛ.KAP. 368; Krannon; ATAE 8. EN/MN.

583.ORF 987; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1145; Pineiada (Magoula Stergiana); ATAE 267.

584. ORF 807; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1261; Doxaras 1; ATAE 170. EN.

585. ORF 812; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1276. Chara 2 (Magoula Paliambela); ATAE 99. EN.

586. ORF 798; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1279; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN(/MN).

587. ORF 800; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1270. Sofades (Magoula Margarita); ATAE unknown. EN/MN. 

588. ORF 910; MΛ.XA. 126; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN(/MN).

589. ORF 970; MΛ.ΘE. 1104. Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90. EN/MN.

590. ORF 936; MΛ.ΘE. 1108; Zoodochos Pigi, Farsala 1; ATAE 213. EN/MN.

591. ORF 703; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1786. Koilada 1 (Magoula Megalo Gefyri; ATAE 28. EN/MN.

592. ORF 950; MΛ.ΘE. 78. Chalkiades 2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE 96. EN(/MN).

593. ORF 803; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2649. Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN.

594. ORF 789; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1272; Magoula in the district of Larissa; ATAE unknown. EN.

595. ORF 802; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1262; Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); 169. EN.

596. ORF 814; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1254. Magoula in the district of Larissa; ATAE unknown. EN.

597. ORF 804; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1251. Doxaras 1; ATAE 170. EN/MN.

598. ORF 797; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1260; Doxaras 1; ATAE 170. EN.

599. ORF 815; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2707. Magoula tou Psilou; ATAE unknown. EN(/MN).

600. ORF 907; MΛ.XO. 260. EN(/MN).

601. ORF 790; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1662; Pineiada (Magoula Stergiana); ATAE 267. EN(/MN).

602. ORF 808; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1774; Larissa 7 (Magoula Magoulitsa); ATAE 40. EN.
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603. ORF 876; MΛ.XO. 199; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN. 

604. ORF 856; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2718; Sitochoro 1; ATAE 100. Possibly MN.

605. ORF  954; MΛ.ΘE. 1831; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. Possibly MN.

606. ORF 816; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1806. Melia 2 (Magoula St’ Ambelia); ATAE 12. (EN/)MN.

607. ORF 788; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1676; Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169. EN/MN.

608. ORF 986; MΛ.ΘE. 446. Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133. EN.

609. ORF 891; MΛ.TK. 9. Myrinni (Karditsa). EN/MN.

610. ORF 609; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1666; Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ΑΤΑΕ 169. EN/MN.

611. ORF 912; MΛ.ΓPA. 144; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

612. ORF 635; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1778; unknown provenance. EN/MN.

613. ORF 622; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1373; Magoula tou Psilou; ATAE . EN/MN.

614.   ORF 625; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1365; Agios Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula Vrasteri); ATAE 61. MN.

615. ORF 1024; Plateia Magoula Zarkou; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

616.  ORF 687; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1310.Melissochori 6 (Magoula Karaikia 1); ATAE 159. EN/MN.

617. ORF 885; MΛ.XO. 263; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN(/MN).

618. ORF 919; MΛ.ΓPA. 72. Omorfochori 1 (Magoula Karagats or Nechali); 

ATAE 27. EN(/MN).

619. ORF 939; MΛ.ΘE. 1090; Magoula tou Psilou; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

620. ORF 675; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1306; Pineiada (Magoula Stergiana); ATAE 267. EN(/MN). 

621. ORF 673; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1119; Doxaras 1; ATAE 170. EN/MN.

622. ORF 941; MΛ.ΘE. 1161. Omorfochori 1 (Magoula Karagats); ATAE 27. EN/MN.

623. ORF 704; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1673. Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169. ENMN.

624. ORF 683; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1092; Sofades (Magoula Mataranga); ATAE 168. EN(/MN).

625. ORF 668; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1689; Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90.

626. ORF 698; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1190; Zappeio 2 (Magoula Koutsouro); ATAE 48. EN/MN.

627. ORF 667; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1097; Chalkiades 2 (Mezil Magoula); ATAE 96. EN(/MN).

628. ORF 693; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1808. Magoula tou Psilou; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

629. ORF 887; MΛ.XO. 279; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

630. ORF 689; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1794. Koilada 1 (Magoula Megalo Gefyri); ATAE 28. EN/MN.

631. ORF 884; MΛ.XO.183; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

632. ORF 684; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1316; Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169. EN/MN.

633. ORF 672; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1664; Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169. EN(/MN).

634. ORF 681; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1344; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN(/MN).

635. ORF 678; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1130; Magoula tou Psilou. ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

636. ORF 940; MΛ.ΘE. 1112; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN.

637. ORF 699; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2261; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

638. ORF 677; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1685; Chara 2 (Magoula Paliambela); ATAE 99. EN/MN.

639. ORF 692; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1355; Zoodochos Pigi, Farsala 1; ATAE 213. EN(/MN).

640. ORF 700; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1684. Chara 2 (Magoula Paliambela); ATAE  99. EN/MN.

641. ORF 680; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1787. Magoula tou Psilou; ATAE unknown. EN(/MN).

642. ORF 674; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1307; Nikaia 11 (Pigadoulia); ATAE 7. EN/MN.

643. ORF 610; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 708; unknown provenance. ATAE unknown.(EN/)MN.

644. ORF 902; MΛ.XO. 240; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

645. ORF 670; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2658. Nikaia 12 (Magoula Bakoum); ATAE 8. EN/MN.

646. ORF 694; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1776; Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90. EN/MN.
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647. ORF 1017; MΛ. KAP. 81; Agios Georgios Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN(/MN).

648. ORF 636; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1792; unknown provenance. ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

649. ORF 612; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1346; Pineiada (Magoula Stergiana); ATAE 267. EN/MN.

650. ORF 686; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1030. Itea; ATAE unknown. EN(/MN).

651. ORF 1014; MΛ.XA. 129; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

652. ORF 840; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1812; Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90. EN(/MN).

653. ORF 690; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1162; Melissochori 6 (Magoula Karaikia 1); ATAE 159. EN(/MN).

654. ORF 702; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 730. Zappeio 3; ATAE  235. EN/MN.

655. ORF 947; MΛ.ΘE. 1121; Magoula tou Psilou. ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

656. ORF 623; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1668; Magoula tou Psilou. ATAE unknown. .EN/MN.

657. ORF 665; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 74. Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN.

658. ORF 613; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1164; Sitochoro 1; ATAE 100. EN(/MN).

659. ORF 918; MΛ.ΓPA. 81. Ambelonas 3 (Magoula Karaghioz); ATAE 52. EN(/MN).

660. ORF 1004; MΛ.ΘE. 1204; Melissochori 6 (Magoula Karaikia 1);ATAE 159. (EN/)MN.

661. ORF 978; MΛ.ΘE. 1224. Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN.

662. ORF 926; MΛ.ΘE. 1201. Magoula in the district of Larissa; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

663. ORF 955; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1211; Doxaras 1; ATAE 170. EN/MN.

664. ORF 645; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1123; Chara 2 (Magoula Paliambela); ATAE 99.MN(?).

665. ORF 953; MΛ.ΘE. 416. Nikaia 11 (Pigadoulia); ATAE 7. EN/MN.

666. ORF 642; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1194; Doxaras 1; ATAE 170. EN/MN.

667. ORF 685; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1660; Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169. EN/MN. 

668. ORF 866; MΛ.ΠΛ. 79. Dendra 2 (Magoula Otzaki); ATAE 20. Difficult to  

date; possibly MN.

669. ORF 868; MΛ.ΠΛ. 173. Platykambos 1; ATAE 250. EN/MN.

670. ORF 1018; MΛ. KAP. 13; Agios Georgios. EN/MN. (Difficult to date).

671. ORF 980; MΛ.ΘE. 1200. Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN.

672. ORF 660; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1660. Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169. EN/MN. 

673. ORF 662; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1100; Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133. (EN/)MN.

674. ORF 930; MΛ.ΘE. 1785; Kampos 1 (Magoula Douma); ATAE 38. Probably MN.

675. ORF 850; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. 

676. ORF 976; MΛ.ΘE. 409; Kalo Nero 1; ATAE 67. Possibly MN.

677. ORF 659; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2712. Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. (EN/)MN.

678. ORF 661; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1661. Sitochoro 1; ATAE 100. EN/MN.

679. ORF 646; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1102. Doxaras 1; ATAE 170. EN/MN.

680. ORF 663; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1213; Magoula tou Psilou. EN/MN.

681. ORF 977; MΛ.ΘE. 505; Melia 2 (Magoula sta Ambelia); ATAE 12. EN/MN.

682. ORF 652; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1199; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. (EN/)MN.

683. ORF 649; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1389; Larissa 7 (Magoula Magoulitsa); ATAE 40. EN.

684. ORF 658; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1150; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN.

685. ORF 641; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1788. Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133.EN/MN.

686. ORF 651; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1206; Kileler; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

687. ORF 657; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2722. Doxaras 1; ATAE 170. EN/MN.

688. ORF 653; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1210; Sofades (Magoula Mataranga) ; ATAE 168.   EN(/MN).

689. ORF 654; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1215; Chara 1; (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133. EN/MN.

690. ORF 655; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1208; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235. EN/MN.
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691. ORF 944; MΛ.ΘE. 1225; Omorphochori 1 (Nechali); ATAE 27. EN/MN. 

692. ORF 650; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2698. Chara 2 (Magoula Paliambela); ATAE 99. EN/MN. 

693. ORF 647; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1369; Nikaia 12 (Magoula Boukoum or Bakou); ATAE 8. EN/MN.

694. ORF 966; MΛ.ΘE. 1193. Messorachi 1 (Magoula Vrastires); ATAE 2. EN/MN.

695. ORF 908; MΛ.XO. 190. Unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.EN/MN.

696. ORF 961; MΛ.ΘE. 1229; Melissochori 6 (Magoula Karaikia 1, Soros);  

ATAE 159. (EN/)MN.

697. ORF 643; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 701. Doxaras 1; ATAE 170. MN.

698. ORF 988; MΛ.ΘE. 693. Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN.

699. ORF 688; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1246; Agios Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula Vrasteri); 

ATAE 61. (EN/)MN.

700. ORF 972; MΛ.ΘE. 722; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN.

701. ORF 968; MΛ.ΘE. 1203; Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133. EN(/MN).

702. ORF 644; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1205; district of Larissa; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

703. ORF 843; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1791; Koilada 1 (Magoula Megalo Gefyri); ATAE 28. (   EN/) MN.

704. ORF 656; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1221; Zappeio 2 (Magoula Koutsouro); ATAE 48. (EN/)MN.

705. ORF 849; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1318; Kyparissia 1 (Magoula Diodion (Toll Post) 

Larissas); ATAE 216. EN(/MN).  

706. ORF 933; MΛ.ΘE. 1304. Nikaia 12 (Magoula Bakoum); ATAE 8. EN/MN.

707. ORF 913; MΛ.ΓPA.  212; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. Possibly MN.

708. ORF 982; MΛ.ΘE. 1195; Grizano; ATAE unknown. (EN/)MN.

709. ORF 965; MΛ.ΘE. 714; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. MN.

710. ORF 648; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1317; Koilada 1 (Magoula Megalo Gefyri or Asprogi); 

ATAE 28. (EN/)MN.

711. ORF 981; MΛ.ΘE. 1227; Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133. Possibly MN.

712. ORF 1015; MΛ.ΘE. 2758. Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133. Possibly MN.

713. ORF 857; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1931. Difficult to date; possibly MN.

714. ORF 611; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1158; Zappeio 2 (Magoula Koutsouro); ATAE 48. ATAE 

48. (EN/)MN.

715. ORF 614; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1771; unknown provenance. MN(?).

716. ORF 615; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2659; Messorachi 1 (Magoula Vrastires); ATAE 2. (EN/)MN.

717. ORF 618; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1672; unknown provenance. EN/MN.

718. ORF 640; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1363; Lefki; ATAE unknown. MN(?).

719. ORF 627; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1670; Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90. EN/MN.

720. ORF 629; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2664; Chalkiades 2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE 96. EN/MN.

721. ORF 638; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1329; Itea; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

722. ORF 879; MΛ.XO. 278; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

723. ORF 877; MΛ.XO. 188; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

724. ORF 617; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1331; Agios Georgios, Larissa 3 (Magoula Dragatsi); 

ATAE 65. EN/MN.

725. ORF 621; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 407; Krannon 5 (Mavros Lofos); ATAE  56. EN/MN.

726. ORF 630; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1663; Mezourlo; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

727. ORF 631; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1089; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN.

728. ORF 619; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1759; Agios Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula Vrasteri); 

ATAE 61. EN/MN.
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729. ORF 620; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1323; Krannon 5 (Mavros Lofos); ATAE  56.  EN/MN.

730. ORF 628; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2731; Sitochoro 1; ATAE 100. EN/MN.

731. ORF 626; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 694; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

732. ORF 624; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1678; Doxaras 1; ATAE 170. EN/MN.

733. ORF 633; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 713. Doxaras 1; ATAE 170. EN/MN.

734. ORF 634; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1324; Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90. EN/MN.

735. ORF 632; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1247; Itea; ATAE unknown. MN/LN.

736. ORF 637; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1334; Magoula Gounitsa; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

737. ORF 875; MΛ.XO. 287. EN/MN.

738. ORF 639; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1180; Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90. EN/MN(or begin

ning of LN?).

739. ORF 701; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1781. Zappeio 3; ATAE 235. EN/MN.

740. ORF 1013; MΛ.XA. 142; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

741. ORF 671; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1332;Agios Georgios,Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. EN/MN.

742. ORF 959; MΛ.ΘE. 1159; Itea; ATAE unknown. EN(/MN).

743. ORF 676; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1300; Sofades (Magoula Mataranga); ATAE 168. EN(/MN).

744. ORF 691; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1144; Sofades (Magoula Mataranga); ATAE 168.. EN(/MN).

745. ORF 865; MΛ.ΠΛ. 158. Dassochori 2 (Magoula Orman); ATAE 60. EN/MN.

746. ORF 695; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1330; Larissa 8 (Vrastero); ATAE 3. EN/MN.

747. ORF 697; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1356; Kyparissia 1 (Magoula Diodion (Toll Post)

Larissas); ATAE 216. EN/MN.

748. ORF 696; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1325; Doxaras 1; ATAE 170. EN/MN.

749. ORF 669; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 718; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN/MN.

750. ORF 1012; MΛ.XA. 145; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. EN(/MN).

751. ORF 786; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1894. Zappeio 3; ATAE 235. Difficult to date: Probably MN.

752. ORF 783; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1357; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235. (Difficult to date:) EN/MN.

753. ORF 855; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2647; Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90. Possibly MN. 

754. ORF 859; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2648; Doxaras 1; ATAE 170. Difficult to date; possibly MN.

755. ORF 974; MΛ.ΘE. 1147; Agios Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula Vrasteri); 

ATAE 61. Possibly MN.

756. ORF 860; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2676; Chalki 6; ATAE 152. Difficult to date; possibly MN. 

757. ORF 990; MΛ.ΘE. 2672; Koilada 1 (Magoula Megalo Gefyri); ATAE 28. Difficult to date.

758. ORF 858; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2646. Unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. Difficult 

to date, possibly MN.

759. ORF 989; MΛ.ΘE. 2673; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. Possibly MN.

760. ORF 782; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 569. Unknown provenance; ATAE uknown. Difficult to date.

761. ORF 1001; MΛ.ΘE. 1680; Koilada 1 (Magoula Megalo Gefyri); ATAE 28. Possibly MN.

762. ORF 872; MΛ.XO. 299. Unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. Difficult to date.

763. ORF 785; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1391; Kyparissia 1 (Magoula Diodion (Toll Post) Larissas); ATAE 216. LN.

764. ORF 784; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1390; Nikaia 11 (Pigadoulia); ATAE 7. LN.

765. ORF 781; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 194. Lachanokipos Nikaias; ATAE 311. Possibly LN.

766. ORF 920; MΛ.ΓΡΑ. 97; Visviki; ATAE unknown. LN.

767. ORF 778;MΛ.ΘΕ.1648; Doxaras 1; ATAE 170. 

768. ORF 779; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1396; Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133.

769. ORF 888; MΛ.XO. 13; Unknown provenance; ATAE unknown. Difficult to date.
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363. ORF 721; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1694; Dassochori 2 (Magoula Orman); ATAE 60. 

H: 3.30, W: 1.40, T: 1.50; 7.5YR 7/4; pink clay; no inclusions; very smooth; burnished;

well fired.

Naturalistic head with applied oval face and cylindrical neck broken at its lower part.

The face is inclined slightly rightwards, making the head more expressive; applied

coffee-bean eyes obliquely incised; applied nose; no mouth; hairdo rendered by four

vertically applied clay strips starting from a central parting, bearing two vertical inci-

sions each. Sex unknown.



366. ORF  915; ΜΛ. ΓΡΑ. 58; Larissa 9

(Magoula Soufli); ATAE 35.

H: 4.90, W: 1.80, T: 1.50; 7.5 YR 7/4;

pink clay; no inclusions; very smooth;

well burnished; well fired.

Head merged with long columnar neck,

pointed at top. Oval face applied on top of

pillar in low relief, chin missing, original-

ly delimited by incision; oval coffee- bean

eyes applied obliquely, with incision; long

applied nose (probably beak-shaped), now

detached; hairdo rendered originally by

three applied tresses starting from a central

parting, the (only preserved) left one bear-

ing four vertical incisions. Sex unknown.
108

364. ORF 719; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1815; Zappeio

3; ATAE 235. 

H: 3.00, W: 1.20, T: 1.70; 10YR 8/3; very

pale brown clay; no inclusions; smooth;

unburnished; well fired.

Head with neck broken at its base.

Applied oval face with applied coffee-

bean eyes incised horizontally; small

beak-nose damaged at the edge; no

mouth; three applied strips of clay with

vertical incisions starting from a central

parting at top of head render hairdo (later-

al strips almost detached, back one better

preserved). Sex unknown.

365. ORF 718; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1178; Orfana;

ATAE unknown.

H: 3.80, W: 1.00, T: 1.60; 7.5YR 7/4; pink

clay; no inclusions; smooth; unburnished;

well fired.

Head with long columnar neck and

applied oval face with marked chin.

Applied coffee-bean eyes obliquely

incised; applied nose (damaged); no

mouth; hairdo rendered by vertical strips

of clay with incisions, starting from a cen-

tral parting (back strips are better pre-

served, lateral ones only in part). Sex

unknown.
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367. ORF 411; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1179; Agios Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula Vrasteri);

ATAE 61.

H: 4.30, W: 1.90, T: 1.90; 7.5YR 7/3; pink clay; few inclusions; smooth; slightly bur-

nished; well fired.

Head merged with long columnar neck broken at its base. Almost triangular face in

high relief, applied at the top of pillar; applied round coffee-bean eyes with horizontal

incision (left one detached); applied nose, damaged at its tip; no mouth; hairdo ren-

dered by four applied tresses starting from a central parting, with horizontal incisions

(right rear tress missing); tresses are damaged at their edges. Sex unknown.
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368. ORF 893; ΜΛ. ΤΚ. 13; Larissa 9 (Magoula Soufli); ΑΤΑΕ 35.

H: 4.20, W: 3.10, T: 2.70; 2.5YR 6/4 and paint 10YR 8/4; light reddish brown clay; few

inclusions; smooth; burnished; very pale brown paint; well fired.

Head merged with columnar neck broken at its base. Face applied on top of pillar and

well merged with it; four applied tresses start from a central parting on top of head, which

thus acquires a protruding shape; tresses bear horizontal incisions and are badly dam-

aged; applied coffee-bean eyes, incised horizontally; applied nose starting horizontally

from forehead, resembling a beak (damaged at its tip); punctate mouth. Sex unknown.
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369. ORF 991; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1239; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235.

H: 3.70, W: 2.30, T: 1.60; 5YR 6/6 and paint 7.5YR 8/4; reddish yellow clay; few

inclusions; quite smooth; burnished; pink clay; well fired.

Head and neck larger at its base. Face applied on top of column; round applied coffee-

bean eyes with horizontal incision; detached (beak ?) nose; abraded mouth area; well

modelled chin; hair rendered by four tresses with horizontal incisions, starting from a

central parting (only left tress and part of the right one preserved). Sex unknown. 
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370. ORF 715; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1765;  Chara 2 (Magoula Paliambela); ATAE 99. 

H: 3.00, W: 2.00, T: 2.60; 7.5YR 7/3 and paint 10R 5/6; pink clay; no inclusions; very

smooth; well burnished; red paint; well fired. 

Head merged with columnar neck. Applied oval face with well marked chin (dam-

aged); applied coffee-bean eyes with horizontal incisions; beak-nose damaged at its

tip; central hair parting from which start three applied tresses bearing horizontal inci-

sions (left and back ones almost detached, right tress better preserved). Sex unknown.
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371. ORF 223; ΜΛ.ΚΡ.; Sofades; ATAE unknown.

H: 4.50, W: 1.80, T: 1.90; 10YR 7/3 and paint 10R 5/6; very pale brown clay; no inclu-

sions; smooth; unburnished; well fired.

Almost naturalistic figurine head with elaborate round tress. Head is merged with a long

cylindrical neck, broken at its base. Applied coffee-bean eyes; damaged beak nose; no

mouth. Sex unknown.

Red paint applied on the whole surface of the figurine.
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372. ORF 707; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1797; ATAE 209.

H: 6.70, W: 4.00, T: 2.80; 2.5YR 6/6; light red clay; few inclusions; rather smooth;

unburnished; well fired.

Naturalistic head merged with cylindrical neck which is broken at its base. Seven

applied tresses arranged radially starting from forehead (three at the back of head bet-

ter preserved); tresses are horizontally incised; incised eyes and detached nose. Sex

unknown, possibly female. 
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373. ORF 864; ΜΛ. ΠΛ. 159; Dassochori 2 (Magoula Orman); ATAE 60.

H: 4.30, W: 4.20, T: 1.60; 7.5YR 7/4 and paint 2.5YR 6/8; pink clay; many inclusions;

rough;  unburnished; traces of light red paint on back surface; poorly fired.

Flat head of figurine merged with its neck. Applied beak-nose (damaged); horizontal-

ly incised eyes and mouth; two rounded lobes probably render hairdo; left lobe bears

three parallel V-shaped incisions (similar incisions on right one probably existed but

not visible); hair has a central parting and is rendered by five parallel oblique incisions

from front to back of head. Sex unknown.
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375. ORF 777; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1462;

Sitochoro 2 (Magoula Bezil); ATAE

101.

H: 6.50, W: 10.70, T: 2.00 (profile of

vase); 2.5YR 6/6  and paint 10R 6/8; light

red clay; many inclusions; rough; unbur-

nished; traces of light red paint on both

surfaces, mainly the outer one, as well as

traces of white incrustation; well fired.

Part of an anthropomorphic vase with a

human face, the left part of which is bro-

ken. Contour rendered by triangular strip

of clay; applied coffee-bean eyes incised

horizontally; applied nose with two punc-

tate nostrils; incised mouth. Sex unknown.

374. ORF 780; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1887;

Sitochoro 2 (Magoula Bezil); ATAE

101.

H: 2.30, W: 2.70, T: 0.80 (profile of vase);

2.5YR 6/4 and paint 2.5YR 5/8; light red-

dish brown clay; no inclusions; very

smooth; well burnished; red paint; well

fired.

Part of an anthropomorphic vase with a

human face in relief. Applied coffee- bean

eyes with horizontal incision; applied

nose; horizontally incised mouth. Sex

unknown.
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376. ORF 776; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1461; unknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 5.00, W: 8.00, T: 1.10 (profile of vase);

7.5YR 7/4, paint 10YR 8/3 and painted

decoration 2.5YR 5/8; pink clay; some

inclusions; rather smooth; unburnished;

very pale brown paint on front surface but

not inside; red painted marking of facial

features; well fired.

Neck of an anthropomorphic vase with a

human face. Eyes rendered by applied

clay pellets with horizontal incisions,

encircled by an incision bearing traces of

red paint; applied nose, partly damaged;

incised mouth with red painted lips;

applied left ear (slightly damaged); traces

of red paint at the edge of chin. Sex

unknown.

377. ORF 775; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1886; Makrychori

4 (Rachmani); ATAE 70.

H: 6.00, W: 2.10 (profile of vase), T: 6.50;

2.5YR 5/6 and paint 10YR 5/3; red clay;

no inclusions; very smooth on front sur-

face, rough inside; burnished outside;

traces of thin red paint; poorly fired.

Part of an anthropomorphic vase with right

part of a human face. Coffee-bean eye,

horizontally incised, applied in groove

which also marks orbital arc; probably

applied nose, now missing; applied promi-

nent right ear. Sex unknown.
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378. ORF 937; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1124; Messorachi 1 (Magoula Vrastires); ATAE 2.

H: 2.00, W: 2.30, T: 3.90; 10YR 7/3 and paint 2.5YR 6/4; very pale brown clay; no

inclusions; smooth; unburnished; traces of light reddish brown paint on the back round-

ed surface; well fired.

Upper part of head broken below eyes, with damaged left part. Face obviously applied

on top of columnar neck; applied coffee-bean eyes with horizontal incision; applied

naturalistic nose; hairdo rendered by four applied strips of clay on rounded top of head,

bearing two incisions each; plain back of head; traces of detachment of central core

underneath. Sex unknown.
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379. ORF 870; ΜΛ. ΧΟ. 252; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 3.10, W: 1.10, 1.70; 7.5YR 5/4; brown clay; no inclusions; smooth; burnished; well

fired.

Beak head and cylindrical neck. Beak is large and flattened; applied round coffee- bean

eyes with quasi-horizontal incisions; hair rendered by three applied clay strips, starting

from a central parting and bearing deep vertical incisions giving the impression of

eleven tresses; no mouth. Sex unknown.
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380. ORF 714; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 658; Krannon 3 (Orenia); ΑΤΑΕ  90.

H: 5.50, W: 1.80, T: 3.50; 2.5YR 6/8 and paint 7.5YR 8/3; light red clay; no inclusions;

quite smooth; unburnished; pink paint; well fired.

Head and columnar neck (broken at its lower part). Applied round small clay pellets with

one punctation render eyes; big beak-nose, starting almost horizontally from forehead;

damaged chin; traces of three applied strips of clay rendering tresses. Sex unknown.
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381. ORF 709; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 696; Zappeio 2 (Magoula Koutsouro); ATAE 48.  

H: 7.50, W: 2.30, T: 3.10; 10R 5/6 and paint 7.5YR 8/4; red clay; few inclusions;

smooth; burnished; pink paint; well fired.

Head and long cylindrical neck. Applied oval face with marked chin merged with fore-

head; applied coffee-bean eyes incised horizontally; beak-nose starting from forehead,

broken at its lower part; three applied tresses bearing oblique incisions start from top

of head, but only their lower part is preserved. Sex unknown, possibly female.
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383. ORF 739; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 690; Chara 1

(Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133.

H: 4.50, W: 2.10, T: 2.10; 2.5Y 8/1; white

clay; no inclusions; quite smooth; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Head merged with columnar neck. Face

applied on top of pillar, forehead merged

with beak-nose (damaged at the edge);

incised eye; left eye damaged, two inci-

sions discerned instead; two incisions

along the upper surface of nose; three

applied tresses with horizontal incisions.

Sex unknown, possibly female.

382. ORF 996; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1094; Agios

Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei);

ATAE 57.

H: 5.20, W: 3.80, T: 2.00; 5YR 5/6; yel-

lowish red clay; many inclusions; rough;

unburnished; well fired.

Upper half of figurine broken below

breasts. Head merged with long cylindri-

cal neck, damaged at top; no facial fea-

tures; hair has an incised central parting

and is rendered by a long tress with hori-

zontal incisions, damaged at both edges;

applied arms, broken from shoulders;

damaged breasts. Female.
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384. ORF 712; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1286; Sitochoro 1; ATAE 100.

H: 5.30, W: 2.00, T: 2.70; 7.5YR 7/4 and paint 2.5YR 6/6; pink clay; many inclusions;

rough; unburnished; traces of light red paint; well fired.

Head merged with cylindrical neck. Applied oval face; two small round pellets of clay

render eyes; large beak-nose merged with forehead (damaged at the edge); horizontally

incised mouth on an applied strip of clay, heightening its expressiveness; four applied

tresses starting from a central parting (only two are well preserved). Sex unknown.
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385. ORF 928; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1466; Zappeio

3; ATAE 235.

H: 5.00, W: 2.70, T: 3.10; 5YR 6/6 and

paint 7.5YR 8/4; reddish yellow clay; few

inclusions; smooth; burnished; pink

paint; well fired.

Head merged with columnar neck, chin

broken. Face applied on top of pillar with

lateral edges in relief; horizontally incised

eyes; applied beak-nose, partly damaged;

lump of clay applied on top and back of

head renders hairdo, consisting of a cen-

tral parting and five incisions at each side

of it. Sex unknown.

386. ORF 741; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 687; Zappeio

3; ATAE 235.

H: 4.00, W: 1.60, T: 2.40; 10YR 8/4 and

paint 5YR 7/6; very pale brown clay with

light traces (patches) of reddish brown

paint;few inclusions; rather rough; unbur-

nished; quite well fired. 

Head merged with columnar neck. Punctate

eyes; large beak-nose, starting from fore-

head and merged with pillar, thus standing

for the whole face; parts of applied right and

back  tresses bearing horizontal incisions.

Sex unknown, possibly female.
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387. ORF 708; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1696; Magoula tou Psilou; ATAE unknown.

H: 5.80, W: 4.00, T: 4.90; 10R 6/6, paint 10YR 8/3 and painted decoration 2.5YR 5/6;

light red clay; no inclusions; smooth; burnished; very pale brown paint; red painted lin-

ear decoration; well fired.

Head with flattened back surface merged with cylindrical neck. Slanting forehead, cre-

ating an acute angle with back of head; small protruding ears (damaged); applied cof-

fee-bean right eye horizontally incised (left one damaged); applied big beak-nose bro-

ken at tip.

Painted linear decoration on right cheek consisting of three oblique lines; similar dec-

oration probably existed on left (damaged) cheek; on the back, one vertically perforat-

ing hole and two others non-perforating holes, all of them probably serving the sus-

pension of the object. Sex unknown.
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388. ORF 711; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1160; Agios Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula Vrasteri); ATAE 61.

H: 5.10, W: 1.70, T: 3.70; 7.5YR 7/3 and paint 2.5YR 6/6; pink clay; some inclusions;

rather rough; unburnished; traces of light red paint; well fired. 

Slim head and neck made from one lump of clay. Applied small round clay pellets ren-

der eyes (right one detached); large beak-nose merged with forehead; the back of head

is larger, in the form of a concave triangle with incised contour, possibly caused by the

detachment of another piece of clay which originally rendered a chignon; or may rep-

resent the chignon  itself, especially when viewed from the side. Sex unknown, possibly female. 
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389. ORF 935; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 660; Agioi Anargyroi 2 (Magoulitsa); ATAE 63.

H: 2.80, W: 1.00, T: 2.10; 7.5YR 7/4; pink clay; many inclusions;rough; unburnished;

poorly fired.

Head and face completely merged with neck, broken at its base. Large beak-nose;

round coffee-bean eyes obliquely incised; no mouth; rounded protrusion on top of head

encircled by three parallel incisions probably renders headgear; five vertical fringe-

like incisions on back of neck. Sex unknown.
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390. ORF 731; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1412; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57.

H: 6.90, W: 3.50, T: 2.80; 2.5YR 6/8 and paint 2.5YR 5/8; light red clay; no inclusions;

very smooth; unburnished; red paint; well fired.

Head merged with cylindrical neck, flaring towards its (broken) base. Applied oval

eyes, obliquely incised; Big beak-nose damaged at its tip; no mouth; front of neck

bears three round detachments, possible traces of originally applied pellets of clay

which formed a necklace. Sex unknown.
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391. ORF 768; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1811; unknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 7.40, W: 3.30, T: 3.00; 2.5YR 5/6; red

clay; no inclusions; very smooth; slightly

burnished; well fired.

Head with face completely merged with

columnar neck. Applied coffe-bean eyes

horizontally incised; applied beak-nose,

starting from forehead, partly damaged;

no mouth nor ears. Sex unknown.

392. ORF 895; ΜΛ. ΚΑΡ. 43α;  Neo

Monastiri; ATAE unknown.

H: 3.40, W: 1.20, T: 1.60; 2.5YR 5/6; red

clay; some inclusions; rather rough;unbur-

nished; well fired.

Head merged with long columnar neck.

Lozenge-shaped face applied a little

below top of pillar, in slight relief; almost

flat chin marked by incision; coffee-bean

eyes with horizontal incisions; applied

nose (damaged); small incised mouth;

two vertical incisions on the back of head

seem fortuitous. Sex unknown.
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393. ORF 720; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 654; Krannon

3 (Orenia); ATAE 90.

H: 3.50, W: 1.50, T: 2.10; 2.5YR 5/6; red

clay; no inclusions; smooth; burnished;

well fired.

Stylized conical head merged with cylin-

drical neck; applied round small pellet of

clay with horizontal incision renders right

eye, left one detached; big beak-nose with

an incision along its upper side; an inci-

sion encircles neck and forms a small V

on front surface. Sex unknown.

394. ORF 869; ΜΛ. ΧΟ. 248; unknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 2.00, W: 0.60, T: 1.80; white marble;

polished.

Flat beak head of figurine with cylindrical

neck. Neck encircled by a deep groove

which may render a necklace; no other

facial features. Sex unknown.
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395. ORF 734; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 2725; Zappeio

2 (Magoula Koutsouro); ATAE 48.

H: 6.10, W: 2.30, 2.20; 5YR 6/4; light

reddish brown clay; many inclusions;

rough; unburnished; well fired. 

Head merged with long rather flat neck,

possibly a scoop or vase handle. Big beak-

nose, horizontally incised on either side;

slight traces of vertical incisions below

nose, possibly a beard (with reservation).

Sex unknown, possibly male.

396. ORF 894; MΛ. ΚAΡ. 376; Chara 1

(Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133.

H: 5.00, W: 2.40, T: 2.50; 7.5YR 8/3 and

paint 2.5YR 6/8; pink  clay many inclu-

sions; quite smooth; burnished; traces of

overall light red paint; well fired.

Schematic figurine with condensed body

and flat oval base. Long columnar neck

merged with head; large beak-nose dam-

aged at its tip; no facial features; detach-

ments on the pillar possibly betray the

pressence of (originally) applied arms;

two extremely small protrusions on front

surface of base may render feet; promi-

nent pointed buttocks on the back lower

part of figurine. Sex unknown. 
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397. ORF 934; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 731; uknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 3.10, W: 0.90,  T: 1.00; 7.5YR 7/3;

pink clay; few inclusions; very smooth;

unburnished; many incrustations; poorly

fired.

Head and face completely merged with

columnar neck, broken at its base.

Obliquely incised eyes; applied beak-

nose. Sex unknown.

398. ORF 666; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1086; Doxaras

1; ATAE 170.

H: 3.80, W: 1.90, T: 2.80; 10YR 8/4; very

pale brown clay; some inclusions; rather

rough; unburnished; poorly fired.

Almost intact stylized figurine with long

cylindrical neck merged with heads, with-

out legs. Protruding beak-nose (damaged);

horizontally incised eyes inside a slight

pressure  of the clay surface. Sex unknown.
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399. ORF 760; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1185;

Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169.

H: 4.30, W: 1.90, T: 2.30; 2.5YR 6/6;

light red clay; many inclusions; rough;

unburnished; traces of white incrusted;

well fired.

Head merged completely with columnar

neck ending in pointed top. Applied nose

(damaged); punctate mouth; no ears. Sex

unknown.

400. ORF 762; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 2267? (2667);

Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169.

H: 4.30, W: 2.60, T: 2.00; 10R 6/8; light

red clay; many inclusions; rough; unbur-

nished; traces of white incrusted; well

fired.

Head merged completely with columnar

neck, ending in pointed top. Incised eyes;

applied nose (damaged); punctate mouth;

no ears. Sex unknown. 
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401. ORF 963; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1230;

Omorfochori 1 (Magoula Karagats or

Nechali); ATAE 27.

H: 5.30, W: 3.50 (at base), T: 3.10 (at

base); 10YR 8/4; very pale brown clay;

no inclusions; very smooth; very well

burnished; well fired.

Head merged completely with columnar

curved neck, possibly the handle of a

vase. Horizontally incised eyes; small

applied nose; vertically incised mouth;

large base of neck (broken). Sex

unknown.

402. ORF 960; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1085; Zappeio

1; ATAE 215.

H: 4.00, W: 2.30, T: 2.20 (at nose); 5YR

5/4; reddish brown clay; no inclusions;

smooth; burnished; poorly fired.

Head merged completely with cylindrical

neck, without special distinction of face.

Horizontally incised eyes; small applied

beak-nose; punctate mouth; hair rendered

by a central parting and two perpendicu-

lar incisions on either side; plain back

surface. Sex unknown. 
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403. ORF 766; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1219; Agios

Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula

Vrasteri); ATAE 61. 

H: 6.20, W: 2.30, T: 1.60; 5YR 6/6; red-

dish yellow clay; few inclusions; rather

smooth; unburnished; traces of white

incrustation; well fired. 

Head with face merged completely with

columnar neck, possibly a handle of

scoop. Top of head bears a groove which

seems to be fortuitous; horizontally

incised eyes; applied nose (damaged);

punctate mouth. Sex unknown.

404. ORF 927; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1892;

Sitochoro 1; ATAE 100.

H: 5.30, W: 2.60, T: 2.60; 2.5YR 5/6,

paint 10YR 4/1 and painted decoration

10YR 8/2; red clay; few inclusions;

smooth; well burnished; dark grey paint;

well fired.

Head merged completely with columnar

neck, flattened at top. Nose rendered by

simultaneous pressure of the clay which

also creates two concavities denoting the

eyes; no mouth; four oblique incisions on

the back of head render hairdo. Sex

unknown.

Painted decoration: two  very pale brown

parallel painted lines around base of neck.

Sex unknown.
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405. ORF 1022; ΜΛ. ΚΑΡ. 307;

unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 6.30, W: 2.50, T: 2.50; 10YR 8/3 and

paint 2.5YR 6/6; very pale brown clay;

many inclusions; rough; unburnished;

light red paint; well fired.

Head completely merged with long flat-

topped cylindrical neck, broken at its

base. Beak-nose made by simultaneous

pressure on both sides of the clay cylin-

der, which also created slight concavities

for the eyes; right eye damaged, with

slight incision. Sex unknown.

406. ORF 751; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 2763; unknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 3.10, W: 1.40, T: 1.60; 10YR 7/3; very

pale brown clay; few inclusions; quite

smooth; unburnished; well fired.

Head merged with columnar neck with

flat top. Face made by simultaneous pres-

sure on both upper edges until concave,

thus creating two grooves for the eyes and

an elongated protrusion rendering nose.

Sex unknown.
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407. ORF 727; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1690; Magoula

tou Psilou; ATAE unknown.

H: 7.60, W: 3.40, T: 2.30; 10R 6/4; pale

red clay; few inclusions; smooth; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Head merged with flat neck broken at its

base, possibly a scoop or vase handle.

Two applied clay pellets with oblique

incisions render eyes; applied large beak-

nose damaged at its tip. Sex unknown.

408. ORF 769; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 2742; Itea 1;

ATAE unknown.

H: 12.5, W: 3.90, T: 2.70; 7.5YR 7/4; pink

clay; few inclusions; smooth; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Handle in the form of a schematic head

which is merged with pointed topped

columnar neck, ending to broken concave

part of a scoop. Applied beak-nose, partly

damaged; no other facial features. Sex

unknown.
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409. ORF 861; ΜΛ. ΠΛ. 76; Dendra 2 (Magoula Otzaki); ATAE 20.

H: 2.70, W: 1.50, T: 1.60; white marble; well polished.

Large columnar neck and oval face a little below the rounded top of pillar. Slightly

relief nose; horizontally incised eyes and mouth. Sex unknown.
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410. ORF 728; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1377; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57.

H: 6.20, W: 3.70, T: 2.90; 7.5YR 6/4 and paint 10YR 8/3; light brown clay; quite many

inclusions; smooth; burnished; very pale brown paint; well fired (black inside).

Head and cylindrical neck. Lozenge-shaped face applied on top of pillar; applied cof-

fee-bean eyes, horizontally incised; applied nose (detached); mouth is an applied clay

pellet with horizontal incision; protruding left ear (right one damaged). Sex unknown.
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411. ORF 880; ΜΛ. ΧΟ. 94; Magoula south of Ag. Taxiarchis, Zarkos; ATAE unknown.

H: 4.50, W: 2.50, T: 2.10; 5YR 6/6; reddish yellow clay; some inclusions; rough;

unburnished; well fired.

Head merged with cylindrical neck. Oval face applied a little below top of pillar; hor-

izontally incised eyes; applied nose (damaged); punctate mouth; well marked chin;

ears are small protrusions of the face, from which they are separated by vertical inci-

sions. Sex unknown.
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412. ORF 733; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1031; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57.

H: 6.60, W: 1.90, T: 1.70; 5YR 8/3 and paint 10YR 5/6; pink clay; no inclusions;

smooth; burnished; red paint; well fired.

Head merged with long cylindrical neck. Oval face applied a little below pillar, creates

the impression of a bun or headdress; horizontally incised eyes; small applied nose

(damaged); punctate mouth; protruding left ear, right ear broken. Sex unknown.
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413. ORF 756; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1033;Agios

Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei);

ATAE 57.

H: 3.70, W: 1.90, T: 1.60; 2.5Y 6/1; grey

clay; few inclusions; quite smooth;

unburnished; well fired.

Head and columnar neck, broken under

prominent chin. Face applied a little

below (damaged) top, giving the impres-

sion of a bun or headdress; deeply incised

eyes; applied nose (damaged); applied

protrusion renders left ear (right ear miss-

ing); punctate mouth. Sex unknown.

414. ORF 754; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1772; Magoula

Koutsaki; ATAE 206.

H: 3.00, W: 1.80, T: 1.30; 2.5YR 6.8;

light red clay; some inclusions; rather

rough; unburnished; quite well fired. 

Head merged with columnar neck.

Triangular face applied a little below top

of pillar, creating the impression of a bun

or headdress; horizontally deeply incised

eyes; applied nose (damaged); punctate

mouth; slightly protruding ears (left one

damaged). Sex unknown.
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415. ORF 761; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 725; Sitochoro

2 (Magoula Bezil); ATAE  101.

H: 4.40, W: 2.30, T: 2.50; 7.5 7/3; pink

clay; few inclusions; rather smooth;

unburnished; poorly fired.

Head merged with neck ending in pointed

top. Face applied a little below (damaged)

top of pillar, creating the impression of a

bun or headdress; deep horizontal inci-

sions render eyes; applied nose; no mouth

nor ears. Sex unknown.

416. ORF 747; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1184; Chara 1

(Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133. 

H: 3.20, W: 1.70, T: 1.90; 7.5YR 7/4; pink

clay; few inclusions; rather rough; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Head merged with neck, damaged at top,

on which is applied an oval face. Eyes are

deep horizontal incisions; applied nose,

slightly damaged; no mouth; slightly pro-

truding ears (damaged). Sex unknown.
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418. ORF 774; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1818; unknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 4.60, W: 3.60, T: 1.20; 2.5YR 5/6; red

clay; many inclusions; rough; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Face originally applied to columnar neck,

now missing, resulting in a concave back

surface; small traces of neck are visible

below chin. Entire front surface abraded.

Horizontally incised eyes; applied nose

(damaged); punctate mouth; no ears. Sex

unknown.

419. ORF 753; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 739; unknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 2.00, W: 1.20, T: 1.20; 10YR 5/1; grey

clay; few inclusions; quite smooth;

unburnished; poorly fired.

Head merged with flat topped neck.

Triangular face, forehead merged with top

of pillar; chin not marked; incised eyes;

slightly protruding nose, damaged in its

lower part; slightly incised mouth (dam-

aged); protruding right ear (left one miss-

ing). Sex unknown.

417. ORF 995; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 2800; Zappeio

1; ATAE 215.

H: 2.00, W: 2.00, T: 2.30; 10YR 8/3; very

pale brown clay; many inclusions; rough;

unburnished; poorly fired.

Head merged with neck, broken below

and at right part of chin, right cheek miss-

ing. Face is a semi-circle applied a little

below rounded top of pillar, forehead

merged with the latter; horizontally

incised eyes; applied curved nose; incised

mouth; slightly marked chin. Sex unknown.
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421. ORF 750; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1693;

Dassochori 2 (Magoula Orman); ATAE

60.

H: 3.40, W: 1.70, T: 1.40; 10YR 7/3; very

pale brown clay; no inclusions; smooth;

burnished; well fired.

Head merged with columnar neck, dam-

aged at top of back surface. Face applied

on top of pillar; eyes are oval grooves;

applied nose; plastically rendered mouth

by applied clay pellet (not detached);

applied  protruding ears. Sex unknown.

420. ORF 745; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1167; Pineiada

(Magoula Stergiana); ATAE 267.

H: 4.50, W: 1.40, T: 1.30; 7.5YR 7/4 and

paint 2.5YR 6/4; pink clay; no inclusions;

smooth; burnished; light reddish brown

paint mainly on left part of face; well

fired.

Head merged with long columnar neck.

Lozenge-shaped face, applied a little

below top of pillar, creating the impres-

sion of a bun or headdress; horizontally

incised eyes; applied nose, broken, with

punctation discernible in damaged area;

punctate mouth; protruding ears. Sex

unknown.
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422. ORF 962; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 653; Zarkos (Magoula Koutsaki); ATAE 206.

H: 5.50, W: 2.70, T: 2.50; 10YR 7/2; light grey clay; many inclusions; rough; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Head merged with long neck. Round face applied a little below pointed top of column,

creating the impression of a bun or headgear; horizontal deeply incised eyes (left one

slightly damaged); no nose; punctate mouth; slightly protruding ears. Sex unknown.
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423. ORF 746; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1171; Sofades (Magoula Mataranga); ATAE unknown.

H: 3.70; W: 1.70, T: 1.70; 2.5YR 6/6; light red clay; few inclusions; rather rough;

unburnished; well fired.

Head merged with flat topped columnar neck. Face applied a little below top of pillar,

giving the impression of a bun or headdress; incised eyes (left horizontally, right one

obliquely); applied nose; no mouth or ears. Sex unknown.
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425. ORF 749; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1083; Larissa

7 (Magoula Magoulitsa); ATAE 40. 

H: 3.00, W: 1.60, T: 1.90; 5YR 6/6; red-

dish yellow clay; few inclusions; quite

smooth; unburnished; well fired.

Head merged with columnar neck.

Applied face, forehead merged with top

of pillar; horizontally incised eyes;

applied nose (damaged); no mouth; well

marked chin (damaged); protruding ears.

Sex unknown. 

424. ORF 758; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1779; Zarkos

(Magoula Koutsaki); ATAE 206.

H: 3.90, W: 1.60, T: 1.60; 5YR 6/4; light

reddish brown clay; many inclusions;

rough; unburnished; poorly fired.

Head and neck. Face with damaged left

part, applied a little below flattened top of

pillar, giving the impression of a bun or

headdress; horizontally incised eyes;

applied nose (damaged); horizontally

incised mouth; applied ears (damaged).

Sex unknown.
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426. ORF 737; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1091; Sofades

(Magoula Mataranga); ATAE  unknown.

H: 4.60, W: 2.20, T: 2.20; 2.5YR 6/6;

light red clay; some inclusions; rather

rough; unburnished; traces of grey

incrusted; poorly fired. 

Head merged with columnar neck.

Triangular face applied a little below

(damaged) top of pillar, giving the impres-

sion of a bun or headdress; obliquely

incised eyes; applied nose; partly dam-

aged punctate mouth. Sex unknown.

427. ORF 740; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1683;

Melissochori 5 (Magoula Karaikia 3,

Treis Lofoi); ATAE 160.

H: 5.00, W: 1.90, T: 1.70; 10YR 6/2; light

brownish grey clay; some inclusions;

rather rough; unburnished; poorly fired.

Head merged with columnar neck. Face

applied just below top of pillar, giving the

impression of a bun or headdress; hori-

zontally incised eyes; applied nose (dam-

aged); punctate mouth; chin non-marked;

slightly protruding ears (damaged). Sex

unknown. 
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428. ORF 738; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1341; Chara 1

(Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133.

H: 5.30, W: 2.10, T: 2.00; 7.5YR 7/3; pink

clay; few inclusions; quite smooth;

unburnished; well fired.

Head merged with columnar neck.

Lozenge-shaped face with marked chin,

applied a little below (damaged) top of

pillar, creating the impression of a bun or

headdress; obliquely incised eyes; small

applied nose (damaged); applied mouth

(damaged); slightly protruding ears; Sex

unknown.

429. ORF 744; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1783;

Chalkiades 2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE

96.

H: 3.80, W: 1.50, T: 1.30; 2.5YR 6/6;

light red clay; no inclusions; smooth; well

burnished; well fired.

Head merged with columnar neck. Face

applied a little below (slightly damaged)

top of pillar, creating the impression of a

bun or headdress; obliquely incised eyes;

applied nose (damaged); punctate mouth;

slightly protruding ears. Sex unknown.
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430. ORF 956; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1169; Agios

Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei);

ATAE 57.

H: 4.00, W: 1.50, T: 1.30; 10YR 7/1 and

paint 10YR 5/1; light grey clay; few

inclusions; smooth; burnished; grey paint;

poorly fired.

Head merged with cylindrical neck.

Lozenge-shaped face applied a little

below pointed top of column, giving the

impression of a bun or headgear; oblique-

ly incised eyes; detached nose; punctate

mouth; chin not well marked; slightly

protruding ears. Sex unknown. 

431. ORF 901; ΜΛ. ΧΟ. 226; unknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 4.90, W: 2.90, T: 3.00; 2.5YR 6/6 and

paint 10R 5/6; light red clay; no inclu-

sions; smooth; burnished; red paint;

traces of white incrustation; well fired.

Head merged with columnar neck which

has a slight inclination to the back.

Triangular face applied a little below flat-

tened top of pillar; horizontally incised

eyes; small applied nose; vertically

incised mouth; well marked chin; two

vertical incisions on right cheek. Sex

unknown.
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433. ORF 896; ΜΛ. ΚΑΡ. 279; Chara 1

(Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133.

H: 3.40, W: 1.90, T: 1.80; 7.5YR 6/6; red-

dish yellow clay; many inclusions; rough;

unburnished; well fired.

Head merged with neck. Round face

applied a little below conical top of pillar,

creating the impression of a bun or head-

gear; deep horizontal incisions render

eyes; applied (damaged) nose; incised

mouth; slightly protruding ears. Sex

unknown.

432. ORF 1000; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1248;

Magoula in the district of Larissa;

ATAE unknown.

H: 6.30, W: 2.30, T: 2.30; 5YR 7/6 and

paint 10R 5/6; reddish yellow clay; some

inclusions; rather smooth; unburnished;

red paint; well fired.

Head meged with cylindrical neck, flaring

towards its (broken) base. Oval face

applied a little below pointed top of pillar,

creating the impression of a bun or head-

gear; horizontally incised eyes; detached

nose; mouth a deep oblique incision;

quite well marked chin; three vertical

incisions on neck below chin possibly

render wrinkles or a beard. Sex unknown.
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434. ORF 871; ΜΛ. ΧΟ. 281; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 4.10, W: 1.30, T: 1.50; 10YR 6/6; brownish yellow clay; no inclusions; smooth; bur-

nished; well fired.

Head merged with columnar neck, with broken left part of face. Oval face applied a lit-

tle below top of pillar; horizontally incised eyes; small applied nose; punctate mouth;

lateral protrusion renders right ear (left one missing). Sex unknown.
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435. ORF 882; ΜΛ. ΧΟ. 235; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 4.20, W: 2.00, T: 1.90; 7.5YR 7/4 and paint 10YR 8/3; pink clay; few inclusions;

smooth; unburnished; very pale brown paint; well fired.

Head merged with long columnar neck. Lozenge-shaped face applied a little below top

of pillar; deep horizontal incisions render eyes; small applied nose (damaged at its tip);

punctate mouth; slightly protruding ears; well marked chin. Sex unknown.
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436. ORF 710; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1829; Farsala (Magoula Vassili mikri); ATAE unknown.

H: 5.60, W: 5.30, T: 4.30; 7.5YR  7/4, paint 10R 4/8  and painted decoration 2.5 YR

4/6; pink clay; few inclusions; quite smooth; burnished; red paint; red painted linear

decoration; traces of white incrustation; quite well fired (black inside). 

Head (damaged at back surface) and neck. Applied face the contour of which resem-

bles an inverted parabole; oblique forehead creating an acute angle with back of head;

naturalistic protruding ears (damaged) bearing a deep incision; large oval eyes con-

toured by incision inside light grooves formed by forehead and nose; applied nose

(damaged); horizontally incised mouth; red painted line marks the contour of face and

neck. Sex unknown.
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437. ORF 904; MΛ. XO. 227; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 8.80, W: 3.20, T: 3.80; 7.5YR 7/4 and paint 5YR 6/6; pink clay; no inclusions; very

smooth; well burnished; reddish yellow paint; many white incrustations; poorly fired.

Hollow head merged with columnar neck, left upper part and base of neck broken.

Incised right eye inside groove made for this purpose (left eye missing); applied small

nose broken at tip; plastically rendered lips and incised mouth; well marked chin; pro-

truding ears. Sex unknown.
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438. ORF 722; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1695; Omorfochori 1 (Magoula Karagats); ATAE 27. 

H: 3.30, W: 1.60, T: 1.80; 10YR 8/2 and paint 5YR 6/6; very pale brown clay; no inclu-

sions; very smooth; excellenly burnished; reddish yellow paint; well fired.

Head and columnar neck broken at its base, revealing core. Oval face applied a little

below top of pillar, creating the impression of a bun or headdress; coffee-bean eyes

horizontally incised; small applied nose; mouse a small horizontal incision; small pro-

trusions render ears. Sex unknown.
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440. ORF 993; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1168; Krannon

5 (Mavros Lofos); ATAE 56.

H: 3.50; W: 1.40, T: 1.30; 7.5YR 8/4;

pink clay; no inclusions; very smooth;

well burnished; well fired.

Head merged with long cylindrical neck.

Face applied a little below flat-topped pil-

lar, creating the impression of a bun or

headgear; applied oval coffee-bean eyes

with horizontal incision (left eye applied

obliquely); damaged nose, left cheek and

forehead. Sex unknown.

439. ORF 743; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1170; Pineiada

(Magoula Stergiana); ATAE 267.

H: 4.10, W: 1.50, T: 1.70; 10YR 8/3;  very

pale brown clay; no inclusions; smooth;

unburnished; well fired.

Head merged with columnar neck.

Applied face, starting from top of pillar,

with marked chin; coffee-bean eyes with

incision, applied obliquely; applied nose,

damaged at its tip; no mouth or ears. Sex

unknown.
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441. ORF 994; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1775;

Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90.

H: 4.00, W: 1.60, T: 1.50; 7.5YR 8/3; pink

clay; no inclusions; very smooth; bur-

nished; moderately fired.

Head merged with long cylindrical neck.

Face applied on top of pointed column;

coffee-bean eyes with horizontal incision,

applied obliquely; detached nose; dam-

aged chin. Sex unknown.

442. ORF 763; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1177;

Sitochoro 2 (Magoula Bezil); ATAE

101.

H: 5.60, W: 1.70, T: 2.20; 10YR 8/4; very

pale brown clay; no inclusions; smooth;

unburnished; well fired.

Head and neck, face merged with the lat-

ter, without marked chin. Applied coffee-

bean eyes, horizontally incised; long

applied nose, starting from pointed top of

head; traces of (originally) six applied

tresses, starting from top of head (pre-

served  are small parts of two tresses on

either side of face), bearing horizontal

incisions; no mouth; no ears. Sex

unknown.
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443. ORF 757; MΛ. ΘΕ. 1770;

Sitochoro 2 (Magoula Bezil); ATAE

101.

H: 4.30, W: 2.00, T: 1.70; 5YR 7/6; red-

dish yellow clay; many inclusions; rough;

unburnished; well fired.

Head and neck. Face applied a little

below flattened top of pillar, creating the

impression of a bun or headdress; coffee-

bean eyes with incision, applied oblique-

ly; applied nose (missing); horizontally

incised mouth; protruding left ear (right

ear missing). Sex unknown.

444. ORF 713; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1687;

Skotoussa (Kolaxizi); ATAE unknown.

H: 5.50, W: 3.40, 2.40; 2.5YR 7/6 and

paint 2.5YR 5/8; red clay; many inclu-

sions; rather smooth; burnished; red

paint; traces of white incrustation; well

fired.

Head and columnar neck. Lozenge-

shaped face applied a little below round-

ed top of pillar, giving the impression of a

bun or hairdo; lateral protrusions of face

possibly render ears; applied eyes with

horizontal deep incisions; applied nose

(damaged); incised mouth and well

marked chin. Sex unknown. 
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445. ORF 742; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1172; Sofades (Magoula Mataranga); ATAE unknown.

H: 4.10, W: 1.80, T: 1.80; 2.5YR 6/8; light red clay; few inclusions; quite smooth;

unburnished; few traces of white incrustation; well fired.

Head merged with columnar neck. Face applied obliquely almost around and a little

below top of pillar, creating the impression of a bun or headdress; applied coffee-bean

eyes, horizontally incised; small applied nose; punctate mouth on protruding chin; no

ears. Sex unknown.
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448. ORF 736; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1176;

Chalkiades 2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE

96.

H: 5.80, W: 2.30, T: 1.90; 5YR 6/4 and

paint 10YR 8/3; light reddish brown clay;

many inclusions; quite smooth; bur-

nished; very pale brown paint; well fired.

Head merged with columnar neck. Oval

face applied a little below top of pillar, giv-

ing the impression of a bun or headdress;

applied coffee-bean eyes horizontally

incised; applied nose (damaged); badly

damaged mouth, possibly rendered plasti-

cally; protruding ears (right one better pre-

served); plain back surface. Sex unknown.

447. ORF 957; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1826; Chalki

6; ATAE 152.

H: 3.20, W: 1.30, T: 1.60; 7.5YR 7/3 and

paint 2.5YR 5/6; pink clay; no inclusions;

smooth; unburnished; red paint; well

fired.

Head merged with columnar neck. Face

applied on top of rounded pillar; broken

(apparenly beak-) nose; round coffee-

bean eyes with oblique incision; chin

slightly marked by incision. Sex

unknown.

446. ORF 971; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1183;

Domenico 1; ATAE 32.

H: 5.40, W: 3.60, T: 3.40; 10YR 8/2 and

paint 7.5YR 8/4; very pale brown clay; no

inclusions; very smooth; burnished; pink

paint; well fired.

Head merged with cylindrical neck.

Triangular face with flattened chin,

applied a little below rounded top of col-

umn (right cheek broken); oval coffee-

bean eyes with horizontal incision;

detached nose; horizontally incised

mouth; slightly protruding ears; plain

back surface. Sex unknown.
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450. ORF 724; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 2697; Agios

Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei);

ATAE 57.

H: 5.70, W: 2.00, T: 3.20; 5YR 7/4 and

paint 10YR 5/6; pink clay; many inclu-

sions; smooth; burnished; red paint; well

fired (black inside).

Rounded head made by one lump of clay,

merged with columnar neck, left side bro-

ken. Face applied a little below pillar,

with applied nose, damaged at right side;

eyes deep hollows; mouth a deep horizon-

tal incision; marked chin; sex unknown. 

449. ORF 945; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1140; Nikaia

11 (Pigadoulia); ATAE  7.

H: 4.00, W: 3.00, T: 1.90; 2.5YR 5/6; red

clay; many inclusions; very smooth; very

well burnished; well fired.

Face of figurine with concave back sur-

face and seemingly finished upper part,

possibly part of an anthropomorphic vase;

coffee-bean eyes in very low relief with

horizontal incisions (left eye damaged);

small applied nose (damaged); punctate

mouth; slightly protruding right ear. Sex

unknown.
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451. ORF 748; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1032; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57. 

H: 3.60, W: 1.70, T: 2.10; 7.5YR 7/4; pink clay; no inclusions; smooth; burnished; well fired.

Head merged with neck, pointed at top. Face with well marked cheeks and chin, applied oblique-

ly a little below top of pillar, forehead merged with the latter; applied coffee-bean eyes, hori-

zontally incised; applied nose (damaged); mouth rendered by applied clay pellet with horizon-

tal incision; protruding, plastically rendered ears. Sex unknown.
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452. ORF 917; ΜΛ. ΓΡΑ. 101; unknown provenance; ATAEunknown.

H: 2.90, W: 2.40, T: 1.70; 7.5YR 7/4; pink clay; no inclusions; very smooth; burnished;

well fired.

Head merged with neck ending in pointed top inclined slightly backwards. Oval face

applied a little below top of column, giving the impression of a bun or headgear; well

modelled  convex forehead; coffee-bean eyes horizontally incised, placed in facial con-

cavities; applied small nose (detached); incised mouth with modelled lips; well mod-

elled chin and cheeks; well modelled protruding ears. Sex unknown.
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453. ORF 906; ΜΛ. ΧΟ 123; Megali Gefyra, Mavrovouni; ΑΤΑΕ unknown.

H: 7.70, W: 5.30, T: 4.70; 2.5YR 6/6 and paint 10R 5/6; light red clay; many inclu-

sions; rough where unburnished, very smooth where burnished; well burnished; red

paint; well fired.

Hollow conical head merged completely with neck which is broken at its base. Low

relief applied eyes, bearing horizontal incisions; small applied nose (slightly abraded)

with two punctate nostrils; small horizontally incised mouth; protruding ears; slightly

marked chin. Sex unknown.
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454. ORF 892; ΜΛ. ΤΚ. 106; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 5.00, W: 3.20, T: 3.30; 10YR 8/3; very pale brown clay; many inclusions; very

rough; unburnished; well fired.

Head and neck. Rounded top of head distinguished from neck; applied face, damaged

at front, revealing internal layer of clay; horizontally incised eyes; applied nose (miss-

ing); incised mouth in deep groove; well modelled protruding ears with one punctation

each; right temple bears two punctations; plain back of head. Sex unknown.
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455. ORF 735; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 691; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ΑΤΑΕ 57.

H: 5.30, W: 3.30, T: 2.80; 7.5YR 7/4 and paint 10R 6/8; light red clay; many inclu-

sions; smooth; burnished; red paint on forehead, around eyes, on left cheek and back

part of neck; poorly fired.

Head merged with neck which has a frontal vertical protrusion. Incised eyes; beak-

nose starting from forehead, slightly damaged at its tip; big incised mouth, apparently

expressing laughter; broken ears. Sex unknown.  
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456. ORF 717; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1376; Makrychori 4 (Gyrtoni); ATAE 70.

H: 3.80, W: 2.70, T: 1.70; 10YR 8/3, paint 7.5YR 7/4 and painted decoration 10YR

5/3; very pale brown clay; no inclusions; very smooth; well burnished; pink paint and

brown painted decoration; well fired.

Head, neck and upper part of shoulders. Flat face, obliquely applied to neck column,

with slightly protruding nose bearing two punctate nostrils; all other head features are

painted.

Painted decoration: two curved lines render eye-brows, two horizontal ones mark the

eye incisions; one horizontal line the mouth; face is contoured by a line and front of

neck bears three similar parallel horizontal lines bordered by one oblique on either

side; on the back of head four vertical zig-zags render hair. Sex unknown. 
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457. ORF 706; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1798; unknown provenance; ΑΤΑΕ unknown.

H: 6.30, W: 4.90, T: 4.50; 7.5YR 7/4; pink clay; no inclusions;smooth;unburnished;

well fired.

Naturalistic head with neck slightly damaged at back and broken at its base. Spherical

top of head; applied face, well merged with rest of head, having a marked inclination

resulting in a protruding chin; deeply incised eyes and mouth; applied flat nose; slight

protrusion on left side possibly rendering ear. Sex unknown.
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458. ORF 732; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 700; Sofades

(Magoula Margarita); ATAE  unknown.

H: 5.00, W: 4.10, T: 4.00; 5YR 6/6 and

paint 10R 5/8; reddish yellow clay; few

inclusions; quite smooth; unburnished;

traces of red paint all over besides face,

probably rendering hair; well fired.

Spherical head and part of neck (left side

of head is slightly damaged). Incised

eyes; small applied nose (damaged);

punctate mouth. Sex unknown.

459. ORF 755; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1801;

Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169.

H: 2.50, W: 2.10, T: 2.30; 2.5YR 6/8;

light red clay; some inclusions; rough;

unburnished; traces of white incrusted;

well fired.

Spherical head and upper part of neck.

Small applied lozenge-shaped face on

front; horizontally incised eyes; applied

nose; horizontally incised mouth; no ears.

Sex unknown. 
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460. ORF 881; ΜΛ. ΧΟ. 210; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 5.00, W: 2.70, T: 3.50; 5YR 7/6 and paint 7.5YR 8/4; reddish yellow clay; no inclu-

sions; very smooth; burnished; pink paint mainly discernible on nose, eye-grooves and

left part of neck; well fired.

Head and neck broken at its base. Large beak-nose starting from forehead, damaged at

its tip; applied oval eyes without incisions; deep groove on right cheek seems to be for-

tuitous; the face is encircled by a strip of clay applied from ear to ear, which renders

either hairdo or headgear; each ear bears a vertical incision; rounded back of head

(slightly damaged), bearing probably a tress, applied from forehead to back of neck

base. Sex unknown.
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462. ORF 874; ΜΛ. ΧΟ. 153; unknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 2.60, W: 1.90, T: 1.60; 10YR 8/2 and

paint 10YR 4/4; very pale brown clay;

quite many inclusions; rather rough;

unburnished; traces of dark yellowish

brown colour on right ear and top of (bro-

ken ) pillar; very poorly fired. 

Head merged with cylindrical neck, bro-

ken at top and lower edge. Lozenge-

shaped face, applied a little below top of

pillar, creating the impression of a bun or

headdress; applied round coffee-bean

eyes, horizontally incised; applied large

nose (damaged); no mouth; slightly pro-

truding right ear. Sex unknown.

461. ORF 723; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1366; Magoula

Keramidi; ATAE  unknown.

H: 5.00, W: 4.80, T: 5.00; 7.5YR 7/4; pink

clay; many inclusions; rough; unbur-

nished; well fired (black inside).

Rounded head merged with neck. Applied

coffee-bean eyes obliquely incised;

applied nose, slightly damaged at tip;

small protruding ears  with a punctation at

the centre, one incision below right ear;

mouth possibly incised; damaged chin.

Sex unknown.  
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463. ORF 730; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1234; Kyparissia 1 (Magoula Diodion (Toll Post)

Larissas); ATAE 216.

H: 7.70, W: 3.20, T: 3.40; 2.5YR 6/6 and paint 10YR 8/4; light red clay; many inclu-

sions; rough; unburnished; traces of very pale brown paint; well fired.

Rounded head and cylindrical neck. Applied coffee-bean left eye with horizontal inci-

sion, right eye damaged (eyes are placed in grooves on the face); applied nose (now

detached); voluminous cheeks; no mouth. Sex unknown.
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464. ORF 752; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1028; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei);  ATAE 57. 

H: 2.70, W: 2.40, T: 1.30; white marble; well polished.

Upper half of figurine broken at waist. Rounded head bearing two horizontally incised

eyes and a small incision for the mouth; an incision encircles base of (non-modelled)

neck; an inversed V-incision indicates folded arms, hands on chest; similarly, two ver-

tical incisions separate arms from the back. Sex unknown, probably female.
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465. ORF 726; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 682; Agios

Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula Vrasteri);

ATAE 61.

H: 7.40, W: 3.30, T: 3.30; 2.5YR 6/6 and

paint 10YR 8/3; light red clay; few inclu-

sions; smooth; unburnished; very pale

brown paint; well fired.

Head merged with columnar neck.

Triangular face applied obliquely on top

of pillar; applied coffee-bean eyes hori-

zontally incised; applied nose (damaged);

small protruding ears; irregular incisions

probably fortuitous; abrasions on back

surface. Sex unknown.  

466. ORF 916; ΜΛ. ΓΡΑ. 83; Larissa 9

(Magoula Soufli); ATAE 35.

H: 3.70, W: 2.10, T: 2.30; 10YR 7/3; very

pale brown clay; many inclusions; rough;

unburnished; poorly fired.

Head merged with columnar rounded-

topped neck. Face completely merged

with pillar; horizontally incised eyes

placed in concavities created by simulta-

neous pressure of the clay, which also has

created the nose; a semi-horizontal inci-

sion either renders mouth or is fortuitous;

chin merged with neck. Sex unknown.
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467. ORF 946; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 659;

Zoodochos Pigi, Farsala 1; ATAE 213.

H: 4.00, W: 2.90, T: 2.40; 10R 6/4; pale

red clay; many inclusions; rough; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Trapezoidal head merged with neck bro-

ken at its base, made from one lump of

clay. Horizontally incised eyes; applied

nose (slightly damaged); vertically

incised mouth; a groove along the whole

width of top of head possibly separates it

from face. Sex unknown.

468. ORF 759; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1220; Zappeio

3; ATAE 235.

H: 3.60, W: 2.50, T: 2.40; 2.5YR 5/6; red

clay; few inclusions; quite smooth; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Cylindrical flat-topped head made from

one lump of clay. Incised eyes; applied

nose starting from top of pillar; no mouth

or ears. Sex unknown.
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469. ORF 949; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 711;

Kapatzilar 2; ATAE 109.

H: 5.30, W: 4.50, T: 2.30; 7.5YR 7/6,

paint 10YR 8/3 and painted decoration

10YR 3/2; reddish yellow clay; many

inclusions; submerging from smooth sur-

face; burnished; very pale brown paint

with very dark greyish brown painted

decoration; well fired.

Anthropomorphic handle with a face,

damaged at right corner, broken at its

base. All features depicted by black paint:

eyes are two small horizontal lines inside

a large parallelogram which leaves an

oval space, reserved in the colour of the

overall slip; two horizontal parallel lines

below each eye (on cheeks); a row of four

vertical lines below (non-depicted) nose,

which probably render a beard; hair ren-

dered by a row (at least) four vertical lines

on forehead and of  (at least) three zig-

zags merged with other broken lines on

the back of head, delimited by a horizon-

tal line which marks the neck. Sex

unknown.
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470. ORF 873; ΜΛ. ΧΟ. 282; unknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 2.60, W: 2.60, T: 2.10; 2.5YR 6/6 and

paint 10YR 8/4; light red clay; few inclu-

sions; quite smooth; unburnished; very

pale brown paint; well fired.

Head and part of neck made from one

cylindrical lump of clay, which tappers

downwards, due to shaping of neck, while

its upper part is convex due to modelling

of head.Two pieces of clay have been

removed from the front of head and the

remaining hollows have been used to ren-

der face; triangular face modelled by

simultaneous pressure on the two upper

edges until flat and concave with two

lobes; horizontally incised eyes in these

hollows; beak-nose plastically rendered

by pressure on the two sides of the head;

incised mouth. Sex unknown.

471. ORF 729; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 2740;

Sitochoro 1; ATAE 100. 

H: 6.10, W: 3.30, T: 2.80; 7.5YR 7/3,

paint 10YR 8/4 and painted decoration

2.5YR 5/8; pink clay; few inclusions;

smooth; burnished; very pale brown

paint; red painted decoration; well fired.

Right part of head merged with cylindrical

neck, concave at the back because of detach-

ment of core. Face applied a little below

neck pillar; applied right coffee-bean eye;

applied nose; incised mouth; oblique inci-

sion on right cheek.

Painted decoration consisting of two oblique

lines on the upper part, one curved around

orbital arc and a double line contouring

lower mandible. Sex unknown.
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472. ORF 716; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1692; Larissa 8 (Vrastero); ATAE 3.

H: 3.60, W: 2.50, T: 2.30; 10YR 8/2; very pale brown clay; no inclusions; smooth; bur-

nished; rather poorly fired.

Head merged with neck, which is broken at its base. Flat face with horizontally incised

eyes in round depressions which also mark nose and orbital arcs; applied beak-nose

slightly damaged at its tip, starting from forehead; horizontally incised mouth, from

which start three vertical incisions, probably rendering beard; sides and back of head

bear three horizontal deep grooves which render hairdo or headdress. Sex unknown.
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473. ORF 725; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1819;

Mezourlo; ATAE unknown.

H: 7.40, W: 7.80, T: 3.80; 5YR 6/4; light

reddish brown clay; many inclusions;

smooth front, rough back surface; unbur-

nished; poorly fired.

Upper half of originally oval flat head

giving the impression of a pebble. Eyes

are two horizontal incisions starting from

a central vertical strip of clay along the

whole (preserved) front surface, which

probably renders nose; the upper end of

which is punctated; a curved applied strip

of clay contours the upper part of the

head, possibly rendering a hairdo, and

bears two small punctations at its edges,

possibly for the rendering the ears; back

surface covered by numerous small punc-

tations. Sex unknown.
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474. ORF 765; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1394; Nikaia

11 (Pigadoulia); ATAE 7.

H: 6.20, W: 2.70, T: 1.90; grey- white

marble; polished; traces of yellowish

incrustations

Acrolith. Rounded head and neck in the

form of an inverted cone. No facial fea-

tures. Sex unknown.

475. ORF 770; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1758;

Kyparissia 1 (Magoula Diodion (Toll

Post) Larissas); ATAE 216.

H: 15.00, W: 3.20, T: 2.50; white-brown

marble; polished; traces of incrustations. 

Intact acrolith. Rounded head and long

cylindrical neck with pointed edge.



477. ORF 998; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1382; Nikaia

11 (Pigadoulia); ATAE 7.

H: 5.20, W: 3.60, T: 1.70; white marble;

polished.

Acrolith. Head and elongated neck, with

flat plain surfaces bearing yellowish

incrustations. Sex unknown.
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476. ORF 764; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1381; Nikaia

11 (Pigadoulia); ATAE 7.

H: 5.80, W: 2.30, T: 0.80; white marble;

polished; traces of yellowish incrusta-

tions.

Acrolith. Long slim neck and triangular

head. No facial features. Sex unknown.
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478. ORF 898; ΜΛ. ΧΑ. 260;  unknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 6.50, W: 2.90, T:0.90; paint 10R 5/6;

white marble; polished; traces of red

painted decoration.

Schematic acrolith. Slightly damaged at

top and broken at lower edge. Traces of

red painted decoration: a line on top and a

little below two parallel lines delimiting a

zone which includes two similarly succes-

sive < - shaped patterns.

479. ORF 999; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1385; Nikaia

11 (Pigadoulia); ATAE 7.

H: 4.90, W: 2.30, T: 1.10; white marble;

polished.

Acrolith. Head and neck with flat plain

surfaces. Sex unknown.
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480. ORF 771; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1831; unknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 4.70, W: 6.40, T: 2.10; 7.5YR 7/4; pink

clay; no inclusions; very smooth; bur-

nished; well fired.

Part of an anthropomorphic vase render-

ing the lips and tongue, by application of

clay pellets. Tongue hangs out of the

mouth. Sex unknown.

481. ORF 854; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1811; unknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 5.30, W: 4.70, T: 4.20; 7.5YR 7/4, paint

10YR 8/3 and painted decoration 7.5YR

4/6; pink clay; few inclusions; quite

smooth; unburnished; very pale brown

paint front and back with strong brown

painted dotted decoration; back surface

also bears traces of strong brown colour;

well fired.

Voluminous nose with pointed upper part

and two oval impressed nostrils; back sur-

face is slightly concave as if it came from

a hollow figurine or as if it were an anthro-

pomorphic large vase. Sex unknown.
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482. ORF 922; ΜΛ. ΓΡΑ. 88; Αmbelonas 3 (Magoula Karaghioz); ATAE 52.

H: 5.50, W: 2.60, T: 3.00; 10YR 7/2; light grey clay; no inclusions; very smooth; well

burnished; well fired.

Seated four-legged figurine with neck and three legs broken. Applied arms folded at

elbows (marked by incision), hands resting on thighs; horizontal incision separates

forearms from hands; fingers marked by two incisions; characteristic flat chest; dis-

tended thighs; broken shanks; slightly protruding buttocks merged with rear legs of

stool, separated from them by horizontal incision and between them by a small verti-

cal one; left leg of stool is the only one preserved. Male.
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483. ORF 848; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1691; Zappeio 3; ΑΤΑΕ 235.

H: 6.20, W: 3.50, T: 5.50; 5YR 7/6 and paint 10R 6/8; reddish yellow clay; few inclu-

sions; quite smooth; unburnished; light red paint; quite well fired. 

Seated four-legged figurine, broken at waist, both right legs missing. Applied small

oval pellet of clay renders belly; punctate navel; applied arms (missing), forearms still

in place, resting on thighs; applied penis (damaged); applied buttocks almost merged

with rear legs of stool, right rear leg broken; figurine legs distended, right leg broken

below pubis. Male.
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484. ORF 924; ΜΛ. ΓΡΑ. 1; Melia 2 (Magoula St’ Ambelia); ATAE 12.

H: 4.80, W: 3.50, T: 3.60; 5YR 8/3; pink clay; no inclusions; very smooth; well bur-

nished; poorly fired.

Seated four-legged figurine with neck and all legs broken. Applied arms folded at

elbows (left elbow damaged and restored by the collector), hands resting on thighs;

characteristic chest; back and belly made by successive layers of clay; distended legs

of figure (with broken shanks); prominent but not distinguished buttocks, merged with

rear legs of stool (broken). Probably male. 
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485. ORF 844; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1284; Sofades (Magoula Mataranga); ATAE unknown. 

H: 5.50, W: 5.10, T: 3.90; 2.5YR 6/8; light red clay; many inclusions; rough; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Sitting figurine with broken neck, left arm below axilla (armpit) and legs at knee level.

Applied right arm slightly folded, hand resting on right thigh; arms separated from

torso by vertical incisions front and back; no breasts; punctate navel; applied penis

(damaged); applied legs with joined thighs, separated by deep groove; well modelled

buttocks, separated by vertical incision. Male.
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486. ORF 1003; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 87; uknown

provenance; ATAE  unknown..

H: 5.60, W: 3.00, T: 3.50; 7.5YR 7/3 and

paint 5YR 5/6; pink clay; no inclusions;

very smooth; well burnished; yellowish

red paint; well fired.

Seated four-legged figurine broken at

base of neck, broken right arm and legs.

Left arm folded at elbow, (detached) fore-

arm with hand resting on thigh; flat chest

and belly; detached penis; distended

thighs, left one broken at knee, right one

damaged; abraded back surface; well

modelled (damaged) buttocks merged

with rear legs of stool (broken). Male.

487. ORF 1006; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1799; Agios

Georgios, Larissa 4; ATAE 66.

H: 5.00, W: 4.50, T: 5.20; 7.5YR 7/4 and

paint 10R 6/8; pink clay; no inclusions;

very smooth; unburnished; well fired.

Lower half of four-legged figurine, possi-

bly an anthropomorphic base of a vase.

Protrusion with vertical perforating hole

renders penis; distended legs (only the

front right one is intact, left is damaged,

rear legs are broken). Male.
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488. ORF 979; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1285; Zappeio

2 (Magoula Koutsouro); ATAE 48.

H: 4.50, W: 2.20, T: 4.40; 7.5YR 7/4; pink

clay; many inclusions; quite rough;

unburnished; well fired.

Seated four-legged figurine broken at

base of neck, broken arms and legs (only

left rear foot is intact). Arms originally

applied, hands probably on thighs; V-

incision on neck base; flat chest and belly;

characteristic impressed navel; applied

penis; joined legs distinguished by inci-

sion, broken below knees; incised knee

joints; vertical lateral incisions separate

buttocks from stool legs; buttocks are

parted by vertical incision. Male.

489. ORF 1019; ΜΛ. ΚΑΡ. 92;  unknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 2.70, W: 2.50, T: 2.60; 5YR 6/6; red-

dish yellow clay; few inclusions; rough;

unburnished; ; well fired.

Seated four-legged figurine, broken at

cylindrical waist. Applied strip of clay

with incised zig-zags  encircles waist;

detached penis; distended legs of figurine,

broken at knees, probably extended for-

wards; buttocks merged with rear legs of

stool, right one intact, left leg broken and

bearing two small applied pellets of clay.

Probably male.
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490. ORF 664; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1237; Agios

Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei);

ATAE 57.

H: 2.60, W: 2.60, T: 1.20; 5YR 6/6 and

paint 7.5YR 7/6; reddish yellow clay; no

inclusions; smooth; well burnished; red-

dish yellow paint.

Torso of naturalistic figurine broken at

base of neck and below waist. Applied

arms, broken at elbows, separated from

torso by vertical incisions front and back;

vertical incision on the back from right

shoulder downwards is probably fortu-

itous. Sex unknown, possibly male..

491. ORF 992; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 2710; Agios

Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei);

ATAE 57.

H: 5.00, W: 4.00, T: 3.10; 7.5YR 6/4;

light brown clay; no inclusions; very

smooth; burnished; well fired.

Torso of figurine broken at neck but re-

worked until finished, missing right arm

and lower part below belly. Applied left

arm, folded at elbow, hand (broken) on

pubis; flat chest without breasts, distin-

guished from lower body by curved deep

incision; flat belly; plain back surface

with damaged buttocks. Sex unknown,

possibly male. 
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492. ORF 964; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1245; Zappeio

2 (Magoula Koutsouro); ATAE 48.

H: 3.60, W: 4.30, T: 2.30; 10YR 8/2 and

paint 7.5YR 8/4; very pale brown clay; no

inclusions; very smooth; unburnished;

pink paint; traces of dark incrustations;

well fired.

Torso very possibly of seated four-legged

figurine, broken at base of neck, below

elbows and belly. Applied arms slightly

folded at elbows (therefore possibly hav-

ing hands resting on thighs), separated

from torso by deep grooves front and

back; characteristic modelling of flat

chest; almost flat belly with characteristic

impressed navel; a horizontal incision

below belly probably marks the upper

limit of pubis. Probably male. 

493. ORF 846; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1242; Krannon

3 (Orenia); ATAE 90. 

H: 3.50, W: 3.80, T: 2.30; 10YR 8/2 and

paint 10YR 5/1; very pale brown clay; no

inclusions; very smooth; burnished; grey

paint; well fired.

Torso of (probably seated) figurine with

broken neck and half of belly. Applied

arms, broken at (folded) elbows, separated

from trunk by incisions; flat chest made of

layer of clay applied on central core; no

breasts; slim waist bearing one horizontal

incision on each side; lower part seems to

have been voluminous; characteristic

impressed navel. Probably  male.   
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494. ORF 932; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1231; Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169.

H: 6.50, W: 2.00, T: 1.80; 2.5YR 6/4; light reddish brown clay; many inclusions; rough;

unburnished; poorly fired.

Standing figurine with head merged with long columnar neck. Lozenge-shaped face,

applied on top of pillar; obliquely incised eyes; applied nose (now detached); punctate

mouth; marked chin; slightly prominent ears; no arms; not prominent belly or buttocks but

the latter seem to be indicated by small vertical incision with an almost penetrating hole;

applied penis (damaged); legs rendered by two protrusions, right one broken. Male.
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495. ORF 842; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1697; Messorachi 1

(Magoula Vrastires); ATAE 2.

H: 11.90, W: 6.30, T: 7.10; 10YR 8/4; very pale

brown clay; many inclusions; rough; unbur-

nished;  well fired.

Lower half of standing figurine, broken at

waist (revealing core with punctation) and

at right knee. Prominent belly with char-

acteristic punctate navel; applied penis

(damaged); joined thighs, separated by

vertical incision front and back; distended

shanks, left one ending in round flat foot;

well protruding buttocks, distinguished

by small vertical incision; oval detach-

ment on the back may originally have ren-

dered applied hairdress or something

hanging (bag?). Male.

496. ORF 839; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1807; Agios

Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE

57.

H: 4.10; W: 2.30; T: 1.70; 7.5YR 7/4 and paint

10YR 5/8; pink clay; no inclusions; very

smooth; well burnished; red paint; poorly fired.

Standing figurine broken at waist and

legs. Incised V-shaped pubis and applied

penis (now partly detached); joined legs,

separated by vertical incision front and

back; broken right shank and left leg at

mid-thigh; slightly protruding buttocks.

Male.
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497. ORF 883; ΜΛ. ΧΟ. 172; Ag. Georgios (Magoula Vrasteri/ Ambelia); ATAE 61.

H: 3.50, W: 2.40, T: 3.10; 2.5YR 6/8 and paint 2.5YR 4/6; light red clay; no inclusions;

smooth; burnished; traces of red paint; many incrustations; poorly fired.

Seated four-legged figurine broken at cylindrical waist, with damaged right legs. Belly

made by applied elongated clay strip with an incision below it; punctate navel; applied

small penis; right leg of figure broken at thigh; flat buttocks separated by vertical incision,

totally merged with rear legs of stool (right rear leg broken). Probably hermaphrodite.  
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498. ORF 1008; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1241; Melissochori 6 (Magoula Karaikia 1); ATAE 159.

H: 5.90, W: 3.60, T: 4.00; 7.5YR 7/4; pink clay; no inclusions; smooth; well burnished;

well fired.

Seated four-legged figurine with broken neck, left and part of right arm and legs.

Applied right arm, broken below axilla, forearm and hand (detached) resting on

thigh; applied round pellet of clay renders right breast; applied oval pellet with hor-

izontal incision renders belly; applied penis; distended legs of figure; prominent but-

tocks, merged with rear legs of stool, bearing two parallel horizontal incisions.

Hermaphrodite.   
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499. ORF 890; ΜΛ. ΧΟ. 118; Platykambos 2 (Magoula Panagias); ATAE 157.

H: 12.50, W: 4.80, T: 3.60; 10YR 8/3, paint 7.5 YR 6/6, traces of painted decoration

2.5 YR 7/6; very pale brown clay; no inclusions; very smooth; well polished; overall

reddish yellow paint; traces of light red colour on head, front of neck and chest; well

fired.

Intact standing figurine with long columnar neck merged with head. Lozenge-shaped

face applied a little below rounded top of pillar; the latter bears one vertical incision

on either side and creates the impression of a bun or headdress; horizontally incised

eyes; small applied nose; no mouth; slightly protruding ears; applied arms folded at

elbows, well distinguished from body, hands meeting on chest; incised left elbow joint;

slightly protruding, non  modelled breasts; prominent, rather pendulous belly with

punctate navel; small incised pubic triangle with vertically incised sex; well modelled

buttocks separated from legs by incisions; large joined thighs separated by deep inci-

sion front and back; distended shanks ending in characteristically modelled feet which

are concave underneath for better stability. Female.
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500. ORF 925; ΜΛ. ΧΟ. 216; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 15.30, W: 11.10, T: 8.20; grey marble; polished; traces of incrustations.

Standing figurine with broken neck, damaged left shoulderblade and right foot. Arms

folded at elbows, hands under chest, separated from it by incisions front and back; ver-

tical incision separates forearms from hands; no breasts; prominent, slightly pendu lous

belly with curved incision below it; incised V-shaped pubis; joined thighs distinguished
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by vertical incision front and back; distended pointed shanks; well protruding buttocks,

separated from thighs by horizontal incisions and between them by a vertical one; both

bear a horizontal incision which most probably renders fat folds. Female.
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501. ORF 942; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1096; Zappeio 5 (Magoula Roidies); ATAE 97.

H: 5.70, W: 2.60, T: 2.70; 7.5YR 7/3 and paint 7.5YR 6/3; pink clay; no inclusions;

very smooth; well burnished; well fired.

Figurine with broken neck, left arm and part of legs. Applied right arm folded at elbow, hand

on belly, with three incisions for fingers; left (detached) hand on waistline; small applied pen-

dulous breasts (right one damaged); three oblique parallel incisions on either side of waist

render fat folds; prominent belly with punctate navel; incised pubis; vertically incised sex;

joined thighs separated by vertical incision front and back (left broken at knee, right one

above it); prominent pointed buttocks, separated by vertical incision and from thighs by hor-

izontal one; two oblique incisions on each shoulderblade. Female.
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502. ORF 818; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1370; Agios Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula Vrasteri);

ATAE 61.

H: 5.00, W: 2.90, T:2.60; 7.5YR 7/4; pink clay; no inclusions; smooth; well burnished

well fired.

Standing figurine with broken base of neck and shanks and with damaged back left sur-

face. Applied arms folded at elbows (damaged), hands under slightly protruding breasts;

two incisions mark fingers; damaged (originally protruding) belly; pubis rendered by

two horizontal parallel deep incisions under belly; small incised sex; joined legs sepa-

rated by deep vertical groove front and back; protruding buttocks, distinguished from

thighs by horizontal incision and between them by small vertical one. Female.
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503. ORF 900; ΜΛ. ΧΟ. 175; unknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 5.70, W: 3.50, T: 3.10; 2.5YR 6/6 and

paint 7.5YR 8/3; light red clay; no inclu-

sions; very smooth; burnished; traces of

pink paint; traces of white incrustation;

well fired.

Lower half of standing figurine broken at

waist. Horizontal incision encircles waist,

above protruding slightly pendulous

belly; large incised V- shaped pubis;

joined thighs separated by vertical inci-

sion front and back; distended shanksend-

ing to pointed feet; protruding buttocks

separated by a small vertical incision and

from legs by a horizontal one. Female. 

504. ORF 825; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1315; Pineiada

(Magoula Stergiana); ATAE 267.

H: 5.70, W: 3.60, T: 2.80; 10YR 8/3; very

pale brown clay; no inclusions; very

smooth; unburnished; well fired.

Lower half of standing figurine, broken at

slim waist. Slightly prominent belly with

characteristic impressed navel; two hori-

zontal parallel incisions render pubis;

joined thighs, separated by vertical

grooves front and back, distended shanks,

broken toes; protruding buttocks separat-

ed by vertical incision and distinguished

from legs by horizontal groove; incised

knee joints. Female.     
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505. ORF 823; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1274; Magoula Xylades; ATAE unknown.

H: 5.10, W: 3.30, T: 3.10; 10R 6/6; light red clay; some inclusions; rather smooth;

unburnished; poorly fired.

Lower half of standing figurine, broken at slim waist. Very prominent belly marked

underneath by two lateral incisions; punctate navel; large V-shaped incised pubis;

incised sex; joined legs parted by deep vertical incision front and back (left leg bro-

ken); voluminous buttocks, separated by vertical incision and distinguished from legs

by two horizontal ones. Female.
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506. ORF 958; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1117;

Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169.

H: 3.50, W: 2.90, T: 2.70; 2.5YR 6/6;

light red clay; no inclusions; quite

smooth; unburnished; well fired.

Lower half of standing figurine broken at

waistline and at knees. Prominent belly

with punctate navel; large incised pubis;

incised sex; large distended thighs sepa-

rated by incision on the back; large pro-

truding buttocks separated by vertical

incision and distinguished from thighs by

horizontal ones; left buttock bears three

oblique incisions. Female.

508. ORF 1020; ΜΛ. ΚΑΡ. 432; Chara

1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133.

H: 4.40, W: 3,40, T: 2.00; 7.5YR 6/4 and

paint 10YR 8/2; light brown clay; some

inclusions; rather smooth; very pale

brown paint; well fired.

Lower half of figurine totally damaged on

back surface revealing leg cores. V-inci-

sion renders pubis; joined thighs separat-

ed by incision; distended shanks, right

one intact, left one broken at knee. Sex

unknown.

507. ORF 836; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 2745; Agios

Georgios, Larissa 4; ATAE 66.

H: 3.60, W: 4.10, T: 2.30; 10YR 7/2 and

paint 7.5YR 6/6; light grey clay; many

inclusions; rough; unburnished; reddish

yellow paint; rather poorly fired. 

Lower half of standing figurine, broken at

waist and base of thighs. Pubic triangle

marked by very slight double incisions,

irregularly hatched by small other ones;

V-incision of pubis continues over back

surface of waist; incised sex; well dis-

tended legs, modelled separately; slightly

prominent buttocks. Female.
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510. ORF 835; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 2662; Doxaras

1; ΑΤΑΕ 170.

H: 5.30, W: 3.00, T: 2.70; 2.5YR 6/6;

light red clay; many inclusions; rough;

unburnished; well fired.

Standing figurine broken at waist (reveal-

ing central core), with missing right

shank. Slightly prominent belly with

detached outer surface layer of clay;

punctate navel; V- shaped incised pubis;

joined thighs, separated by vertical inci-

sion front and back; distended shanks, left

one ending in round flat foot; prominent

buttocks, separated by vertical incision.

Female.

509. ORF 921; ΜΛ. ΓΡΑ. 12; unknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 6.40, W: 3.30, T: 3.00; 10YR 8/3; very

pale brown clay; many inclusions; very

smooth; burnished; traces of red paint on

both thighs. 

Lower half of standing figurine broken at

waist. Prominent belly (slightly dam-

aged), marked by oval incision below it;

punctate navel; punctate sex; left hand

(only preserved) applied on left thigh;

slightly prominent buttocks separated by

vertical incision; distended legs, left leg

broken at knee, right one at foot. Female.
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511. ORF 863; ΜΛ. ΠΛ. 202; Dendra 2 (Magoula Otzaki); ΑΤΑΕ 20.

H: 4.80, W: 3.30, T: 1.60; beige marble; polished.

Lower part of figurine broken at waist, which is reworked until smooth, whole back part

missing. Slightly prominent belly; deeply incised pubic triangle and vertically incised sex;

upper thighs joined, then distended, ending in slightly prominent toes. Sex unknown.
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512. ORF 862; ΜΛ. ΠΛ. 156; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 3.70, W: 2.70, T: 1.40; white marble; well polished.

Lower part of flat figurine broken at slim waist. Y-shaped groove marks pubis and sex;

large thighs separated by deep groove front and back, ending in pointed toes; two small

horizontal incisions mark knees; distended shanks; buttocks distinguished by vertical

incision and separated from legs by a horizontal one. Probably female.
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514. ORF 886; ΜΛ. ΧΟ. 220; unknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 5.00, W: 3.70, T: 2.90; 5YR 6/4; light

reddish brown clay; few inclusions; very

smooth; unburnished; poorly fired.

Lower part of standing figurine broken at

slim waist. Slightly prominent slim belly

with punctate navel; incised pubic trian-

gle with small vertically incised sex; large

joined thighs parted by incision front and

back; knees marked by oblique incisions

front and back; parted shanks ending in

pointed toes; similarly modelled back sur-

face with protruding buttocks with verti-

cal lateral incisions, and separated from

each other by a vertical incision and from

legs by a horizontal one. Female.

513. ORF 820; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1671;

Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169.

H: 5.40, W: 3.80, T: 2.50; 7.5YR 7/4 and

paint 10R 5/6; pink clay; no inclusions;

very smooth; unburnished; traces of red

paint; well fired.

Standing figurine with broken neck, left

part of belly and left leg. Applied arms

(left one detached), folded at elbows,

hands meeting under chest; rounded

lower half; slightly prominent belly with

punctate navel; pubis rendered by two

parallel horizontal incisions; distended

shanks; protruding buttocks separated by

small vertical incision. Female.
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515. ORF 821; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1271; Chalkiades 2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE 96.

H: 5.60, W: 3.60, T: 2.80; 10YR 8/3; very pale brown clay; no inclusions; very smooth;

well burnished; well fired.

Lower voluminous half of standing figurine, broken at slim waist. Prominent belly

with characteristic impressed navel; incised pubic triangle; large joined legs separated

by vertical incision front and back, ending in pointed toes (damaged); protruding but-

tocks, separated from thighs by oblique incisions and from each other by a vertical

one; knee joints marked by horizontal incisions. Female.
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516. ORF 841; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1302;

Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169.

H: 3.50, W: 3.00, T: 2.80; 7.5YR 7/4 (cen-

tral core 10R 6/6) and paint 5YR 5/3; pink

clay with light red core; some inclusions;

rough; unburnished; traces of reddish

brown paint; well fired.

Lower half of standing figurine broken at

waist, revealing core. Applied hands on

belly (damaged); prominent belly (dam-

aged); V-shaped incised pubis; large

joined thighs, separated by vertical inci-

sion front and back; distended shanks,

feet with concavity for better support;

voluminous buttocks separated from each

other by vertical incision and from legs

by horizontal one. Female.

517. ORF 967; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 81; unknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 6.20, W: 5.20, T: 4.80; 5YR 6/4 and

paint 2.5YR 5/6; light reddish brown

clay; mica inclusions; smooth; burnished;

red paint; traces of white incrustation;

well fired.

Lower half of standing figurine broken at

waistline with abraded belly. V-shaped

incised pubis; large joined thighs separat-

ed by deep vertical incision front and

back; distended shanks ending in slightly

concave feet; large, well modelled but-

tocks separated by vertical incision and

distinguished from thighs by horizontal

ones. Female.



215

518. ORF 817; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1303; Zappeio

5 (Magoula Roidies); ATAE 97.

H: 4.30, W: 2.60, T: 2.90; 5YR 7/4; pink

clay; no inclusions; smooth; unburnished;

well fired.

Lower half of standing figurine, broken at

waist. Prominent belly with horizontally

incised navel; V-shaped incised pubis;

rounded joined thighs separated by verti-

cal incision front and back; well distend-

ed shanks, each with two incisions indi-

cating toes; plastically rendered protrud-

ing buttocks, separated from thighs by a

horizontal incision and from each other

by a small vertical one; slight concavity

on base of toes imparts stability. Female. 

519. ORF 819; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1675;

Chalkiades 2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE

96.

H: 5.00, W: 3.00, T: 2.60; 2.5YR 6/6; light

red clay; few inclusions; quite smooth;

burnished; traces of white incrusted; well

fired.

Lower half of standing figurine, broken at

waist, leaning slightly forward. Prominent

belly with horizontally incised navel;

incised pubic triangle with punctate sex;

rounded joined thighs, separated by verti-

cal incision front and back; well distended

shanks, separated from thighs by horizon-

tal incisions front and back, with plastical-

ly rendered feet (damaged); protruding

buttocks distinguished from thighs by hor-

izontal incision and from each other by

vertical one. Female.



216

520. ORF 837; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1782; Agios

Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei);

ATAE 57.

H: 4.10, W: 3.70, T: 3.50; 10YR 8/4; very

pale brown clay; few inclusions; smooth;

slightly burnished; well fired.

Lower half of standing figurine broken at

waist, which bears one horizontal incision

on either side. Prominent belly with

incised navel; large pubic triangle; joined

thighs, separated by vertical groove and

incision front and back; distended shanks

(left one broken); right foot has a charac-

teristic concavity, which imparts stability.

Female.

521. ORF 1011; ΜΛ. ΧΑ. 141; unknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 4.60, W: 4.50, T: 4.10; 7.5YR 8/4 and

paint 10R 6/6; pink clay; some inclusions;

rough; unburnished; traces of light red

paint; well fired.

Voluminous lower half of standing fig-

urine broken at slim waist and knees.

Prominent belly with punctate navel;

pubis rendered by V- shaped incision

which continues over the sides and below

buttocks, distinguishing them from

thighs; incised sex; buttocks separated by

incision; similarly incisions between

thighs front and back. Female.

Traces of light red paint on right part of

belly and thigh.
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522. ORF 824; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1387; Makrychori

4 (Rachmani); ATAE 70.

H: 4.20, W: 3.20, T: 2.70; grey stone;

quite smooth.

Lower half of standing figurine, broken at

slim waist. Prominent belly (slightly dam-

aged) with deep groove around it; round-

ed lower part with deep horizontal

grooves separating pubis and buttocks

from legs; joined legs parted by deep ver-

tical grooves front and back; distended

shanks (left one damaged), separated

from thighs by wide grooves; prominent

buttocks separated by small vertical inci-

sion. Female.

523. ORF 834; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1155; Doxaras

1; ATAE 170.

H: 5.90, W: 4.20, T: 3.20; 7.5YR 7/4 and

paint 2.5YR 6/6; pink clay; few inclu-

sions; quite smooth; unburnished; light

red paint; rather poorly fired (grey

inside).

Standing figurine broken at chest, with

missing arms. Waist marked by one hori-

zontal incision on either side; protruding

belly (slightly damaged); incised pubic

triangle and sex; joined legs, separated by

deep incision front and back; pointed toes

(left one broken); prominent buttocks

(right one slighly damaged), separated by

vertical incision and distinguished from

legs by horizontal one. Female.



218

524. ORF 948; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1297; Chara 2 (Magoula Paliambela); ATAE 99.

H: 3.90, W: 4.20, T: 3.30; 2.5YR 6/6 and paint 7.5YR 6/4; light red clay; no inclusions;

very smooth; well burnished; light brown paint; well fired.

Voluminous lower half of standing figurine broken at waist. V- incision renders pubis; thighs sep-

arated by vertical incision front and back; distended pointed shanks; buttocks separated by vertical

incision and distinguished from thighs by horizontal ones. Female.
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525. ORF 826; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1343; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235.

H: 5.90, W: 3.90, T: 3.20; 10YR 7/3 and paint 2.5YR 5/6; very pale brown clay; no

inclusions; very smooth; slightly burnished; red paint; poorly fired.

Lower half of standing figurine, broken at waist which is encircled by incision.

Protruding belly; incised pubic triangle; joined thighs, separated by vertical incisions

front and back; distended shanks, separated from thighs by quasi-horizontal incisions

front and back (right edge damaged); oval incision marks protruding buttocks and a

small vertical one separates them. Female.



526. ORF 833; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1674; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235.

H: 4.40, W: 3.00, T: 2.20; 10YR 7/3 and paint 10YR 8/3; very pale brown clay; few

inclusions; quite smooth; unburnished; very pale brown paint; well fired.

Standing figurine broken at base of neck. Originally applied arms (now detached),

hands on belly; no breasts; prominent belly marked below by curved incision; punctate

navel; incised pubis; large joined thighs broken at knees, separated by vertical inci-

sions; voluminous buttocks (right one damaged) separated by small vertical incision.

Female.
220
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528. ORF 1016; MΛ. ΚΑΡ. 327;

unknown provenance; ATAEunknown.

H: 4.80, W: 3.90, T: 3.10; 7.5YR 7/4; pink

clay many inclusions; rough; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Torso of figurine broken above belly and

below buttocks (revealing core), arms

missing. Slightly prominent belly; incised

pubic triangle; well modelled buttocks

(right one damaged). Female.

527. ORF 830; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1105; Zappeio

3;  ATAE 235.

H: 5.80, W: 5.00, T: 4.40; 10YR 8/4 and

paint 2.5YR 6/8; very pale brown clay; no

inclusions; smooth; unburnished; light

red paint; well fired.

Lower part of standing figurine, broken at

belly and knees. Slightly prominent belly

with double, horizontally incised navel;

V-shaped incised pubis; joined legs, sepa-

rated by vertical incision front and back;

plastically rendered buttocks, separated

from legs by horizontal incision. Female. 
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529. ORF 827; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1299; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235.

H: 7.00, W: 4.40, T: 3.40; 2,5YR 6/6 and paint 10R 6/8; light red clay; many inclu-

sions; very rough; unburnished; light red paint.

Standing figurine with broken neck and joined feet. Applied right arm, folded at elbow,

hand on belly; left arm missing; two horizontal incisions on waist below each elbow;

applied slightly protruding breasts; horizontally incised navel; large incised pubic tri-

angle with incised sex; joined legs, separated by vertical incision; voluminous buttocks

distinguished from legs by horizontal incisions and parted by a vertical one. Female. 
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530. ORF 829; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1280; Grizano; ATAE unknown.

H: 6.90, W: 4.40, T: 3.90; 2.5YR 5/8; red clay; many inclusions; very rough; unbur-

nished; poorly fired.

Buttocks and joined legs of standing figurine broken at waist. Pubic triangle rendered

by double incisions, the upper of which encircles buttocks as well; one horizontal lat-

eral incision on each leg continuing on the sides of buttocks; ponted buttocks; joined

legs modelled separately, parted by deep groove, ending in round flat toes (which do

not support the figurine). Female. 
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531. ORF 973; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1149; Agios

Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei);

ATAE 57.

H: 5.00, W: 7.80, T: 4.90; 7.5YR 7/3 and

paint 10R 5/6; pink clay; some inclusions;

smooth; well burnished; red paint; well

fired.

Lower half of figurine broken at waist

with missing left part of belly and shanks.

Discernible cores of legs; prominent belly

with punctate navel; incised pubic trian-

gle; well modelled thighs separated by

vertical incision front and back; damaged

buttocks. Female.

532. ORF 838; MΛ. ΘΕ. 404;

Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169.

H: 3.80, W: 2.70, T: 2.90; 10R 6/8; light

red clay; many inclusions; rough; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Standing figurine broken at waist and

thighs; prominent belly with punctate

navel; incised pubic triangle and sex;

joined thighs, separated by vertical incision

front and back (left leg broken at knee,

right one at middle of thigh); protruding

buttocks (left one damaged). Female.



225

533. ORF 831; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1395; Zappeio

3; ATAE 235.

H: 7.50, W: 4.20, T: 3.50; grey stone;

quite smooth.

Part of standng stylized figurine, broken

at top. No arms; one horizontal groove

encircles waist; two horizontal ones ren-

der pubis; joined legs, separated by verti-

cal grooves front and back. Sex unknown,

probably female.

534. ORF 832; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1853; unknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 6.50, W: 4.30, T: 3.80; grey stone;

rough; traces of inctrustations.

Lower half of standing figurine broken at

waist. Slightly prominent belly and but-

tocks; horizontal incision below belly;

joined legs, separated by vertical groove

front and back; knee joints marked by

horizontal incisions. Female. 
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535. ΟRF 911; ΜΛ. ΤΟ./Μ90/62; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 10.30, W: 5.60, T: 6.30; 10YR 7/2 and paint Chart 1 for grey 2.5/black; light grey

clay; smooth; well burnished; overall black paint; linear decoration; well fired.

Lower half of standing figurine broken at waist and feet. Broken waistline shows inter-

nal hollow, possibly due to burning out of perishable core; probably prominent belly

(damaged); protruding buttocks separated by vertical incision; a double encircling

incised line below belly possibly renders a sort of belt, from which start other linear

motifs incised obliquely on thighs and encircling buttocks. This linear decoration con-

sists of three upper and two lower parallel lines creating a central zone covered by zig-

zag lines; the whole reminiscent of a garment. Sex possibly female.
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536. ORF 914; ΜΛ. ΓΡΑ. 114; Giannouli 1 (Magoula Arapi); ATAE 146.

H: 5.50, W: 2.80, T: 2.70; 2.5YR 6/6, paint 10YR 8/3 and painted decoration 5YR 4/2;

light red clay; no inclusions; quite smooth; unburnished; very pale brown paint; dark

reddish grey painted linear decoration; well fired.

Lower half of standing figurine with joined legs, damaged feet and rounded flat base.

Left arm (detached) originally slightly folded at elbow, hand on pubis; right arm fold-

ed at elbow, preserved forearm, hand on belly; painted pubic triangle and incised sex;

joined legs separated by deep incision front and back; well modelled prominent but-

tocks separated by deep groove. Female.

Painted decoration: four lines marking right hand fingers; painted pubic triangle; three

Λ-shaped lines on each leg; three successive V's on buttocks; the same colour inside

the deep groove which separates buttocks from back thighs.



228

537. ORF 828; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1809;

unknown provenance; ATAE

unknown.

H: 5.10, W: 5.00, T: 3.60; 7.5YR 7/2 and

painted decoration 7.5YR 3/2; pinkish

grey clay; few inclusions; very smooth;

burnished; light red paint and dark brown

painted linear decoration; well fired.

Part of buttocks and thighs of (probably

standing) figurine, broken below belly.

Incised sex; joined legs, separated by

deep groove. Female.

Painted decoration: pubic triangle; just

below, legs are encircled by a painted

motif of parallel lines, including oblique

parallel intersected ones; traces of brown

colour on well protruding buttocks.

538. ORF 822; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1305;

Sitochoro 1; ATAE 100.

H: 3.60, W: 3.80, T: 3.40; 5YR 6/6; red-

dish yellow clay; some inclusions; quite

smooth; unburnished; well fired.

Lower part of torso broken at waist and

below buttocks. Large incised V-shaped

pubis, on the lower part of which are

numerous small punctations; deep verti-

cal groove renders sex; pointed buttocks

with applied oval clay pellet, possibly

rendering a hanging object; legs are mod-

elled individually. Female.
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539. ORF 1002; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 2764; Magoula tou Psilou; ATAE  unknown.

H: 5.50, W: 2.80, T: 3.70; 10R 6/6; light red clay; many inclusions; rough; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Figurine with broken head and legs, left part missing revealing central core. Big

applied right arm, hand almost covering right breast with five fingers denoted by inci-

sions; round prominent right breast; protruding belly with almost horizontal incision on

upper part; horizontally incised navel; incised double line renders right part of V-

shaped pubis, below which the figurine is completely damaged. Female.
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540. ORF 889; MΛ. XO. 192; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 5.60, W: 3.80, T: 3.50; 7.5 YR 6/4; light brown clay; no inclusions; smooth; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Seated four-legged figurine broken at neck. Applied arms, folded at elbows, hands

meeting on prominent belly; damaged, non-distinguishable breasts; small but promi-

nent belly; large incised pubic triangle; incised sex; parted legs of figure (right one

damaged on inside edge); rather flat buttocks merged with rear legs of stool (left leg of

stool missing). Female.



231

541. ORF 444; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 5.40, W: 3.50, T: 7.00; 2.5YR 5/6 and paint 10R 6/8; red clay; many inclusions;

rough; unburnished; poorly fired.

Sitting figurine with pending legs, shanks at right angle to thighs. Neck broken at its

base; applied left arm, folded at elbow, hand on left thigh; right arm missing; volumi-

nous breasts, merged with shoulders, separated by small incision; voluminous lower

part with protruding pointed buttocks; large thighs, right on left, giving the impression

of a slightly twisted lower part; right thigh distinguished from pubis by incision; bro-

ken feet. Female.
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542. ORF 845; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1667; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235.

H: 4.50, W: 4.00, T: 4.30; 10YR 8/4 and paint 10R 6/8; brown clay; quite many inclu-

sions; rather rough; unburnished; light red paint; well fired.

Sitting figurine with flat base (revealing central core), broken at base of neck. Applied

arms, folded at elbows, left hand on left breast, right one on belly; two incisions on

each hand, separating fingers; voluminous lower part with slightly protruding belly;

incised pubic triangle with vertically incised sex; rounded large buttocks, distinguished

by long vertical incision, bearing one oblique incision each; vertical incisions separate

the arms from the back. Female.
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543. ORF 851; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1283; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57.

H: 7.00, W: 3.20, T: 3.80; 10R 6/3 and paint 7.5YR 7/3; pale red clay; rough; unbur-

nished; pink paint; poorly fired.

Sitting figurine with almost conical head merged with torso and damaged legs. Slight

(damaged) beak-like protrusion renders nose and two horizontal incisions render eyes;

no arms; waist incised on front surface; prominent belly; large incised V-shaped pubis;

joined thighs but probably distended shanks (left leg broken at knee); well protruding

buttocks, right one bearing an oblique incision at its base; buttocks at right angle to

pending legs. Probably female.
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545. ORF 847; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 177;

Melissochori 6 (Magoula Karaikia 1);

ΑΤΑΕ 159.

H: 4.00, W: 4.90, T: 5.20; 10YR 8/2; very

pale brown; some inclusions; rather

rough; slightly burnished; well fired.

Sitting figurine broken at waist and knees,

with base showing plastically modelled

legs. Slightly prominent belly with punc-

tate navel; large incised pubic triangle

with incised sex; well modelled volumi-

nous lower part, thighs separated by deep

vertical groove; rounded buttocks distin-

guished by vertical incision. Female.

544. ORF 878; ΜΛ. ΧΟ. 218; unknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 4.10, W: 3.60, T: 3.50; 5YR 5/4 and

paint 5YR 8/3; reddish brown clay; few

inclusions; smooth; unburnished; pink

paint; well fired.

Sitting figurine with broken neck and

(apparently extended) shanks. Applied

arms, folded at elbows, right arm passing

under right breast and hand on belly, left

arm a little lower, hand resting on left

thigh; shoulders and upper arms bear

applied round pellets of clay, four on the

right one and traces of analogous detach-

ments on the left; six pellets on front base

of neck probably render a necklace;

applied pendulous breasts; joined thighs,

separated by deep groove; prominent well

modelled buttocks, distinguished by ver-

tical incision; flat base. Female.
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546. ORF 997; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 2708; Agios

Georgios, Larissa 3 (Magoula

Dragatsi); ATAE 65.

H: 3.30, W: 2.70, T: 4.10; 7.5YR 7/6; red-

dish yellow clay; some inclusions; quite

smooth; unburnished; traces of white

incrustation; well fired.

Lower half of sitting figurine, broken at

slim waist, detached right leg, broken left

shank with trace of detached hand. Torso

betrays a reclining position; slightly

prominent belly with horizontal incision

below; horizontally incised navel; large

V-shaped pubis with vertically incised

sex; left leg folded at knee, shank appar-

ently pending; well modelled sloping but-

tocks separated by vertical incision, the

edge of their base forming an angle with

thighs. Female.

547. ORF 1009; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1257; Nikaia

4 (Magoula Kartali);  ATAE 16.

H: 6.20, W: 6.20, T: 7.20; 5YR 6/6 and

paint 2.5YR 6/6; reddish yellow clay;

mica inclusions; smooth; very well bur-

nished; well fired.

Lower half of sitting figurine broken at

waist and below knees. Detached arms,

hands on thighs, with traces of incised fin-

gers; prominent belly (damaged) continu-

ing on the sides in order to render fat folds;

large deeply incised pubic triangle; joined

thighs, separated by incision; sloping

rounded not distiguished buttocks, separat-

ed by vertical incision. Probably female.
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548. ORF 1007; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 2686; Agioi

Anargyroi 1 (Magoula Ambelia Agion

Anargyron or Vrasteri); ATAE 64.

H: 3.90, W: 3.60, T: 4.90; 7.5YR 7/3 and

paint 2.5YR 6/8; pink clay; few inclu-

sions; smooth; burnished; light red paint;

well fired.

Sitting figurine broken at slim waistline,

with flat base. Detached arms, originally

resting on thighs; slightly prominent belly

with punctate navel and V-incised pubis;

large joined thighs (distinguished only on

the base of figurine) broken at knees;

prominent sloping one-block buttocks,

with no distinguishing incision. Sex

unknown, possibly female.

549. ORF 985; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1110; Krannon

3 (Orenia); ATAE 90.

H: 5.00, W: 3.80, T: 4.90; 2.5YR 6/6;

light red clay; few inclusions; quite

smooth; unburnished; traces of white

incrustation; well fired.

Sitting crossed-legged figurine broken at

base of neck, with broken arms and

shanks. Applied arms, right one missing,

left broken at elbow, distinguished from

torso by oblique incisions front and back;

left forearm (missing) was folded at

elbow, hand on breast; breasts not dis-

cernible; large lower body with promi-

nent belly and incised pubis; crossed legs,

right on left one, distinguished by inci-

sion; large sloping buttocks with pointed

edge, separated by oblique incision;

almost flat base. Female.



550. ORF 952; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1263; Nikaia

13 (Magoula Karatsoli 1); ATAE 6.

H: 4.00, W: 5.60, T: 6.10; 10YR 8/4, paint

5YR 6/4;very pale brown clay; few inclu-

sions; rather smooth; unburnished; traces

of light reddish brown paint on left but-

tock; well fired.

Lower half of sitting figurine broken at

waist, broken right buttock and legs.

Applied arms, only forearms preserved,

hands on pubis; fingers of right hand

marked by four incisions; distended legs,

both extended forwards; right leg broken

at knee, left one at thigh. Probably

female.

551. ORF 852; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1282; Chara 1

(Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133.

H: 5.60, W: 4.20, T: 8.30; 10YR 8/3 and

paint 10YR 3/6; very pale brown clay;

many inclusions;rough; unburnished;

dark yellow brown paint (or painted lin-

ear decoration); well fired.

Sitting figurine, with broken neck, right

part of torso and damaged legs. Broken

neck reveals central core. Applied left arm

folded at elbow, hand resting on left thigh;

no breasts; small prominent belly; joined

thighs separated by slight incision (dam-

aged at edges, possibly extended for-

wards); well protruding buttocks, separat-

ed by deep groove. Female.

Painted decoration: a line encircles waist

from which start other lines radially paint-

ed on the buttocks; painted base; traces of

the same colour on thigh and arm.
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552. ORF 1010; ΜΛ. ΧΑ. 131; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 4.30, W: 3.10, T: 4.80; 2.5YR 6/6, paint 10YR 8/2 and painted decoration 2.5YR

6/8; light red clay; few inclusions; smooth; unburnished; very pale brown paint; light

red  painted decoration; well fired.

Sitting figurine, slightly reclining, with broken neck, arms and shanks. Preserved right

shoulder betrays applied arms, probably with hands on belly; damaged breasts; promi-

nent belly; incised pubic triangle; well modelled joined thighs, separated by groove on

both surfaces; folded knees betraying pending shanks; well modelled pointed buttocks;

two vertical parallel incisions roughly along the spine down o the buttocks. Female.

Painted decoration: traces of light red colour between legs, horizontal line above pubis

and a similar one on the belly, encircling the body and creating a V on the buttocks.



240

553. ORF 1023; ΜΛ. ΚΑΡ. 358; unknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 4.80, W: 4.30, T: 6.20; 5YR 6/6 and

paint 10R 6/8; reddish yellow clay; many

inclusions; very rough; unburnished; light

red paint; poorly fired.

Lower half of sitting figurine broken

below waist, with damaged legs. Slightly

prominent belly with punctate navel; V-

shaped incised pubis; incised sex; sepa-

rately modelled but joined legs, distin-

guished by incision, right one broken at

thigh, left at knee; rounded, not plastical-

ly modelled buttocks separated by a small

vertical incision; light red paint on left

buttock. Female.  

554. ORF 853; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1686; Agios

Georgios, Larissa 7 (Magoula Gamila);

ATAE 62.

H: 6.70, W: 7.60, T: 9.00; 7.5YR 6/3 and

paint 2.5YR 6/6; light brown claysome

inclusions; quite smooth in front, rough at

the back; unburnished; light red paint;

poorly fired. 

Lower part of sitting figurine broken at

waist and upper part of thighs, with flat

base. Broken base reveals hollow left by

perishable core; applied prominent belly;

large incised pubic triangle with vertical-

ly incised and punctate sex; well protrud-

ing buttocks (slightly damaged), distin-

guished by small vertical incision.

Female. 



241

555. ORF 929; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1795; Zappeio

2 Magoula Koutsouro); ATAE 48.

H: 8.40, W: 8.80, T: 6.10; 2.5YR 6/8,

paint 10YR 8/3 and painted decoration

2.5YR 4/4; light red clay; many incisions;

rather smooth; burnished; very pale

brown paint with reddish brown painted

linear decoration; well fired.

Torso of figurine broken at base of neck,

with damaged arms and missing legs.

Applied arms, probably folded at elbows,

hands below belly; damaged right shoul-

der; applied breasts (right one slighly

damaged); prominent belly with punctate

navel; missing buttocks. Probably female.

Painted decoration: at least two lines on

right shoulder and a second row of five

lines on shoulderblade, two at least on left

shoulder, a Y-shaped motif at the base of

neck and between breasts and at least four

vertical lines on the buttocks.

556. ORF 616; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1362; Chara 2

(Paliambela); ATAE 99.

H: 4.00, W: 3.50, T: 3.00; 5YR 6/6; red-

dish- yellow clay; many inclusions;rough;

unburnished; well fired.

Naturalistic sitting figurine. Head, arms

and left part of chest missing. Both legs

damaged, bearing incised small pieces of

clay; plastically rendered (abraded) but-

tocks; two small applied pieces of clay

may be remnants of hairdo. 

Linear decoration over entire body: a V-

incision at the base of neck, from which

start at least nine vertical incisions; a hor-

izontal incision encircles waist (not dis-

cernible on abraded back surface); five

horizontal incisions on the belly, three

vertical ones on the back and the rest of

the body; legs covered with small oblique

incisions. Female.
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557. ORF 969; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1; Sitochoro 2 (Magoula Bezil); ATAE 101.

H: 7.00, W: 4.00, T: 4.30; 2.5YR 6/6 and paint 7.5YR 7/4; light red clay; few inclu-

sions; smooth; burnished; pink paint; well fired.

Torso of sitting figurine with almost flat upper part, missing neck, arms and legs.

Traces of detachment of right arm which was slightly folded at elbow, hand resting on

thigh (only a part of forearm is preserved); small applied pendulous breasts; applied

small round pellet of clay with punctation renders belly and navel; horizontal incision

under belly; oblique incision low at the right marks pubis; thighs separated by incision;

spine marked by a vertical groove down the back, separating also large well modelled

buttocks; flat base, slightly damaged. Female.
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558. ORF 931; ΜΛ. ΘΕ 1459; Agios Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula Vrasteri);

ATAE 61.

H: 8.70, W: 7.00, T: 4.20; 5YR 7/6; reddish yellow clay many inclusions; rough;

unburnished; poorly fired. 

Sitting figurine broken at base of neck, broken arms and left part of chest, broken legs,

almost flat base. Base of neck bears a V-shaped incision front and back; originally

applied arms, left arm almost pending, preserved hand with four incisions for fingers

on pubis; right arm missing from shoulder; large pendulous right breast (left one miss-

ing); disproportionately large lower part with voluminous (joined) thighs and buttocks;

flat back surface. Female.
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559. ORF 682; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 2675; Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90.

H: 8.30, W: 4.30, T: 6.20; 7.5YR 7/4 and paint 2.5YR 5/6; pink clay; many inclusions;

very smooth; burnished; red paint; well burnished.

Sitting naturalistic figurine, of which only left part of chest with left arm and buttock

are preserved. The figurine is hollow probably due to detachment of its central core;

left arm folded at elbow, hand on prominent belly; flat chest without breasts; volumi-

nous buttock. Possibly female.
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560. ORF 705; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1198; Agios Georgios, Larissa 3 (Magoula Dragatsi);

ATAE 65.

H: 7.30, W: 5.50, T: 4.40; 2,5YR 6/6; light red clay; many inclusions; rough; unbur-

nished; traces of white incrusted; quite well fired.

Figurine with broken arms and neck, generally conical lower part and oval base. Arms

originally applied; applied pendulous breasts (left one detached); slightly prominent

belly; punctate navel; large incised pubic triangle including incised sex; oval flat base

(damaged), grey inside. Female.
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561. ORF 903; ΜΛ. ΧΟ. 176; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 5.20, W: 6.00, T: 4.80; 10R 6/6; light red clay; few inclusions; quite smooth; unbur-

nished; well fired. 

Lower half of sitting figurine broken at waist, with flat base. Slightly prominent belly

with punctate navel; large incised pubis; voluminous thighs, folded at knees, shanks

joined in front, separated by deep vertical groove; two parallel vertical incisions on

either side of thighs render knee joints and fat folds; broken feet; flat oblique buttocks

with two oblique incisions on either side. Female.
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562. ΟRF 905; ΜΛ. ΧΟ 239; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.

Η: 5.20, W: 4.70, T: 6.00; 7.5YR 7/4 and paint 2.5YR 6/6; pink clay; many inclusions;

rather rough wher damaged, very smooth where burnished; well burnished; light red

paint.

Lower half of probably crouching figurine broken at waist, with almost flat base. Waist

encircled by incision discernible on back; slightly prominent belly with punctate navel;

deep incision separates belly from thighs, which are distinguished by a smaller incision

also rendering sex; a deep oblique groove starts from sex and encircles the figurine,

passing along the base of buttocks; this same groove distinguishes (on front) shanks

from legs; joined shanks, separated by vertical groove; slightly damaged toes; buttocks

separated by small vertical incision. Female.
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563. ORF 787; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1368; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57.

H: 4.30, W: 2.70, T: 2.40; 2.5YR 6/8; light red clay; many inclusions; rough; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Sitting figurine with broken upper part, of which only right shoulder is preserved, and

rounded flat base. Probably the figure was originally holding its well folded legs from

knees. The folding of legs is such that they they form roughly a column together with

buttocks;  shanks and thighs are separated by vertical deep grooves front and back; on

back surface an applied strip of clay with many horizontal parallel incisions on either

sides of it, apparently rendering a hairdo. Sex unknown. 
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564. ORF 796; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1813; Doxaras 1; ATAE 170.

H: 1.60, W: 3.20, T: 4.00; 2.5YR 6/6 and paint 7.5YR 8/2; light red clay; many inclu-

sions; rough; unburnished; pink white paint; grey inside by firing.

Legs of broken sitting figurine, modelled individually, separated by incision, folded at

knees and brought under thighs to render a crouched position. Broken toes. Sex

unknown, possibly female.
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565. ORF 909; MΛ. XO 266; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 7.40, W: 8.00, T: 8.90; 5YR 6/6; reddish yellow clay; no inclusions; very smooth;

well burnished; well fired.

Prone distorted figurine, head missing, shanks broken. Quasi-upright chest, at right

angle to lower body; applied arms (damaged), folded at elbows, hands (missing) meet-

ing on sternum; arms separated from torso by vertical incisions front and back; no

breasts; torso unnaturally distorted from waistline, belly to the left, buttocks to the

right; punctate navel and incised pubic triangle; buttocks distinguished by incision and

separated from legs by incisions; legs broken at knees, similarly separated by incisions

front and back; shanks (missing) were originally brought near buttocks i.e. from left to

right. Female.
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566. ORF 975; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1153; Magoula tou Psilou; ATAE unknown.

H: 3.00, W: 6.50, T: 4.30; 7.5YR 7/3 and traces of paint 2.5YR 7/4; pink clay; no inclusions;

smooth; unburnished; traces of pink paint on thighs; well burnished; rather poorly fired.

Figurine resting on the left side, head and right arm missing, flat base. Right arm was

originally applied, now broken from shoulder; left arm not modelled at all; head bro-

ken and base of neck re-worked until finished; large applied breasts parted by a slight

groove, distinguished from belly by incision; flat belly; incised pubis; large applied 
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right thigh resting on left one, both separated by deep incision front and back; folded

knees, shanks brought to the back, almost touching back surface of thighs; incised knee

joint; broken feet; well modelled prominent buttocks, separated by incision and distin-

guished from thighs by incisions. Probably female.
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567. ORF 793; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1677; Larissa 7 (Magoula Magoulitsa); ATAE 40.

H: 3.30, W: 3.40, T: 4.20; 7.5YR 7/4; pink clay; no inclusions; very smooth; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Lower part of sitting figurine broken at waist. Prominent belly with punctate navel;

incised pubic triangle and sex; applied legs, modelled separately, broken under knees,

both brought to the right; applied forearm (broken at elbow) resting on right thigh,

hand with four incisions marking fingers and one incision separating it from forearm;

small incision separates buttocks. Female.
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568. ORF 923; ΜΛ. ΓΡΑ. 102; Larissa 9 (Magoula Soufli); ATAE 35.

H: 4.00, W: 4.50, T: 5.20; 5YR 6/6; reddish yellow clay; few inclusions; very smooth;

well burnished; well fired.

Sitting figurine with broken neck, left arm from shoulder and shanks. Applied arms, right

arm folded at elbow which is marked by incision, hand (slightly damaged) resting on

right thigh, left arm probably folded at elbow, hand on chest (visible traces of detach-

ment); breasts probably rendered by two (detached) small pellets; prominent belly with

punctate navel; legs folded at knees, both brought to the right, left leg under right one;

well modelled undersurface of legs at the base of figurine; prominent well modelled but-

tocks; on back surface an oblique incision from buttocks to left shoulder. Female.
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569. ORF 806; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1256; Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90.

H: 5.20, W: 5.60, T: 6.50; 2.5YR 6/6; light red clay; few inclusions; smooth; slightly

burnished; traces of white incrustation; well fired.

Lower part of sitting figurine, broken at waist. Legs modelled separately, right shank

folded at knee, brought under right thigh; left one folded at knee, toe under right thigh

as well; damaged belly; incised sex and V-shaped pubis; traces of right forearm, hand

resting on right thigh; three incisions separate fingers. Very plastically rendered but-

tocks, separated by groove. Female. 
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570. ORF 951; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1275; Galini 1 (Megali kai Mikri Magoula); ATAE 44. 

H: 3.20, W: 4.70, T: 5.60; 10YR 8/4; very pale brown clay; no inclusions; very smooth;

burnished; well fired.

Lower half of sitting figurine broken below belly. V-incised pubis; legs folded at knees,

both brought to the right, separated by incisions above and underneath; left knee and

foot joints are incised; four incisions render toes of left foot; right foot broken; trace of

abrasion on left thigh may have been caused by detachment of left hand. Female.
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572. ORF 791; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1273; Doxaras

1; ATAE 170.

H: 3.70, W: 4.50, T: 5.30; 7.5YR 6/4;

light brown clay; few inclusions; quite

smooth; unburnished; traces of white

incrustation; well fired.

Lower half of sitting figurine broken at

waist. Prominent belly with punctate

navel, separated from legs by incisions;

legs modelled separately, both brought to

the right; broken toes; incised knee folds;

buttocks separated by incision. Female.

571. ORF 792; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1267;

Sitochoro 1; ATAE 100.

H: 5.00, W: 4.30, T: 5.00; 7.5YR 7/3 and

paint 2.5YR 5/6; pink clay; few inclu-

sions; smooth; slightly burnished; red

paint; traces of white incrusted; well

fired.

Sitting figurine broken at neck with volu-

minous lower part. Right arm a protru-

sion, left one missing; left part of torso

and chest too damaged to permit any cer-

tain discrimination of position of arms;

slightly prominent belly; possibly punc-

tate navel; incised pubic triangle with

numerous punctations; legs  broken

below knees) modelled individually, both

brought to the right, separated by inci-

sion; plastically rendered buttocks (left

one missing). Female.



573. ORF 801; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 2678;

Zoodochos Pigi, Farsala 1; ATAE 213.

H: 3.20, W: 5.70, T: 5.00; 7.5YR 7/4; pink

clay; many inclusions; unburnished;

traces of white incrustation; quite well

fired (grey inside).

Legs of figurine broken below belly,

revealing grey core, with deep punctation.

Legs individually modelled with distend-

ed thighs, shanks folded at knees, left one

brought under right; left toe and right

shank broken; incision separates but-

tocks. Sex unknown, probably female.  

574. ORF 813; MΛ. ΘΕ. 1268;

Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90.

H: 4.00, W: 4.30, T: 5.20; 7.5YR 8/4; pink

clay; some inclusions; quite smooth

(more rougher on base surface); unbur-

nished; well fired.

Lower half of sitting figurine broken at

waist, revealing central core. Prominent

belly with incised pubis; incised sex;

traces of right hand resting on belly; sep-

arately modelled legs, folded at knees,

both brought to the right (lower legs and

toes damaged); on the back, a horizontal

incision separates waist from buttocks.

Female.
259
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575. ORF 805; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 535; Macrychori  4

(Rachmani); ATAE 70.

H: 4.50, W: 5.80, T: 6.20; 7.5YR 6/3 and

paint 7.5YR 6/4; light brown clay; few

inclusions; quite smooth; unburnished;

light brown paint; traces of white incrus-

tation; poorly fired. 

Lower part of sitting figurine, broken at

waist. Slightly protruding belly with

punctate navel; legs modelled separately,

folded at knees, both brought to the right

and underneath body; damaged toes; inci-

sion between legs and between them and

belly, incised knee joint; very well mod-

elled naturalistic buttocks. Female.

576. ORF 794; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1250; Itea;

ATAE unknown.

H: 2.80, W: 4.20, T: 5.30; 7.5YR 7/6 and

paint 5YR 6/6; reddish yellow clay; some

inclusions; rough; unburnished; reddish

yellow paint; well fired.   

Lower part of sitting figurine broken at

belly, revealing core. Slightly prominent

belly; voluminous legs, modelled sepa-

rately, both brought to the right, separated

by incision; applied forearms (damaged),

hands meeting on left thigh; three inci-

sions on each hand mark fingers. Sex

unknown, probably female.
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578. ORF 810; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1131; Krannon 3

(Orenia); ATAE 90.

H: 4.10, W: 3.30, 4.00; 5YR 7/4; pink

clay; many inclusions; rough; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Sitting figurine broken at base of neck.

Broken arms, probably meeting below

(detached) breasts; prominent belly; legs

modelled individually, separated by deep

groove, both brought to the right (right

knee broken); incision separating but-

tocks (left buttock damaged). Female.

577. ORF 809; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1255; Agios

Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei);

ATAE 57.

H: 5.80, W: 6.80, T: 9.00; 5YR 5/4 and

paint 10YR 8/3; reddish brown clay; few

inclusions; smooth; unburnished; traces

of very pale brown paint; well fired.

Lower part of sitting figurine broken at

slim waist. Slightly prominent belly

(damaged); double V-shaped incised

pubis; legs modelled separately, folded at

knees, both brought to the right (shanks

and toes broken); incised knee joints; but-

tocks separated by incision. Female. 
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579. ORF 811; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1278;

Sitochoro 2 (Magoula Bezil); ATAE

101.

H: 4.40, W: 3.50, T: 5.50; 7.5YR 7/4 and

paint 7.5YR 8/1; pink clay; some inclu-

sions; quite smooth; unburnished; slight

traces of white paint; poorly fired.

Sitting figurine with very damaged trunk,

revealing core, head and arms missing.

Traces of detached right hand which was

originally resting on on belly; prominent

belly with incised navel; separately mod-

elled legs, both brought to the right, left

one folded under right; protruding but-

tocks separated by vertical incision.

Female.

580. ORF 983; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1266; Sofades

(Magoula Margarita); ATAE unknown.

H: 2.70, W: 4.80, T: 5.70; 2.5YR 7/6;

light red clay; many inclusions; rough;

unburnished; well fired.

Lower part of sitting figurine, hollow  due

to loss of core. Legs modelled separately,

both brought to the right, right on left one,

ending in pointed feet distinguished from

shanks by horizontal incisions; three inci-

sions on each foot render toes; buttocks

separated by vertical incision and distin-

guished from thighs by two small oblique

ones; flat base. Sex unknown, probably

female.
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581. ORF 984; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1253; Melia 2

(Magoula Ambelia Melias); ATAE 12.

H: 3.50, W: 5.30, T: 7.50; 7.5YR 7/6; red-

dish yellow clay; many inclusions; very

smooth; unburnished; well fired.

Lower part of sitting figurine with dam-

aged belly revealing leg cores. Separately

modelled legs, both brought to the right,

right on left one, ending in pointed feet

(damaged at the edge); well modelled but-

tocks; flat base. Sex unknown, probably

female.

582. ORF 1021; ΜΛ. ΚΑΡ. 368; Krannon;

ATAE 8.

H: 3.00, W: 4.70, T: 5.40; 10R 6/6 and

paint 5YR 7/6; light red clay; no inclu-

sions; smooth; very well burnished; red-

dish yellow paint; well fired.

Buttocks and legs of sitting figurine with

flat base. Both legs are brought to the

right, left under right one; flat plain but-

tocks. Sex unknown.
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583. ORF 987; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1145; Pineiada (Magoula Stergiana); ATAE 267.

H: 4.10, W: 5.40, T: 7.00; 7.5YR 7/4  and paint 10R 5/6; pink clay; no inclusions; very

smooth;unburnished;red paint; well fired.

Lower half of crossed-legged figurine broken at belly, with quadrangular base. V-

incised pubis; legs folded at knees, right on left leg, both modelled very plastically;

incised knee joint; flat buttocks separated by vertical incision, forming angle with base.

Probably female.
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584. ORF 807; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1261; Doxaras

1; ATAE 170.

H: 5.50, W: 5.80, T: 7.20; 5YR 7/4;  pink

clay; some inclusions; rather smooth;

unburnished; well fired.

Lower part of sitting figurine, broken at

waist with flat back surface. Slightly

prominent belly with two punctations;

incised V-shaped pubis; legs modelled

separately, right one slightly folded at

knee (with incised joint), toe brought for-

ward, left leg folded at knee, shank under

right thigh; incision separates buttocks.

Female.

585. ORF 812; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1276; Chara 2

(Magoula Paliambela); ATAE 99.

H: 3.20, W: 4.20, T: 5.40; 7.5YR 6/4 and

paint 10YR 8/3; light brown clay; no

inclusions; very smooth; well burnished;

very pale brown paint; well fired.

Legs of sitting figurine broken below

belly. Legs modelled separately, right leg

broken below knee, left one folded under

right; both are brought to the right; sepa-

rating incision between them and on flat

base. Female.
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587. ORF 800; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1270; Sofades

(Magoula Margarita); ATAE unknown.

H: 3.30, W: 5.20, T: 6.10; 2.5YR 7/6;

light red clay; many inclusions; rough;

unburnished; well fired.

Legs of figurine broken below belly,

revealing central grey core. Left thigh

damaged and shanks broken under knees.

Sex unknown, possibly female. 

586. ORF 798; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1279; Agios

Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei);

ATAE 57.

H: 3.80, W: 4.80, T: 4.80; 7.5YR 7/4; pink

clay; some inclusions; rather rough;

unburnished; well fired.

Lower part of sitting figurine, broken at

accentuated slim waist. Voluminous belly

and buttocks, belly bearing a round

detachment as if it had an applied pellet;

incised pubic triangle; incised sex; legs

modelled separately; buttocks separated

by incision. Female.
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588. ΟRF 910; MΛ. ΧΑ. 126; unknown provenance; ΑΤΑΕ unknown.

H: 6.00, W: 7.90, T: 8.50; 7.5YR 7/4; pink clay; no inclusions; smooth; well burnished;

well fired.

Lower half of sitting figurine broken at slim waist, legs broken at knees, most proba-

bly both shanks brought to the right. Almost flat base; slightly prominent belly with

incised navel, separated from thighs by V-incision; thighs similarly distinguished by

incision front and underneath; they bear detachments of hands; rounded buttocks, sep-

arated by vertical incision and from legs by horizontal one. Probably female.
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589. ORF 970; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1104; Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90.

H: 4.40, W: 3.50, T: 4.80; 5YR 6/6 and paint 5YR 5/4; reddish yellow clay; no inclu-

sions; smooth; burnished; pink paint; well fired.

Sitting figurine inclined backwards, with folded legs, broken neck and left part of

torso. Right (detached) arm originally folded at elbow, hand below breast; not dis-

cernible breast; well prominent belly; applied crossed legs, folded at knees, right leg

on left one; left foot missing; plain back surface. Female.
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590. ORF 936; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1108; Zoodochos Pigi, Farsala 1; ATAE 213.

H: 2.80, W: 2.20, T: 2.10; 2.5YR 7/6; light red clay; many inclusions; rough; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Crossed-legged figurine with broken neck and damaged feet. Applied arms folded at

elbows, hands under breasts; two incisions on each hand mark fingers; slightly promi-

nent chest without special modelling of breasts; prominent belly with punctate navel;

almost flat buttocks, separated by vertical incision; crossed legs, left leg under right

one; damaged feet. Female.
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592. ΟRF 950; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 78; Chalkiades

2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE 96.

H: 3.70, W: 4.80, T: 5.00; 7.5YR 5/2;

brown clay; many inclusions; rough;

unburnished; very poorly fired.

Lower half of crossed-legged figurine

inclined backwards, broken at waist, with

broken right foot. Prominent belly with

punctate navel; V-incised pubis; crossed

legs, right leg on left one, distinguished

by incisions; knee joint marked by inci-

sion; flat buttocks, separated by vertical

incision and distinguished from thighs by

horizontal one. Female.

591. ORF 703; ΜΛ. ΘΕ 1786; Koilada

1 (Magoula Megalo Gefyri; ATAE 28.

H: 3.80, W: 3.10, T: 3.20; 7.5YR 7/6; red-

dish yellow clay; many inclusions; rough;

unburnished; well fired. 

Figurine broken at base of neck revealing

core, with round flat base. Applied arms

folded at elbows, right on damaged, hand

on belly bearing three incisions for fin-

gers; left hand equally on belly but a little

lower; no breasts; spherical lower part,

slightly damaged, with three parallel inci-

sions on either side of belly; punctate

navel; legs possibly crossed, left under

right one; buttocks separated by vertical

incision. Possibly female.
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593. ORF 803; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2649; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57.

H: 3.20, W: 6.20, T: 6.30; 2.5YR 5/6 and paint 10YR 8/4; red clay; few inclusions;

smooth; well burnished; very pale brown paint; well fired.

Crossed legs of figurine, broken below belly. Concave detachment revealing grey inside;

legs are modelled separately, folded at knees, left one brought under right. Sex unknown.



594. ORF 789; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1272; Magoula

in the district of Larissa; ATAE

unknown.

H: 3.70, W: 4.80, T: 6.20; 5YR 6/6; red-

dish yellow clay; some inclusions; quite

smooth; unburnished; poorly fired.

Lower half of sitting figurine broken at

slim waist. Small prominent belly with

punctate navel, separated from legs by

incision; disproportionately voluminous

crossed legs, modelled separately, left leg

brought under right one; knee fold

marked by incision; damaged toes; inci-

sion separating buttocks. Female.
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595. ORF 802; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1262;

Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ΑΤΑΕ 169.

H: 1.90, W: 4.50, T: 5.30; 5YR 6/6; red-

dish yellow clay; many inclusions; rough;

unburnished; traces of white incrusted;

well fired.

Crossed legs of figurine, broken below

belly, with detachment revealing grey

core. Legs modelled separately, folded at

knees, left leg folded under right one; fin-

gers rendered by two incisions on each

toe; buttock separated by incision. Sex

unknown.
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596. ORF 814; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1254; Magoula in the district of Larissa; ATAE unknown.

H: 2.90, W: 3.00, T: 3.40; 2.5YR 6/6; light red clay; no inclusions; smooth; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Lower half of sitting crossed-legs figurine, broken at waist. Slightly prominent belly;

V-shaped incised pubis; legs modelled individually (broken), toes meeting in front;

small incision separating large buttocks. Female.
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598. ORF 797; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1260; Doxaras

1; ATAE 170.

H: 3.00, W: 4.20, T: 4.80; 10R 5/6; red

clay; few inclusions; quite smooth;

unburnished; well fired.

Lower part of sitting figurine broken at

accentuated slim waist, with flat rectangu-

lar base. Prominent belly contoured by

oval incision; punctate navel; joined

thighs, separated by incision to which

another perpendicular one seems to indi-

cate folded-at-knee pose; buttocks separat-

ed by vertical incision. Female. 

597. ORF 804; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1251; Doxaras

1; ATAE 170.

H: 4.00, W: 4.60, T: 5.50; 7.5YR 7/4 and

paint 10R 5/6; pink clay; few inclusions;

smooth; slightly burnished; red paint;

well fired.

Lower part of crossed legs figurine bro-

ken at waist. Slightly prominent belly

with punctate navel; separately modelled

legs, left folded under right one; incision

between legs and between them and

belly; incision between buttocks. Female.
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600. ORF 907; ΜΛ. ΧΟ. 260; unknown

provenance; ΑΤΑΕ unknown.

H: 4.90, W: 6.50, T: 7.30; 10YR 8/3 and

paint 5YR 5/6; very pale brown clay;

some inclusions; smooth; unburnished;

yellowish red paint; well fired.

Lower half of probably crouching fig-

urine, broken at waist, broken right thigh

and left shank from knee joint. Prominent

belly with punctate navel; thighs parted

by groove; buttocks (damaged) separated

by deep incision. Probably female.

599. ORF 815; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 2707; Magoula

tou Psilou; ATAE unknown.

H: 3.10, W: 4.00, T: 3.60; 5YR 7/6 and

paint 2.5YR 6/6; reddish yellow clay;

some inclusions; quite smooth; unbur-

nished; light red paint; well fired.

Lower half of sitting crossed- legged fig-

urine, broken at slim waist, back and left

part damaged. Prominent belly with small

incised navel; double incision renders

pubis; crossed legs, right one on left, end-

ing in separate toes (damaged); plain back

surface. Female.
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601. ORF 790; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1662; Pineiada

(Magoula Stergiana); ATAE 267.

H: 3.80, W: 5.50, T: 5.50; 5YR 6/6; red-

dish yellow clay; few inclusions; very

smooth; unburnished; well fired.

Lower half of sitting figurine broken at

waist. Slightly prominent belly; pubis

marked by incisions continuing on back

to buttocks; voluminous crossed legs,

modelled separately, left leg brought

under right one; prominent toes; leg and

knee folds marked by incisions; buttocks

separated by vertical incision. Female.

602. ORF 808; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1774; Larissa

7 (Magoula Magoulitsa); ATAE 40.

H: 4.60, W: 7.10, T: 9.20; 2.5YR 6/6;

light red clay; mica inclusions; smooth;

unburnished; well fired.

Lower part of sitting figurine, broken

below belly. Slightly prominent belly

with punctate navel; V-shaped incised

pubis; legs separated by an inverted Y-

incision indicating their position (part of

left shank broken); flattened base with

incision separating thighs from buttocks;

oblique flat back surface with incision

separating buttocks. Female. 
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603.  ORF 876; ΜΛ. ΧΟ. 199; unknown provenance; ΑΤΑΕ unknown.

H: 2.30, W: 3.30, T: 3.50; 2.5YR 6/6; light red clay; many inclusions; rough; unbur-

nished; poorly fired.

Lower part of crossed-legged figurine with flat base broken at waist. Slightly promi-

nent belly,  separated from legs by deep incision; large thighs ending in pointed feet

with incision marking knees, left leg on right one; buttocks  distinguished by vertical

incision. Probably female.
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605. ORF 954; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1831; Agios

Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei);

ATAE 57.

H: 2.20, W: 4.90, T: 6.60; 7.5YR 7/3; pink

clay; few inclusions; very smooth traces

of burnishing; well fired.

Crossed legs of figurine broken at waist. Right

leg is brought over left one, both leaving a tri-

angular hollow between them. Sex unknown. 

604. ORF 856; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 2718;

Sitochoro 1; ATAE 100.

H: 3.50, W: 4.90, T: 11.90; 5YR6/6 and

paint 10YR 6/6; reddish yellow clay; few

inclusions; smooth; burnished; light red

paint; rather poorly fired (grey inside).

Left thigh and upper part of folded shank

of a big figurine. Distinguishable central

core. Penetrating hole near the knee may

have served for the insertion of some

mobile decorative elements; traces of

(detached) slim forearm ending in small

applied hand with four distended fingers.

Sex unknown.  
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606. ORF 816; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1806; Melia 2 (Magoula St’ Ambelia); ATAE 12.

H: 4.60, W: 8.30, T: 11.70; 2.5YR 6/6; light red clay; many inclusions; rough; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Lower part of big sitting crossed-legged figurine, broken below belly, with totally flat,

quas-rectangular base. Pubis preserved in two pieces: one consisting of pubis, left but-

tock and thigh, and the other consisting of part of right thigh, continuing with two

shanks stuck together; applied left forearm, hand resting on left thigh (damaged); in

right thigh conical penetrating hole, probably for insertion of a decorative element;

legs  folded at knees at right angle, right one on left; they are modelled separately leav-

ing an empty space in the centre; pointed left buttock. Female. 
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607. ORF 788; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1676; Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169.

H: 3.00, W: 4.00, T: 5.40; 7.5YR 7/4 and paint 5YR 4/4; pink clay; few inclusions;

quite smooth; unburnished; poorly fired.

Lower half of sitting figurine with folded legs broken at waist. Right leg damaged;

incised pubis; right hand with two incisions for fingers is applied on pubis; incision

separating buttocks. Female.
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608. ORF 986; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 446; Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133.

H: 2.10, W: 4.20, T: 4.50; 2.5YR 6/6 and paint 7.5YR 7/4; light red clay; few inclu-

sions; smooth; burnished; pink paint; traces of white incrusted; moderately fired.

Crossed legs of figurine with quadrangular almost flat base, broken below belly,

revealing two leg cores. Right on left leg with incision marking knees and slightly pro-

truding feet; base reveals well modelled legs. Sex unknown, probably female.
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609. ORF 891; ΜΛ. ΤΚ. 9; Myrinni (Karditsa).

H: 4.20, W: 3.00, T: 2.30; 2.5YR  6/6; light red clay; no inclusions; very smooth;

well burnished; poorly fired, mainly at the base.

Intact four-legged figurine with quadrangular (parallelogram) concave base. Elongated

columnar neck merged with pointed head; large beak-nose, starting from top of head,

from which also start three applied strips of clay rendering hair-tresses; tresses bear hor-

izontal incisions and end in round pellets of clay which may render hair decorations;

round coffee-bean eyes incised obliquely; base of neck encircled by incision; two ver-

tical incisions on shoulders visible from front to back of torso, probably separate it from

arms; oblong applied belly with horizontal incision; large incised pubic triangle with

vertically incised sex; two round applied protrusions on the back, bearing oblique inci-

sions, most probably render buttocks; four slight protrusions at each of the four angles

of the base indicate that the figure was probably seated on a stool. Female.
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610. ORF 609; MΛ. ΘΕ. 1666; Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ΑΤΑΕ 169.

Η: 5.60, W: 4.30, T: 3.70; 10R 6/6; light red clay; few inclusions; quite smooth; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Sitting figurine with voluminous lower part, head missing, flat trapezoidal base.

Applied arms, folded at elbows, hands on belly; flat chest without breasts; sex rendered

by vertical incision and one horizontal on either side; two frontal protrusions render

distended legs; similar ones render separated buttocks each bearing a horizontal inci-

sion; oblique detachment possibly betrays something hanging on the back. Female.
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611. ORF 912; ΜΛ. ΓΡΑ. 144; unknown provenance; ΑΤΑΕ unknown.

Η: 7.00, W: 6.10, T: 4.20; 7.5YR 5/4, paint 10YR 8/3 and painted decoration 2.5YR

5/8; brown clay; some inclusions; quite smooth; unburnished; very pale brown paint

and red painted linear decoration; well fired.

Probably sitting figurine, broken at base of neck, broken arms from shoulders and damaged

thighs, quadrangular concave base. Arms were probably folded at elbows, hands on chest;

prominent chest but not discernible breasts; slightly prominent belly; large painted pubic tri-

angle with incised sex; large sloping but flat buttocks, slightly damaged at their base. Female.

Painted decoration: a line encircling neck from which start other oblique lines arranged radi-

ally on upper body; painted waistline, becoming the upper limit of similarly painted pubic tri-

angle; four vertical parallel lines on buttocks, starting from waistline, possibly render a skirt.
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612. ORF 635; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1778; unknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 6.50, W: 7.70, T: 5.00; 2.5YR 6/8;

light red clay; many inclusions; rough;

unburnished; well fired.

Stylized figurine with protruding belly,

flat buttocks and concave base. Broken

(probably cylindrical) upper part; no legs;

punctate navel from which start five inci-

sions towards sides; double incisions

mark pubis (damaged); incised sex; dou-

ble V-incision on the back base of neck;

six parallel /\-shaped incisions just below

the latter, the whole giving the impression

of an X; oblique incision on left side of

back. Female. 

613. ORF 622; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1373; Magoula

tou Psilou; ATAEunknown.

H: 3.60, W: 4.00, T: 3.80; 2.5YR 5/6; red

clay; many inclusions; rough; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Stylized figurine with broken head and

damaged left and back surface, having the

general form of a cube. Incised V on base

of neck, front and back; traces of incised

hairdo; small applied protrusions render

arms, right one bearing fifteen vertical

small incisions; hands with incised fin-

gers, meeting on the belly (right and left

hand with three and four incisions respec-

tively); incised waist; incised sex with one

incision on either side. Female. 
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614. ORF 625; ΜΛ. ΘΕ.  1365; Agios Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula Vrasteri);

ATAE 61.

H: 3.70, W: 2.20, T: 2.90; 7.5YR 6/4; light brown clay; some inclusions; quite smooth;

unburnished; well fired.

Stylized four-legged figurine with flat base, protruding belly and broken torso/neck,

starting from an abnormal point at the back; punctate navel. Possibly female.
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615. ORF 1024; M.Λ... Plateia Magoula Zarkou; ATAE unknown.

H: 7.25, W: 3.90, T: 2.70; 10YR 7/4 and paint 5YR 5/7; light red clay; rough;

unburnished; well fired. 

Intact naturalistic figurine with voluminous rounded lower part and round flat base.

Head merged with neck, has a flat triangular top and a large beak- nose; applied coffee-

bean eyes with incision; three parallel incisions on each cheek; no mouth; base of neck

marked by two parallel incisions, interrupted at back; arms folded at elbows, under

protruding round breasts hands on abdomen (stomach); right arm bears six parallel

incisions, while fingers are distinguished by three incisions on each hand; three long

parallel vertical incisions start from base of neck down to sternum; four parallel

incisions surrounding the lower part of the figurine, possibly render a dress; back

surface bears incised decoration: five broken lines on head which probably render hair;

three long parallel vertical incisions along the spine; four broken incised lines starting

from each shoulder down to the waist; two V-incisions from waistline down to mark

separation of buttocks. Sex unknown, possibly female.

Reddish brown paint on triangular top head and inside all the incisions. 
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616. ORF 687; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1310; Melissochori 6 (Magoula Karaikia 1); ATAE 159.

H: 4.10, W: 3.10, T: 3.40; 10YR 8/3; very pale brown clay; no inclusions; smooth;

unburnished; poorly fired.

Figurine broken at base of neck, with voluminous rounded lower part and round flat

base. Applied arms, left one broken from shoulder, right arm resting on belly; no

breasts; Incision on right shoulder from which start two rows of vertical incisions down

to (preserved) right part of chest; similar incision on left (damaged) shoulder; promi-

nent belly with two vertical incisions on either side near base; sex rendered by one ver-

tical and two horizontal incisions; four vertical incisions on the back and three on the

buttocks; buttocks separated by incision. Female.



617. ORF 885; ΜΛ. ΧΟ. 263; unknown provenance; ΑΤΑΕ unknown.

H: 4.50, W: 3.20, T: 3.30; 5YR 6/4; light reddish brown clay; no inclusions; smooth;

unburnished; traces of white incrusted; poorly fired. 

Figurine broken at base of neck, head missing, with round  flat base. Applied arms,

right one folded at elbow, hand under left breast, left arm almost pending, hand on

waist, above belly; slightly protruding, almost non-distinguishable breasts; waist

almost encircled by incision; voluminous lower part; prominent belly with punctate

navel; large incised pubic triangle bearing eight vertical incisions; rounded well pro-

truding buttocks. Female.
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618. ORF 919; Μ.Λ. ΓΡΑ. 72; Omorfochori 1 (Magoula Karagats or Nechali);

ATAE 27.

H: 2.60, W: 2.50, T: 2.00; 10YR 8/4; very pale brown clay; no inclusions; very smooth;

well burnished; well fired.

Lower half of figurine broken at waist, revealing core with oval flat base. Prominent

belly (partly preserved); voluminous lower body with V-shaped pubis; thighs separat-

ed by vertical incision; buttocks similarly distinguished by incision; the figurine is fin-

ished at thigh-level. Female.
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619. ORF 939; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1090; Magoula tou Psilou; ATAE unknown.

H: 3.50, W: 2.90, T: 2.90; 2.5YR 6/6; light red clay; quite many inclusions; rather

rough; unburnished; traces of incrustations; well fired.

Figurine broken at neck base, with almost spherical lower part and round flat base.

Applied arms folded at elbows, right hand resting on belly, left one under breasts; incision

marks fingers of right hand; applied well protruding breasts, separated by small vertical

incision; large plain lower part rendering prominent belly and buttocks; no legs. Female.
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621. ORF 673; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1119; Doxaras

1; ATAE 170.

H: 4.70, W: 3.00, T: 3.00; 7.5YR 7/4 and

paint 5YR 6/6; pink clay some inclusions;

smooth; slightly burnished; reddish yellow

paint; well fired.

Figurine with broken neck and right side,

conical trunk and rounded flat base.

Applied left arm in upward position with

hand seeming to hold base of head; head

possibly leaning forward; long trace of

depressions down middle axis of back, pos-

sibly remnants of a tress. Probably female.

620. ORF 675; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1306; Pineiada

(Magoula Stergiana); ATAE 267. 

H: 5.50, W: 5.40, T: 3.60; 10YR 7/3; very

pale brown clay; many inclusions; rather

rough; unburnished; well fired.

Lower part of naturalistic figurine with-

out legs and with flattened base. Broken

waist reveals core; three parallel horizon-

tal incisions on each side of waist; applied

slightly prominent belly; punctate navel;

large incised pubic triangle with vertically

incised sex; plain back surface. Female.
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622. ORF 941; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1161; Omorfochori 1 (Magoula Karagats); ATAE 27.

H: 5.40, W: 4.50, T: 2.40; 7.5YR 7/4; pink clay; many inclusions; very rough; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Figurine broken at neck base, with broken arms and round flat base. Applied arms, only

right one preserved up to axilla, separated from torso by vertical incisions front and

back; arms probably folded at elbows, hands under chest; characteristic chest with

slightly pendulous breasts; prominent conical belly with incised navel and two lateral

horizontal incisions on either side, rendering fat folds; buttocks damaged (revealing

internal layer of clay) and separated by vertical incision; cylindrical part below belly

and buttocks ending in round flat base. Female.
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623. ORF 704; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1673;

Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169.

H: 4.50, W: 2.80, T: 3.30; 7.5YR 6/4;

light brown clay; few inclusions; quite

smooth; slightly burnished; quite well

fired.

Figurine with long cylindrical torso bro-

ken on top, voluminous lower part and

flat round base. Right part of back surface

damaged, revealing core; arms missing

(possibly detached); prominent belly;

punctate navel; incised sex; large pubic

triangle, the lateral angles of which are

the start point of an inverted V-incision on

the buttocks; broken buttocks. Female.

624. ORF 683; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1092;  Sofades

(Magoula Mataranga); ATAE 168.

H: 4.50, W: 4.20, T: 3.20; 5YR 6/6; red-

dish yellow clay; many inclusions; rough;

unburnished; well fired. 

Stylized figurine broken at base of neck,

with flat oval base, slightly damaged in

left part. Arms rendered by vertical inci-

sions front and back, they do not protrude

from torso and bear small incisions; flat

chest without breasts, with six small inci-

sions around neck in the form of a neck-

lace; slightly prominent belly; punctate

navel; large incised pubic triangle; on the

back, small vertical incision between but-

tocks. Female.
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625. ORF 668; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1689; Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90.

H: 3.00, W: 3.50, T: 7.80; 2.5YR 6/8; light red clay; no inclusions; rough; unburnished;

well fired.

Almost naturalistic figurine with large lower part and rounded flat base. Head flattened

and merged with body; it bears one applied incised tress on either side, as well as a lump

of clay on top; traces of a third (detached) tress on the back; no facial features; two oval

incisions separate head from torso; applied (now detached) arms; applied long pendu-

lous breasts; small applied belly; slight frontal protrusion indicates legs; voluminous

(partly damaged) buttocks separated by vertical incision; back surface bears two verti-

cal incisions under neck and two horizontal ones on either side of waist. Female.
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626. ORF 698; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1190; Zappeio 2 (Magoula Koutsouro); ATAE 48.

H: 3.00, W: 1.90, T: 1.80; 5YR 7/6; reddish yellow clay; no inclusions; very smooth;

burnished; well fired.

Semi-naturalistic figurine with broken neck and right arm and with flat base. Applied

left arm folded at elbow, hand under left breast; breast a small applied clay pellet sep-

arated from torso by vertical incision which also overlaps shoulders; cylindrical slim

torso; waist encircled by an applied clay strip and marked by two lateral oblique inci-

sions up to buttocks; on back surface these incisions include also a third vertical one at

waist level; large incised V-shaped pubis; punctate sex; buttocks separated by small

vertical incision. Female.
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627. ORF 667; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1097; Chalkiades 2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE 96.

H: 5.30, W: 2.00, T: 2.00; 10YR 7/4; very pale brown clay; few inclusions; quite

smooth; unburnished; well fired.

Stylized figurine with long cylindrical neck merged with flat-topped head, and round

flat base. Damaged back reveals cylindrical core; horizontally incised eyes with two

oblique incisions below, upon cheeks; beak-nose; punctate mouth; applied protruding

belly with punctate navel; one horizontal incision on either side of belly and a small

vertical one render pubis and sex respectively; base of neck with incision on back and

an applied strip of clay, possibly a hair-tress. Female.
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628. ORF 693; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1808; Magoula tou Psilou; ATAE unknown.

H: 2.80, W: 2.50, T: 2.40; 10YR 7/3; very pale brown clay; no inclusions; smooth;

unburnished; well fired.

Figurine with broken neck and right arm from elbow and with oval flat base. Upper

torso inclined backwards; neck base delimited by incision, forming a V-shape in front;

applied right arm, folded at elbow, hand on prominent belly, left hand on chest; incised

fingers; applied small pellet of clay renders left breast; large incised pubic triangle end-

ing on buttocks; incised sex; no legs; small incision separates buttocks. Female. 
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629. ORF 887; ΜΛ. XO. 279; unknown provenance; ΑΤΑΕ unknown.

H: 5.00, W: 4.30, T: 2.10; Μ.Λ. ΧΟ. 279; 7.5 YR 7/4; pink clay; some inclusions;

rather rough; unburnished; traces of incrustations; well fired.

Upper part of figurine broken at waist. Waist break has been reworked so that the figurine

has  a round flat base. Long columnar neck, (damaged) flat at back; rounded top of head

with non-penetrating hole; large beak-nose (damaged); no facial features. Sex unknown.



631. ORF 884; ΜΛ. ΧΟ. 183; unknown

provenance; ΑΤΑΕ unknown.

H: 4.50, W: 3.80, T: 3.30; 10YR 8/3 and

paint 5YR 7/4; very pale brown clay; some

inclusions; quite smooth; unburnished;

traces of pink paint on chest and neck; well

fired.

Figurine with broken neck and round flat

base. Applied arms folded at elbows, hands

under large applied breasts, separated from

them by deep incisions; one horizontal inci-

sion on either side of waist, probably ren-

dering  fat folds; prominent belly with dou-

ble V-shaped incised pubis; punctate sex;

traces of two concentric circular incisions

on the back, at base of neck; protruding but-

tocks distinguished by vertical incision;

back of waist marked by deep incision and a

parallel one just below it. Female.
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630. ORF 689; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1794; Koilada

1 (Magoula Megalo Gefyri); ATAE 28.

H: 3.00, W: 3.10, T: 2.30; 10YR 8/4; very

pale brown clay; many inclusions; rather

rough; unburnished; well fired.

Figurine broken at base of neck with

rounded flat base. V-incision at base of

neck; applied arms, broken at elbows,

hands meeting between breasts (left arm

damaged); right (preserved) breast is a

small clay pellet; prominent belly; incised

sex in a large incised Π-shaped pubis;
small incision separates buttocks. Female.
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632. ORF 684; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1316;

Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169.

H: 5.00, W: 3.10, T: 3.10; 7.5YR 7/6; red-

dish yellow clay; quite smooth; unbur-

nished; red paint; well fired. 

Naturalistic figurine broken at base of

neck, with rounded flat base. Arms folded

at elbows, hands meeting on chest (right

one damaged); incised fingers; slightly

prominent belly; damaged outer clay

layer of lower body and back; punctate

navel; one horizontal incision on each

side of waist; sex rendered by vertical

incision and a horizontal one on either

side. Female. 

634. ORF 681; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1344; Agios

Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei);

ATAE 57.

H: 3.20, W: 2.50, T: 2.00; 10YR 7/4; very

pale brown clay; many inclusions; rough;

unburnished; poorly fired.

Figurine broken at base of neck, with

rounded lower part and slightly concave

base. Applied arms, right arm folded at

elbow, hand on base of neck, left arm fold-

ed (detached forearm) hand resting on

waist; vertically incised sex and one hori-

zontal incision on either side of it. Female.

633. ORF 672; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1664;

Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169.

H: 3.90, W: 3.20, T: 2.40; 7.5YR 7/6 and

paint 5YR 4/6; reddish yellow clay; no

inclusions; smooth; burnished; yellowish

red paint; well fired.

Figurine with broken neck and rounded

flat base. Lateral protrusions indicate

folded arms meeting below chest; well

prominent belly; punctate navel; large

pubic triangle with vertically incised sex;

plain back surface with damaged but-

tocks. Female.
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635. ORF 678; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1130; Magoula

tou Psilou; ATAE unknown.

H: 4.90, W: 3.70, T: 3.50; 7.5YR 4/4 and

paint 10R 5/6; brown clay; fe inclusions;

quite smooth; burnished; red paint; traces

of white incrustation; well fired. 

Naturalistic figurine with broken neck

and rounded flat base. Applied arms

(damaged forearms), folded at elbows,

hands below breasts; applied small

breasts; similar small applied clay pellet

renders belly; large incised pubis; verti-

cally incised sex; buttocks separated by

small incision; plain back surface.

Female.

636. ORF 940; ΜΛ. ΘΕ.1112; Agios

Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei);

ATAE 57.

H: 4.30, W: 2.70, T: 2.00; 10R 6/1; red-

dish grey clay; many inclusions; rough;

unburnished; very poorly fired.

Figurine with broken long neck and

rounded flat base. Neck has a slight back-

wards inclination;  applied arms foldedat

elbows, right hand on belly, left hand

passing below left breast, hand almost on

base of neck; prominent belly; pubis

marked by two parallel incisions below

belly, on either side of vertically incised

sex; flat buttocks separated by vertical

incision. Female.
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637. ORF 699; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2261; unknown

provenance; ΑΤΑΕ unknown.

H: 2.80, W: 2.20, T: 2.60; 7.5YR 7/6; red-

dish yellow clay; few inclusions; rough;

unburnished; very poorly fired.

Stylized figurine with small protrusions

for arms, rounded belly and base. Base of

neck  hollow, probably due to loss of head

core; two deep horizontal parallel inci-

sions below each arm; two similar inci-

sions on either side of belly; punctate

navel; very deep groove separates but-

tocks. Probably female.   

638. ORF 677; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1685; Chara 2

(Magoula Paliambela); ATAE 99.

H: 3.90, W: 3.20, T: 2.60; 10YR 6/2; light

brownish grey clay; many inclusions;

rough; unburnished; poorly fired.

Figurine broken at base of neck, with

rounded flat base. Arms are lateral protru-

sions; flat chest; large lower part with

punctate navel; pubis rendered by two

parallel horizontal incisions and sex by a

vertical one between them; plain back

surface. Female.
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640. ORF 700; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1684; Chara 2

(Magoula Paliambela); ATAE  99.

H: 3.50, W: 2.80, T: 2.50; 7.5YR 7/3 and

paint 5YR 6/6; pink clay; few inclusions;

rough; unburnished; traces of reddish yel-

low paint on back surface; poorly fired.

Figurine broken at base of neck with

rounded lower part and flat round base.

Applied arms folded at elbows, hands on

belly; right hand with one incision; punc-

tate navel; one incision on each side of

belly; pubis rendered by one incision on

either side of incised sex; well rounded

buttocks. Female.

639. ORF 692; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1355; Zoodochos

Pigi, Farsala 1; ATAE 213.

H: 3.80, W: 2.80, T: 2.80; 10YR 7/3; very

pale brown clay; some inclusions; rough;

unburnished; poorly fired.

Stylized figurine broken at base of neck,

with broken left arm from shoulder and

spherical lower part. Arms are small

stumps; small applied left breast; puncta-

tions around neck on chest, shoulder and

back surface (on chest two groups of four

punctations in lozenge arrangement; on

right shoulder three punctations in line

and on back two groups of three puncta-

tions); belly with damaged surface which

bears nine similar punctations; incised

sex with one horizontal incision on either

side; plain spherical buttocks. Female.
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641. ORF 680; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1787; Magoula

tou Psilou; ATAE unknown.

H: 3.10, W: 2.70, T: 2.60; 7.5YR 7/4;

pink clay; some inclusions; quite smooth;

unburnished; well fired.

Figurine broken at base of neck, with

voluminous rounded lower part and con-

cave base. Applied arms, folded at elbows,

hands on belly; applied pendulous breasts.

Female.

642. ΟRF 674; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1307; Nikaia 11

(Pigadoulia); ATAE 7.

H: 4.30, W: 4.60, T: 4:00; 7.5YR 7/6; red-

dish yellow clay; many inclusions; quite

smooth; unburnished; well fired.

Figurine broken at base of neck, left part

missing, rounded flat base partly dam-

aged at right side revealing core. Applied

right arm, folded at elbow, hand on belly;

arm separated from torso by a vertical

incision front and back; fingers indicated

by three small incisions; prominent belly;

punctate navel; deep circular incision

below belly and on buttocks; incised sex

with one horizontal incision on either

side; buttocks separated by small vertical

incision. Female. 
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643. ORF 610; MΛ. ΘE 708; uknown provenace; ATAE unkown.

H: 3.80, W: 3.80, T: 3.50; 5YR 7/4; pink clay; some inclusions; slightly rough; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Sitting figurine, head and front left leg missing. Cylindrical upper part without arms

and voluminous lower part; punctate navel; protruding belly with one horizontal inci-

sion under navel; sex indicated by a vertical incision and one horizontal continuing on

either side; concave back surface for rendering separated buttocks, each with three

oblique incisions; slightly concave base. Female. 
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644; ORF 902; ΜΛ. ΧΟ. 240; unknown provenance; ΑΤΑΕ unknown.

H: 4.10, W: 4.60, T: 4.60; 7.5YR 7/3; pink clay; few inclusions; quite smooth; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Schematic probably sitting figurine, broken at columnar neck, with round flat base

which has two small protrusions below its front part, rendering legs. Two parallel deep

incisions on either side render pubis and continue over buttocks; small vertical incision

on front surface renders sex; three similar ones on rounded buttocks. Female.



646. ORF 694; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1776; Krannon

3 (Orenia); ATAE 90.

H: 3.80, W: 3.90, T: 3.40; 10YR 7/4 and

paint 5YR 7/6; very pale brown clay; no

inclusions; rough; unburnished; reddish

yellow paint; well fired. 

Stylized pear-shaped figurine with broken

neck and round concave base. Detached

arms; traces of applied left hand on belly

with incised fingers; slightly prominent

belly with punctate navel; large pubic tri-

angle; incised sex; stylized legs with three

vertical incisions each.  Female.
310

645. ORF 670; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 2658; Nikaia

12 (Magoula Bakoum); ATAE 8.

H: 4.00, W: 3.20, T: 3.50; 10YR 8/3; very

pale brown clay; no inclusions; rather

smooth; unburnished; well fired.

Stylized pear-shaped figurine with broken

neck and rounded concave base. Vertically

incised navel with one horizontal incision

on either side at waist level; prominent

belly with two quasi-horizontal incisions

on either side, probably rendering pubis;

punctate sex. Female.   
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647. ORF 1017; ΜΛ. ΚΑΡ.  81; Ag.

Georgios Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei);

ATAE 57.

H: 3.70, W: 3.30, T: 3.00; 2.5YR 6/6;

light red clay; few inclusions; rather

smooth; unburnished; well fired.

Schematic figurine with broken neck and

round concave base. Punctate navel; two

parallel oblique incisions render pubis

and continue on back to render buttocks;

vertically incised sex; legs are two small

protrusions; a row of small vertical inci-

sions encircles base. Female.

648. ORF 636; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1792; unknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 2.70, W: 2.90, T: 2.60; 10YR 7/6; yel-

low clay; many inclusions; rough; unbur-

nished; poorly fired. 

Stylized figurine with (broken) cylindri-

cal neck, prominent belly and round flat

base. Legs rendered by slight frontal pro-

trusions; seventeen vertical incisions

around neck and two horizontal below

belly from which start vertical incisions

between legs; numerous oblique incisions

cover the rest of the figurine; four vertical

incisions on left leg. Female.  
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649. ORF 612; MΛ. ΘΕ. 1346; Pineiada (Magoula Stergiana); ATAE 267.

H: 4.00; W: 2.70, T: 2.70; diagram 1 for grey: grey 4/ clay; many inclusions; very

rough; unburnished; quite well fired.

Figurine with voluminous rounded lower part and protruding belly. Cylindrical torso

with traces of detached arms, hands  possibly resting on belly; one horizontal incision on

either side just below arms fold; punctate navel and incised sex inside a large incised

pubic triangle; slightly concave base with two small protrusions rendering legs. Female.
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650. ORF 686; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1030; Itea; ATAE unknown.

H: 4.60, W: 3.20, T: 3.50; 2.5YR 6/8; light red clay;some inclusions; rough; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Naturalistic figurine broken at base of neck. Applied (damaged) arms, folded at elbows

hands on chest; three and one punctations respectively render fingers of left and right

hand; arms with three punctations each, separated from back by two horizontal inci-

sions; no breasts; prominent belly with two horizontal incisions on either side; punctate

navel; incised sex with one horizontal incision on either side; large buttocks bearing one

punctation each, separated by vertical incision; small protrusions render feet. Female.
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651. ORF 1014; ΜΛ. ΧΑ. 129; unknown provenance; ΑΤΑΕ unknown.

H: 3.20, W: 2.60, T: 2.80; 7.5YR 8/4; pink clay; no inclusions; smooth; unburnished;

well fired.

Lower part of figurine with round flat base broken at waist. Prominent belly with punc-

tate navel; another punctation a little above seems to be fortuitous; two oblique inci-

sions on either part of belly either render fat folds or (together with two parallel simi-

lar ones below) pubis; incised sex; buttocks distiguished by incision; feet are two small

protrusions. Female.
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652. ORF 840; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1812; Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90.

H: 3.70, W: 2.30, T: 2.80; 7.5YR 7/4 and paint 10YR 6/6; pink clay; some inclusions;

rather rough; unburnished; traces of light red paint; poorly fired.

Stylized figurine broken at neck, revealing core. Traces of detachment possibly betray

folded arms, hands on belly; punctate navel with one horizontal incision on either side;

large incised pubic triangle and incised sex; legs are two small protrusions (left one

damaged); protruding buttocks, separated by vertical incision. Female. 
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653. ORF 690; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1162;

Melissochori 6 (Magoula Karaikia 1);

ATAE 159.

H: 2.80, W: 2.20, T: 2.10; 10YR 7/4; very

pale brown clay; many incisions; rough;

unburnished; poorly fired.   

Figurine with broken left arm and round-

ed flat base. Applied right arm, folded at

elbow, hand on prominent belly; horizon-

tal incision separates forearm from chest;

punctate navel; large incised pubic trian-

gle ending on buttocks; incised sex; legs

rendered by small protrusions with verti-

cal incisions on each; small incision sepa-

rates buttocks which bear one horizontal

incision each; the whole is carefully mod-

elled. Female.

654. ORF 702; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 730; Zappeio

3; ATAE  235.

H: 4.00, W: 3.10, T: 2.70; 10YR 7/4 and

paint 5YR 6/6; very pale brown clay;

many inclusions; rough; unburnished;

reddish yellow paint; well fired. 

Figurine with broken neck and both arms,

and with round flat base. Applied arms

(right one broken at elbow), separated

from trunk by vertical incisions front and

back, originally resting on belly; applied

characteristic chest without distinction of

breasts; rounded belly; punctate navel;

large incised pubis; small protrusions ren-

der legs; on back surface two horizontal

incisions on waistline; rounded buttocks

separated by vertical incision. Female.
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655. ORF 947; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1121; Magoula tou Psilou; ATAE unknown.    

H: 4.60, W: 2.90, T: 2.80; 5YR 7/4; pink clay; quite many inclusions; rather smooth;

unburnished well fired.

Figurine with missing head and damaged right side and right back surface revealing

core, with slightly concave quadrangular base. Long columnar neck; applied arms

folded at elbows, hands on belly; belly is an applied small round pellet of clay with a

punctate navel; applied left pendulous breast (right one detached); large incised pubic

triangle with incised sex; small frontal protrusions render legs; well protruding point-

ed buttocks. Female.
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656. ORF 623; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1668; Magoula

tou Psilou; ATAE unknown.

H:3.60, W:3.20, T:3.30; 2.5YR 6/6; light

red clay; no inclusions; smooth; unbur-

nished; white incrustations; well fired.

Figurine with rectangular base, head and

neck missing. Neck encircled by incision

forming a V-shape on front; arm stumps

slightly damaged, possibly betraying

folded arms; large incised pubic triangle

with punctate navel and incised sex; two

V- shaped incisions on each foot. Female.

657. ORF 665; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 74; Agios

Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei);

ATAE 57.

H: 5.30, W: 4.30, T: 4.00; 5YR 7/6; red-

dish yellow clay; no inclusions; very

smooth; unburnished; well fired.

Stylized figurine with broken upper part.

Finished lower part with slightly protrud-

ing belly and no legs; punctate navel and

incised sex; belly with horizontal inci-

sions, one on either side, though not at

same level; on right front of belly a deep

hole, from which starts a rather deep

oblique groove probably left by a

detached strip of clay; buttocks separated

by deep incision and on each one bears a

deep non-penetrating hole. Female.
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658. ORF 613; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1164; Sitochoro 1; ATAE 100.

H: 2.50, W: 2.70, T: 2.10; 7.5YR 7/4; pink clay; few inclusions; smooth; unburnished;

well fired.

Figurine with flat base, partly abraded in front, head and neck missing. Applied arms

folded at elbows, hands resting on protruding belly; small pellet of clay on left axilla;

no breasts; slight punctation indicates navel; large incised pubic triangle; incised sex;

well modelled rounded buttocks, separated by incision. Female.
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659. ORF 918; ΜΛ. ΓΡΑ. 81; Ambelonas 3 (Magoula Karaghioz); ATAE 52.

H: 4.60, W: 3.20, T: 1.40; 2.5YR 6/6; light red clay; quite many inclusions of  mica;

rather smooth; unburnished; well fired.

Upper half of figurine with cylindrical head and body, broken at waist. Head merged

with pillar neck; incised eyes and mouth; applied nose (damagrd); applied arms folded

at elbows, hands meeting below chest; fingers marked by two horizontal incisions on

each hand; no breasts; a vertical incision on central part of  chest; incised waistline

encircling the figurine and nine small vertical incisions above it. Sex unknown. 
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660. ORF 1004; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1204; Melissochori 6 (Magoula Karaikia 1); ATAE 159.

H: 5.80, W: 4.50, T: 2.60; 7.5YR 7/4 and paint 2.5YR 6/6; pink clay; mica inclusions;

smooth; well burnished; light red paint; well fired.

Torso of figurine broken at base of neck (revealing core) and detached legs. V-incision

at base of neck; missing right arm; applied well modelled left arm, folded at elbow,

hand under left breast, meeting right hand on sternum; arm is distinguished from trunk

by vertical incisions front and back; prominent belly (slightly damaged) with incised

navel; V-incision renders pubis; flat sloping buttocks. Female.



661. ORF 978; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1224; Agios

Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei);

ATAE 57.

H: 4.30, W: 3.70, T: 2.40; 5YR 6/4 and

paint 2.5YR 5/6; light reddish brown

clay; some inclusions; rather rough;

unburnished; red paint; traces of white

incrustation; well fired.

Torso of probably standing figurine with

broken neck and detached legs. Applied

arms folded at elbows, hands meeting at

sternum but not modelled in relief; dam-

aged right shoulderblade; slight trace of

an applied pellet of clay possibly render-

ing left breast; chest distinguished from

prominent belly by deep groove; punctate

navel; slight V-incision renders pubis.

Probably female.
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662. ORF 926; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1201; Magoula

in the district of Larissa; ATAE

unknown.

H: 5.50, W: 5.10, T: 2.20; 5YR 6/6 and

paint 10YR 8/4; reddish yellow clay;

some inclusions; quite smooth; unbur-

nished; well fired; traces of very pale

brown paint mainly on the back and dark-

er red colour inside incisions, around

breasts and on the back. 

Torso of figurine broken at base of neck,

with missing arms and legs. Arms were

probably applied, hands under breasts;

applied breasts; slightly prominent belly

with two long parallel incisions on each

side; small applied pellet with punctation

renders navel; flat back surface, quite

much abraded; detached legs. Female.
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663. ORF 955; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1211; Doxaras 1; ATAE 170.

H: 3.30, W: 3.20, T: 2.40; 7.5YR 6/4 and paint 2.5YR 6/6; light brown clay; few inclu-

sions; very smooth; well burnished; light red paint; well fired.

Torso of possibly sitting figurine broken at base of neck and below belly. Applied arms

folded at elbows, hands meeting at sternum, bearing each three incisions which mark

fingers; not prominent breasts; protruding belly and large buttocks (damaged);

detached legs. Female.
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664. ORF 645; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1123;  Chara 2 (Magoula Paliambela); ATAE 99.

H: 5.50, W: 6.90, T: 2.80; 5YR 7/4 and paint 5YR 5/4; pink clay; some inclusions;

smooth; well burnished; yellowish red paint; well fired. 

Torso of naturalistic figurine, broken neck and lower part at waist level, detached legs.

Applied arms separated from torso by vertical incisions front and back, folded at

elbows, hands on breasts; non discernible breasts; thin waist. Female.
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665. ORF 953; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 416; Nikaia 11 (Pigadoulia); ATAE 7.

H: 4.00, W: 4.50, T: 1.70; 7.5YR 7/3 and paint 2.5YR 5/6; pink clay; few inclusions;

smooth; well burnished; red paint; well fired.

Torso of figurine broken at base of neck and below waistline, broken part of chest with

right arm. Left arm folded at elbow, hand on left breast which is not prominent; arm  dis-

tinguished from torso by vertical incisions front and back, and elbow joint also marked

by incision; two incisions render fingers; rather slim waist; punctate navel. Female.
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667. ORF 685; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1660;

Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169.

H: 4.30, W: 4.60, T: 3.10; 7.5YR 7/6; red-

dish yellow clay; many inclusions; rough;

unburnished; traces of white incrusted;

poorly fired.

Torso of naturalistic figurine broken at

base of neck, with detached legs. Arms

folded at elbows, hands meeting under

breasts; left arm damaged, reveals core;

applied large breasts separated from arms

by incisions; prominent belly; protruding

navel. Female.

666. ORF 642; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1194; Doxaras

1; ATAE 170.

H: 5.90, W: 7.10, T: 3.90; 5YR 7/6 and

paint 10YR 5/6; reddish yellow clay;

some inclusions; smooth; burnished; red

paint; well fired. 

Naturalistic torso, broken neck, detached

lower part, concave undersurface.

Applied arms, damaged forearms; they

are folded at elbows, hands under breasts,

separated from torso by deep vertical

incisions front and back; slightly protrud-

ing breasts; prominent belly with dam-

aged left side. Female. 
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669. ORF 868; ΜΛ. ΠΛ. 173;

Platykambos 1; ATAE 250.

H: 6.20, W: 8.00, T: 3.80; 10YR 8/3, paint

10YR 8/1 and painted decoration 10YR

3/4; very pale brown clay; some inclu-

sions; quite smooth; unburnished; white

paint; traces of brown painted decoration

on back surface of waist; poorly fired.

Torso of figurine with broken neck and

detached legs below pubis. Arms extend-

ed, preserved to elbows (where broken),

then probably folded, hands under

breasts; applied breasts (damaged); two

applied clay pellets below each shoulder

(one is detached) and two on the lower

back, all painted in brown; slightly promi-

nent belly with punctate navel. Female.

668. ORF 866; ΜΛ. ΠΛ. 79; Dendra 2

(Magoula Otzaki); ATAE 20.

H: 4.00, W: 3.40, T: 2.40; 7.5YR 6/3;

light brown clay; many inclusions; rough;

unburnished; very poorly fired.

Torso of figurine broken at base of neck

and below pubis. Applied slim arms, fold-

ed at elbows, hands under breasts; applied

large well distended breasts (left one

abraded); slightly prominent belly with

horizontal incision below it only on front;

punctate navel; two small parallel lines on

either side below belly render pubis.

Female.
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670. ORF 1018;  ΜΛ. ΚΑΡ. 13; Ag.

Georgios Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei);

ATAE 57.

H: 4.60, W: 6.00, T: 2.70 ; 7.5YR 7/2 and

paint 5YR 6/4; pinkish grey clay ; few

inclusions; rather smooth; slightly bur-

nished; light reddish brown paint; well

fired.

Torso of figurine broken at base of neck

and below belly. Applied arms, separated

from torso by vertical incisions front and

back, folded at elbows, detached fore-

arms, hands probably meeting below

chest; prominent chest but not modelled

breasts; protruding belly with horizontal-

ly incised navel; two lateral deep grooves

encircle the figurine to render fat folds; a

deep horizontal incision below belly is

the upper limit of pubis. Probably female.

671. ORF 980; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1200; Agios

Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei);

ATAE 57.

H: 4.80, W: 5.80, T: 2.70; 2.5YR 6/6 and

paint 5YR 7/6; light red clay; no inclu-

sions; very smooth; unburnished; reddish

yellow paint; well fired. 

Torso of figurine with broken neck, arms

and lower part below belly. Applied arms,

separated from trunk by vertical incisions

front and back, originally folded at

elbows, hands meeting between breasts

(left arm missing, right one broken at

elbow joint); applied small left breast,

detached right one; small almost oval

prominent belly with punctate navel; con-

cave undersurface caused by detachment

of  legs. Female.
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673. ΟRF 662; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1100; Chara 1

(Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133.

H: 4.40; W: 5.60, T: 3.20; 5YR 6/6 and

paint 10YR 8/4; reddish yellow clay;

smooth; burnished; very pale brown paint

well fired.

Torso of naturalistic figurine broken at

base of neck and below belly. Applied

arms folded at elbows, hands (damaged)

meeting under breasts; arms separated

from torso by incisions front and back;

protruding but not distinguished breasts;

prominent belly; punctate navel. Female.

672. ORF 660; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1660;

Kyparissos 2 (Psili Rachi); ATAE 169.

H: 4.40, W: 4.60, T: 3.10; 2.5YR 7/4; pink

clay; many inclusions; rough; unbur-

nished; poorly fired.

Torso of naturalistic figurine with broken

neck and detached legs. Applied arms

(right one damaged), folded at elbows,

hands on breasts; large protruding breasts,

separated from arms by incisions; plain

back surface. Female.
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675. ORF 850; unknown provenance;

ΑΤΑΕ unknown.

H: 4.60, W: 3.40, T: 2.40; 10R 6/6 and

paint 10YR 8/3; light red clay; some

inclusions; smooth; unburnished; well

fired.

Torso of naturalistic possibly sitting fig-

urine broken at base of neck and below

belly. Applied arms folded at elbows,  left

arm damaged, hands meeting under

breasts;  slightly protruding but not well

distinguished breasts; shoulders covered

by  three rows of parallel vertical inci-

sions; large lower part with prominent

belly; punctate navel; horizontal incision

marking fat folds, probably meeting with

(damaged) large incised pubis. Female.

674. ORF 930; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1785; Kambos

1 (Magoula Douma); ATAE 38.

H: 7.00, W: 9.50, T: 7.30; 2.5YR 6/6 and

paint 2.5YR 5/6; light red clay; few inclu-

sions; rather smooth; unburnished; red

paint; well fired.

Torso of probably sitting figurine with

broken neck, detached arms and legs.

Applied arms originally folded at elbows,

hands meeting on chest; no breasts;

almost conical large lower part with

prominent belly, bearing punctate navel;

slightly prominent sloping buttocks with-

out any specific modelling; detached legs.

Female.
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676. ORF 976; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 409; Kalo Nero 1; ATAE 67. 

H: 4.60, W: 3.40, T: 2.40; 10R 6/6 and paint 10YR 8/3; light red clay; no inclusions;

smooth; unburnished; very pale brown paint; well fired.

Torso of figurine with broken neck, arms and lower part below belly. Originally

applied arms, now detached, revealing cores; arms separated from trunk by vertical

incisions front and back; applied breasts in low relief; prominent belly with horizontal

incision below; punctate navel. Probably female.
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678. ORF 661; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1661;

Sitochoro 1; ATAE 100.

H: 4.6, W: 6.00, T: 3.30; 10YR 8/4 and

paint 10YR 7/4; very pale brown clay;

many inclusions; rather rough; unbur-

nished; very pale brown paint; well fired.

Torso of naturalistic figurine broken at

base of neck, with detached legs. Applied

arms, folded at elbows, hands under

breasts; large plastically rendered breasts

distinguished by deep groove; prominent

belly; plain back surface. Female. 

677. ORF 659; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2712; Agios

Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei);

ATAE 57.

H: 2.90, W: 3.40, T: 1.40; 7.5YR 7/4; pink

clay; no inclusions; smooth; unburnished;

well fired.

Torso of naturalistic figurine with broken

neck, right arm and lower part under belly

missing. Applied left arm, folded at

elbow, hand on chest; arms separated

from back of torso by vertical incisions.

Sex unknown, possibly female. 
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679. ORF 646; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1102; Doxaras

1; ATAE 170.

H: 3.60, W: 4.50, T: 2.90; 2.5YR 6/6,

paint 7.5YR 7/6 and painted decoration

5YR 6/4; light red clay; few inclusions;

smooth; unburnished; reddish yellow

paint and reddish brown painted decora-

tion.

Torso of naturalistic figurine broken at

neck, with detached legs. Applied arms

folded at elbows with incised  fingers,

separated from torso by vertical incisions

front and back (left arm damaged);

prominent belly; punctate navel; probably

large buttocks. 

Painted decoration: in front, an oblong V-

shaped line from neck to belly, covering

hands and navel; this line continues over

the neck as a V on the back; a horizontal

line on back of waist and traces of same

paint on the shoulders. Female.  

680. ORF 663; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1213; Magoula

tou Psilou; ATAE unknown.

Η: 5.00, W: 5.50, Τ: 2.20; 2.5YR 5/6; red

clay; many inclusions; rough; unbur-

nished; well fired. 

Torso of naturalistic figurine broken at

base of neck, forearms and legs missing,

damaged breasts. Applied (now detached)

arms and hands probably meeting under

slightly protruding breasts; prominent

belly; punctate navel; preserved upper

horizontal incision of pubic triangle; plain

back. Female. 
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681. ORF 977; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 505; Melia 2 (Magoula St’Ambelia); ATAE 12.

H: 3.10, W: 5.00, T: 1.50; 7.5YR 8/4; pink clay; no inclusions; very smooth; slightly

burnished; well fired.

Torso of figurine broken at neck and at waist. Applied arms folded at elbows, hands

(missing) on breasts; applied slightly pendulous breasts. Female.
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682. ORF 652; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1199; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57.

H: 3.90, W: 7.40, T: 3.20; 7.5YR 7/4 and paint 7.5YR 8/3; pink clay; no inclusions;

smooth; well burnished; pink paint; well fired.

Torso of naturalistic figurine broken at the base of neck and at cylindrical waist, lower

part missing. Applied, plastically rendered arms, separated from torso by deep incisions

front and back, folded at elbows, hands on breasts; large pendulous breasts. Female.
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684. ORF 658; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1150; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57.

H: 5.00, W: 9.40, T: 3.20; 7.5YR 7/4; pink clay; some inclusions; rather rough; unbur-

nished; poorly fired.

Torso of naturalistic figurine broken at neck and at waist. Applied arms, separated from

chest by incisions front and back, folded at elbows, with incised elbow folds; hands on

breasts, right fingers indicated by three incisions; plastically rendered breasts, slightly

protruding, partly damaged; damaged back surface. Female.

683. ORF 649; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1389; Larissa 7 (Magoula Magoulitsa); ATAE 40.

H: 3.20, W: 6.10, T: 2.80; greenish stone with some (mica?) inclusions; smooth.

Torso of naturalistic figurine, broken at neck and  waist but reworked to create a rather

flat base. Applied arms separated from trunk by incisions front and back,  folded at

elbows, forearms probably on belly. Sex unknown, possibly female.
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686. ORF 651; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1206; Kypseli (Magoula Kileler ); ATAE 115.

H: 2.90, W: 6.80, T: 2.10; 7.5YR 7/4 and paint 2.5YR 6/8; pink clay; few inclusions;

rather rough; light red paint; well fired.

Torso of naturalistic figurine, broken neck and lower part from very slim cylindrical

waist. Applied arms separated from torso by incision front and back, folded at elbows,

hands under breasts; slightly protruding breasts. Female.

685. ORF 641; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1788; Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133.

H: 3.40, W: 6.60, T: 2.50; 5YR 7/4; pink clay; some inclusions; smooth; unburnished;

well fired. 

Torso of naturalistic figurine, broken neck, detached lower part. Applied arms, folded at elbows,

distinguished from chest by oblique incisions front and back; damaged forearms, applied hands

meeting below chest; thirteen punctations on the right and eight on the left arm; breasts marked by

semicircular incision; small applied prominent belly with punctate navel. Female. 
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688. ORF 653; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1210; Sofades (Magoula Mataranga) ; ATAE 168.  

H: 2.70, W; 4.50, T: 1.70; 7.5YR 8/3 and paint 2.5YR 6/6; pink clay; no inclusions;

smooth; well burnished; light red paint; well fired.

Naturalistic torso, broken neck and lower part under chest. Applied arms of which only

the right one well preserved, folded at elbow, hand on right breast; no distinctive

breasts; a row of incisions traced radially at base of neck on back possibly render hair-

do. Possibly female.

687. ORF 657; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2722; Doxaras 1; ATAE 170.

H: 3.90, W: 7.50, T: 2.60; 7.5YR 7/4; pink clay; many inclusions; rough; unburnished;

well fired. 

Torso of naturalistic figurine, broken at neck and waist. Applied arms folded at elbows,

fold marked by incision, separated from chest by deep incisions front and back; hands

on breasts with incised fingers; large plastically rendered breasts. Female.
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689. ORF 654; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1215; Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133.

H: 1.80, W: 3.90, T: 1.70; 7,5YR 7/6; reddish yellow clay; no inclusions; smooth;

unburnished; well fired. 

Torso of naturalistic figurine, broken at base of neck and at waist level. Applied arms,

folded at elbows, hands on chest, separated from torso by vertical incisions front and

back, traced also on the shoulders; fingers rendered by two incisions; generally pro-

truding chest but not distinguished breasts. Possibly female.

690. ORF 655; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1208; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235.

H: 3.30, W: 4.80, T: 2.10; 10YR 8/2; very pale brown clay; many inclusions; quite

smooth; unburnished; white incrusted in the incisions; poorly fired.

Torso of naturalistic figurine, broken at base of neck and at slim cylindrical waist.

Applied arms (right one damaged), folded at elbows, hands under chest; both separat-

ed from torso by vertical incisions front and back. Probably female.
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691. ORF 944; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1225; Omorfochori 1 (Magoula Karagats or Nechali); ATAE 27.

H: 3.00, W: 5.70, T: 1.90; 7.5YR 7/3 and paint 5YR 5/3; pink clay; no inclusions;

smooth; well burnished; reddish brown paint; well fired.

Upper part of figurine torso broken at base of neck and at slim waistline, with missing

right forearm. Applied arms separated from trunk by vertical incisions front and back;

arms folded at elbows, right forearm (damaged) under chest, hand on left breast; charac-

teristic chest with pendulous breasts in slight relief; cylindrical waist. Probably female.
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692. ORF 650;  ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 2698; Chara 2 (Magoula Paliambela); ATAE 99.

H: 3.90, W: 5.10, T: 4.20; 7.5YR 7/4 and paint 5YR 6/4; pink clay; no inclusions;

very smooth; well burnished; light reddish brown paint; well fired. 

Torso of naturalistic figurine with concave back surface due to missing core.

Preserved only right part of chest and arm; applied right arm, folded at elbow, hand

under breast; slightly protruding breast. Female.
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694. ORF 966; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1193;

Messorachi 1 (Magoula Vrastires);

ATAE 2.

H: 5.10, W: 6.00, T: 4.00; 7.5YR 7/4;

pink clay; no inclusions; very smooth;

very well burnished; well fired.

Right part of torso broken at base of neck

and below waistline, revealing central

core. Applied arm folded at elbow, hand

on right breast; fingers marked by three

incisions; large applied rather pendulous

breast; slightly prominent belly with

punctate navel; upper part of pubis

marked by two parallel incisions below

belly. Female.

693. ORF 647; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1369; Nikaia 12 (Magoula Bakoum); ATAE 8.

H: 3.20, W: 4.40, T: 2.10; 5YR 6/6, paint 7.5YR 8/4 and painted decoration 10R 5/8;

reddish yellow clay; no inclusions; very smooth; well burnished; pink paint; red paint-

ed decoration; well fired.

Torso of naturalistic figurine, broken neck, right side and back (core missing), and

lower part broken from belly level. Applied left arm, separated from ttorso by deep

incision front and back; the arm is folded at elbow, hand on slightly protruding left

breast; thick painted red band around neck. Female.
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695. ORF 908; MΛ. XO. 190; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 8.00, W: 7.80, T: 3.10; 10YR 8/3 and paint 2.5YR 6/8; very pale brown clay; few

incisions; smooth; unburnished; light red paint; well fired.

Front right part of torso with broken (hollow) neck and right arm from shoulder, bro-

ken lower  part and very damaged back revealing hollow, due to destruction of perish-

able core. Applied right arm (detached) brought on right breast, hand on sternum; four

incisions indicate fingers; arm separated from torso by vertical incisions front and

back; two oblique incisions on chest mark forearm; very large pendulous right breast

with prominent nipple. Female.
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696. ORF 961; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1229; Melissochori 6 (Magoula Karaikia 1, Soros); ATAE 159.

H: 4.20, W: 3.70, T: 2.30; 7.5YR 7/4 and painted decoration 2.5YR 5/8; pink clay; no

inclusions; very smooth; burnished; red painted decoration; well fired. 

Left part of torso, broken neck and leg. Applied left arm folded at elbow, hand (with

two incisions) below breast; large pendulous well modelled breast; apparenly volumi-

nous lower part (damaged); rather oblique incision probably marks upper part of pubis.

Female.

Red painted linear decoration: an oblique line on left breast, over shoulder and oblique-

ly on the back, apparently formed a painted triangle front and back; a similar V-shaped

line front and back around neck; traces of red colour on hand and belly incisions, as

well as on the left buttock.
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697. ORF 643; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 701; Doxaras 1; ATAE 170.

H: 5.40, W: 7.00, T: 3.10; 7.5YR 7/4, paint 10YR 8/3 and painted decoration 5YR 5/6;

pink clay; some inclusionsvery smooth;  slightly burnished; overall very pale brown

paint with yellowish re-painted decoration; well fired.

Torso of naturalistic figurine, broken neck and right arm, damaged back, detached

lower part. A non- penetrating hole along the vertical axis may have served for insert-

ing head and legs; applied arms folded at elbows, hands under breasts; plastically ren-

dered breasts; prominent belly.

Painted decoration: a line around neck from which start other vertical ones in the form

of a necklace; another line on the shoulders; five vertical zig-zags on left arm; vertical

line separates breasts; flat back with horizontal line below neck break. Female.                               
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698. ORF 988; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 693; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57.

H: 6.00, W: 8.20, T: 5.20; 5YR 6/4 and paint 5YR 4/3; light reddish brown clay; few

inclusions; very smooth; well burnished; reddish brown paint; poorly fired.

Upper half torso of figurine, probably a vase handle, with broken neck and missing right

arm. Applied left arm folded at elbow, hand originally meeting the other one on chest;

flat chest distinguished from arms by vertical incisions front and back. Sex unknown.



699. ORF 688; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1246; Agios Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula Vrasteri);

ATAE 61.

H: 4.80, W: 2.40, 1.10; 10YR 8/4; very pale brown clay; no inclusions; very smooth;

unburnished; well fired.

Figurine with long broken neck, conical lower part and concave base (possibly due to

detachment of legs). Large chest without breasts; applied arms, left one broken from

shoulder, right one hanging down the body, hand broken. Sex unknown.   
347
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700. ORF 972; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 722; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57.

H: 5.60, W: 3.90, T: 4.00 (arm included); 7.5YR 7/3; pink clay; few inclusions;

smooth;  unburnished; well fired.

Torso of figurine broken at base of neck, left arm and legs missing. Applied right arm

folded at elbow, hand on waist above belly; right arm brought forward from shoulder

and apparently left one had the same position; right arm bears an incision on the shoul-

der and another one distinguishing it from the back; prominent pendulous belly with

punctate navel; V-shaped pubis; well modelled buttocks (badly damaged). Female.
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701. ORF 968; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1203; Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133.

H: 8.10, W: 7.70, T: 3.10; 2.5YR 6/6  and paint 10YR 8/3; light red clay; no inclusions;

smooth; burnished; very pale brown paint; well fired.

Upper half of figurine broken at waist. Head merged with long cylindrical neck; face

in low relief, applied on top of pillar which is now damaged, revealing rounded core;

not discernible eyes or nose; horizontally incised mouth; slightly prominent ears;

applied arms, folded at elbows, left hand resting on belly, below left breast; right fore-

arm brought vertically up; right hand missing; left fingers marked by three incisions;

small applied well parted breasts (left one abraded); prominent belly (damaged)

marked by two horizontal incisions; detached legs; two almost horizontal incisions on

the back distinguish arms from torso. Female.
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702. ORF 644; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1205; district of  Larissa; ATAE unknown.

H:7.00, W: 7.30, T: 3.80; 2.5YR 6/6 and paint 10YR 8/3; light red clay; no inclusions;

smooth; well burnished; very pale brown paint; well  fired.   

Torso of naturalistic figurine with broken neck (where torso core is clearly discernible)

and right arm broken from shoulder. Left arm folded at elbow, hand on abdomen (stom-

ach); four incisions mark fingers; protruding breasts (damaged) separated by vertical inci-

sion; prominent belly with horizontal incision at belly level and another one below, form-

ing upper part of an incised pubic triangle; detached legs; plain back surface. Female. 
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703. ΟRF 843; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1791; Koilada 1 (Magoula Megalo Gefyri); ATAE 28.

H: 4.50, W: 4.90, T: 3.10; 7.5YR 8/4 and paint 2.5YR 6/6; pink clay; many inclusions;

rough; unburnished; light red paint; well fired.

Torso of probably sitting figurine broken at base of neck and below belly. Applied arms,

folded at elbows, left hand below right breast, right hand on belly; four incisions on

hands separate fingers; right arm bears two applied pellets of clay, left one bears four in

two rows of two; applied small pendulous breasts; protruding belly with punctate navel;

two incisions on either side of belly and horizontal incision below it, which probably

indicates incised pubis; on the back surface two vertical incisions separate arms from

body; an incision also marks right elbow joint; damaged left part of buttocks. Female.
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705. ORF 849; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1318;

Kyparissia 1 (Magoula Diodion (Toll

Post) Larissas); ATAE 216.

H: 3.90, W: 3.60, T: 2.10; 7.5YR 7/4; pink

clay; many inclusions; rough; unbur-

nished; poorly fired. 

Torso of possibly sitting figurine, neck bro-

ken, detached legs, damaged buttocks.

Applied arms, separated from torso by ver-

tical incision front and back, folded at

elbows, right hand on belly, traces of two

incisions indicating fingers and a deep inci-

sion which is possibly fortuitous; left fore-

arm broken at elbow; large applied flat pen-

dulous breasts contoured by incisions, but

the back has the characteristic modelling of

male figures; slightly prominent belly with

punctate navel; plain pubis. Female. 

704. ORF 656; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1221; Zappeio

2 (Magoula Koutsouro); ATAE 48.

H: 3.00, W: 5.10, T: 2.00; 7,5YR 8/3;

pink clay; no inclusions; very smooth;

burnished; well fired.

Torso of naturalistic figurine broken at

base of neck and at slim cylindrical waist.

Left arm broken from shoulder; applied

right arm folded at elbow, hand on belly,

with incised fingers; deep incisions only

on front separate arms from torso; inci-

sion at elbow fold; slightly protruding

breasts. Female.
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706. ORF 933; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1304; Nikaia 12 (Magoula Bakoum); ATAE 8.

H: 3.40, W: 2.80, T: 2.70; 7.5YR 7/3; pink clay; no inclusions; very smooth; burnished;

well fired.

Torso of figurine with broken neck and right shoulder, revealing central core, broken

arms and detached legs. Applied left arm folded at elbow, separated from torso by ver-

tical incisions front and back; elbow joint marked by incision, broken forearm; left arm

missing; applied characteristic chest with well modelled pendulous breasts; prominent

belly with impressed characteristic navel; damaged buttocks; detached legs. Female.
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707. ORF 913; ΜΛ. ΓΡΑ. 212; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.

Η: 5.80, W: 4.60, T: 3.20; 10YR 8/4 and painted decoration 5YR 6/6; very pale brown

clay; no inclusions; very smooth; well burnished (lines of burnishing still discernible);

reddish yellow painted decoration; well fired.

Torso of figurine broken at base of neck, arms missing and legs broken below pubis.

Arms were originally applied, hands on belly (left hand only still in place); detached

breasts; slightly prominent belly well marked by deep lateral grooves; characteristic
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impressed navel; painted pubis; incised sex; an impression similar to the navel on back

waistline is possibly an attempt to making a suspension hole; well modelled buttocks

separated by deep incision. Female.

Painted decoration: a large line encircling base of neck, continuing on back left shoul-

der; painted waistline making a V on the buttocks; traces of paint on pubis.
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708. ORF 982; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1195; Grizano; ATAE unknown.

Η: 7.30, W: 6.20, T: 4.60; 7.5YR 7/3 and paint 7.5YR 8/4; pink clay; quite many inclu-

sions; smooth; burnished; pink paint with traces of orange; well fired.

Torso of probably sitting figurine broken at base of neck, broken right arm from shoul-

der and detached lower part of pubis. Applied arms, left one (visible) folded at elbow

hand (broken) apparently meeting right hand on belly; applied V- shaped strip of clay

around neck delimited by V-incision; detached breasts; large incised pubic triangle; left

shoulderblade bears an applied pellet of clay. Female.
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709. ORF 965; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 714; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 5.40, W: 7.20, T: 3.50; 2.5YR 8/1, paint 10YR 7/3 and painted decoration 7.5YR

4/4; white clay; no inclusions; very smooth; very well burnished; very pale brown paint

and brown painted linear decoration; poorly fired (back smudged by fire).

Torso of figurine broken at base of neck, under right axilla and under belly. Right axil-

la marked by oblique incision; left arm folded at elbow, hand on neck; left hand bears

two incisions for fingers; applied well modelled pendulous breasts; slightly prominent

belly; vertically incised navel. Female.

Painted decoration, apparently only on front surface: neck is encircled by a line while

a V- shaped line marks sternum; two parallel oblique lines on each breast while a sim-

ilar third one marks right shoulder; the three painted lines mentioned above pass over

left (folded) arm; belly is almost covered by the same painted colour. Female.
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710. ORF 648; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1317; Koilada 1 (Magoula Megalo Gefyri); ATAE 28.

H: 3.20, W: 3.50, T: 2.20; 7.5YR 8/3 and paint 5YR 5/4; pink clay; no inclusions; very

smooth; well burnished; reddish brown paint; poorly fired.

Torso of naturalistic figurine, broken neck and right side, lower part detached from

belly level. Preserved left arm folded at elbow, forearm possibly resting on thigh; arms

separated from torso by incision front and back; large pendulous breasts; slightly

prominent belly; flat back. Female.
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711. ORF 981; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1227; Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133.

H: 5.80, W: 5.10, T:2.00; 7.5YR 7/4 and painted decoration 2.5YR 6/6; pink clay; no

inclusions; very smooth; unburnished; no overall paint but only light red painted lin-

ear decoration; well fired.

Torso of figurine, broken neck, arms and lower part below belly; apparently well mod-

elled buttocks (damaged), separated by  vertical incision.

Linear painted decoration on  back surface: two large horizontal lines on the back and

at least five similar quasi-parallel oblique incisions below waistline, mainly on the but-

tocks. Possibly  female.
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712. ORF 1015; ΜΛ. ΘE. 2758; Chara 1 (Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133.

Η: 4.60, W: 6.50, T: 5.50; 7.5YR 8/3 and paint 10R 5/6; pink clay; no inclusions; very

smooth; very well burnished; red paint; well fired.

Right part of chest and shoulder and upper right arm of figurine. The arm is applied

and distinguished from torso by deep groove front and back; small oval applied breast.

Probably female. 

Painted decoration: Red line on back arm surface.
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713. ORF 857; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1931; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 12.50, W: 13.60, T: 7.00; 5YR 6/6, paint 10YR 8/3 and painted decoration 2.5YR

6/8; reddish yellow clay; no inclusions; smooth; burnished; very pale brown paint with

light red painted decoration consisting of a marking line below breast, continuing on

the concave back surface; and of a painted nipple; well fired. 

Right breast and arm of figurine  with concave back surface. Arm well distended from

body (trunk). Female.
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714. ORF 611; MΛ. ΘΕ. 1158; Zappeio 2 (Magoula Koutsouro); ATAE 48.

H: 5.10; W: 2.90; T: 3.00; 7.5YR 7/4; pink clay; few inclusions; quite smooth; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Four-legged possibly seated figurine with cylindrical (broken) upper part. Traces of

detached arms, hands under chest, also traces of detached hairdo; sex rendered by two

vertical incisions. Possibly hermaphrodite.
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715. ORF 614; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1771; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 4.30; W: 2,50, T: 3.10; 7,5YR 7/4; pink clay; some inclusions; rather rough; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Stylized four-legged figurine with cylindrical top (damaged). A horizontal incision

below waist, from which start vertical ones covering the whole surface of the lower

body, possibly indicating a garment; applied strap of clay with four horizontal incisions

renders penis. Male.
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716. ORF 615; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 2659;

Messorachi 1 (Magoula Vrastires);

ATAE 2.

H: 4.10, W: 2.60, T: 2.70; 7.5 YR 6/4;

light brown clay; some inclusions; quite

smooth; unburnished; well fired.

Stylized four-legged figurine with cylin-

drical top (damaged). Two round pellets

of clay, each with three vertical incisions,

possibly render breasts; double incision

runs on all four surfaces; in front a /\-

incision renders pubis and on the back a

vertical one separates buttocks. Sex

unknown, possibly female.

717. ORF 618; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1672; unknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 3.50, W: 2.10, T: 2.10; 7.5YR 7/4 and

paint 10R 4/3; pink clay; some inclusions;

quite smooth; unburnished; weak (dilut-

ed) red paint; well fired.

Intact schematic four- legged figurine

with cylindrical upper part and damaged

beak-nose and left rear leg. Eyes rendered

by horizontal incisions from which start

two vertical ones on each cheek; mouth a

vertical incision; small incisions on top  of

head render hair; V-incision on the front

base of neck, running horizontally on its

back; two horizontal incisions encircle the

figure at belly level; incised sex; on each

foot three vertical incisions; eight inci-

sions on the back and a vertical one which

distinguishes buttocks. Female.    
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718. ORF 640; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1363; Lefki; ATAE unknown.

H: 4.00, W: 2.20, T: 2.10; 5YR 7/6; reddish yellow clay; few inclusions; smooth;

unburnished; quite well fired.

Stylized four-legged figurine with cylindrical slim upper part, damaged at top. Both

right legs broken; applied small clay pellet renders belly, below which horizontal inci-

sion encircling the figurine, from which start other vertical ones, possibly rendering a

garment; applied tress with incisions on the back of neck. Possibly female. 
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720. ORF 629; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2664;

Chalkiades 2 (Magoula Mezil); ATAE

96.

H: 3.90, W: 2.60, T: 2.90; 10R 5/6; red

clay; some inclusions; quite smooth;

unburnished; well fired. 

Stylized figurine with cylindrical dam-

aged upper part and flat, quasi-quadran-

gular base, rounded in front. The upper

part inclines backwards, thus enhancing

the protruding belly; punctate navel;

incised sex with one oblique incision on

either side; oblique back surface. Female. 

719. ORF 627; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1670;

Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90.

H: 2.10, W: 1.80, T: 1.70; very dark grey

3/ clay; many inclusions; rough; unbur-

nished; poorly fired. 

Stylized figurine with broken cylindrical

neck and flat quasi-quadrangular base.

Incised sex from which start two parallel

incisions running around the lower part of

the figurine, the upper forming a V on the

back; an incised Π on the belly. Female.
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721. ORF 638; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1329; Itea; ATAE unknown.

H: 3.80, W: 3.30, T: 2.60; 7.5YR 7/4; pink clay; many inclusions; rough; unburnished;

well fired.

Stylized figurine with quasi-cylindrical upper part and flat base. No arms; legs are two small

protrusions; two lateral horizontal incisions probably render belly fat folds; two horizontal

parallel incisions on each leg mark knee and foot joints; vertically incised sex. Female.
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722. ORF 879; ΜΛ. ΧΟ. 278; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 3.90, W: 3.10, T: 3.20; 5YR 6/6; reddish yellow clay; many inclusions; rough;

unburnished; many traces of white incrustation; poorly fired.

Sitting figurine with broken neck and right part, having a flat quadrangular base with

quadrangular impression. Applied left arm, folded at elbow, hand under right breast;

small round applied left breast (right one missing); large lower part with prominent

belly; large incised pubic triangle; two small round protrusions on front render legs,

right one with five vertical incisions,  probably indicating feet toes; left foot damaged;

well parted protruding buttocks. Female.
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723. ORF 877; ΜΛ. ΧΟ. 188; unknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 3.00, W: 3.00, T: 2.80; 5YR 7/4; pink

clay; some inclusions; quite smooth;

unburnished; traces of white incrusted;

well fired.

Schematic four-legged figurine broken at

top with flat base. punctate navel and an

incision below it encircling belly; large

incised pubic triangle; vertically incised

sex; each leg bears seven inverted V-

shaped parallel incisions. Sex unknown.

724. ORF 617; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1331; Agios

Georgios, Larissa 3 (Magoula

Dragatsi); ATAE 65.

H: 3.80, W: 3.00, T: 2.80; pink clay; few

inclusions; smooth; unburnished; light

red paint; well fired. 

Schematic four-legged figurine with bro-

ken cylindrical upper part. Large pubic

triangle with punctate navel; horizontal

incision encircles waist, becoming V-

shaped at the back; four /\- incisions on

each foot. Female.  
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725. ORF 621; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 407; Krannon

5 (Mavros Lofos); ATAE  56.

H: 6.00, W: 4.20, T: 4.20; 2.5YR 6/6;

light red clay; few inclusions; quite

smooth; unburnished; well fired. 

Stylized four-legged figurine with con-

cave base, broken cylindrical upper part

and damaged left side. Incised waist; each

foot bears three /\-shaped incisions, which

also render pubis; sex possibly incised

(abraded). Female. 

727. ORF 631; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1089; Agios

Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei);

ATAE 57.

H: 3.90, W: 3.10, T: 2.80; 7.5YR 7/4;

pink clay; some inclusions; rough; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Stylized four-legged figurine with broken

cylindrical neck and concave base. Belly

rendered by an applied pellet of clay with

three incisions; waist encircled by four

horizontal incisions from which start four

vertical ones separating buttocks; on each

leg four /\-shaped incisions. Female.

726. ORF 630; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1663; Mezourlo;

ATAE unknown.

H: 3.20, W: 2,70, T: 2.40; 2.5YR 6/6;

light red clay; many inclusions; rough;

unburnished; well fired. 

Stylized four-legged figurine with cylin-

drical broken neck and concave base.

Punctate navel; three /\- shaped incisions

on each leg. Probably female.



371

728. ORF 619; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1759; Agios Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula Vrasteri);

ATAE 61. 

H;6.40, W: 3.60, T: 3.30; 7.5YR 7/4; pink clay; some inclusions; quite smooth; unbur-

nished; well fired.  

Four-legged figurine with flat rectangular base, head and left arm broken. Right arm

folded at elbow, hand under breast; two elongated applied strips of clay render breasts;

applied belly (damaged) with two oblique incisions; incision encircles waist and a sec-

ond parallel one below; large incised pubis; four /\-shaped incisions on each foot; left

rear leg damaged. Female.



372

730. ORF 628; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 2731;

Sitochoro 1; ATAE 100.

H: 3.20, W: 2.30, T: 2.50; 2.5YR 5/1; red-

dish grey clay; many inclusions; rough;

unburnished; poorly fired.

Stylized figurine with broken head, dam-

aged sides and back and with flat quad-

rangular base. Arms possibly folded at

elbows, hands on belly; slightly promi-

nent belly with  punctate navel and three

incisions on either side of it, possibly ren-

dering fingers; large incised pubic trian-

gle and sex. Female. 

729. ORF 620; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1323;

Krannon 5 (Mavros Lofos); ATAE  56. 

H: 8.00, W: 6.90, T: 6.50; 7.5YR 6/4 and

paint 2.5YR  5/8; light brown clay; red

paint; few inclusions; quite smooth;

unburnished; well fired.

Stylized four-legged figurine with broken

upper part; incised waist; on each foot  six

/\- shaped incisions, which also render the

pubis; incised sex; concave base. Female.



373

732. ORF 624; ΜΛ. ΘΕ.1678; Doxaras

1; ATAE 170.

Η: 5.20, W: 3.70, T: 2.90; 7.5YR 7/6 and

paint 2.5YR 4/1; reddish yellow clay; no

inclusions; quite smooth; unburnished;

dark reddish grey paint; poorly fired.

Figurine with cylindrical neck, broken on

top and rectangular, slightly concave base.

Neck encircled by incision forming a V-

shape on front; two parallel incised V

motifs render pubis; incised sex. Female.

731. ORF 626; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 694; unknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 3.10, W: 1.80, T: 2.10; 7.5YR 8/3;

pink clay; many inclusions; rough; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Stylized four-legged figurine with flat

base and cylindrical neck broken at top.

Waist encircled by horizontal incision

from which start fourteen vertical ones

covering the lower body, possibly render-

ing a garment. Sex unknown. 



374

733. ORF 633; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 713; Doxaras

1; ATAE 170.

H: 4.00, W: 3.20, T: 2.70; 2.5YR 6/6;

light red clay; some inclusions; rather

rough; unburnished; well  fired. 

Stylized three-legged figurine with cylin-

drical upper part broken at top, and con-

cave base. two parallel incisions encircle

waist; four /\-shaped incisions on each

leg. Sex unknown.

734. ORF 634; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1324; Krannon

3 (Orenia); ATAE 90.

H: 5.70, W: 4.10, T: 3.70; 2.5YR 6/6;

light red clay; some inclusions; rather

rough; unburnished; well fired. 

Stylized three-legged figurine with cylin-

drical upper part broken at top and slight-

ly concave base. Seven /\-shaped inci-

sions on each leg. Sex unknown.



375

735. ORF 632; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1247; Itea; ATAEunknown.

H: 4.40, W: 3.00, T: 2.30; 2.5YR 5/6; red clay; many inclusions; rough; unburnished;

well fired.

Stylized figurine with three distinctive cylindrical legs and cylindrical upper part bro-

ken at top. Oblique incision from base of neck to pubis. Sex unknown.  



376

737. ORF 875; ΜΛ. ΧΟ. 287; unknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 2.50, W: 2.50, T: 2.50; 10YR 7/4; very

pale brown clay; many inclusions; rough;

unburnished; poorly fired.

Schematic three-legged figurine broken at

top. Belly bears punctate navel; large

incised pubic triangle; vertically incised

sex; two small protrusions render legs;

buttocks separated by small vertical inci-

sion; on back surface of waist a row of

five vertical irregular incisions. Female.

736. ORF  637; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1334;

Magoula Gounitsa; ATAE unknown.

H: 3.60, W: 2.60, T: 2.50; 7.5YR 7/4; pink

clay; few inclusions; smooth; unbur-

nished; poorly fired.

Stylized three-legged figurine with bro-

ken cylindrical upper part and slightly

protruding belly and legs. Two quasi-par-

allel incisions on belly which include

punctate navel; incised sex; pubis marked

by two oblique incisions. Female.



377

738. ORF 639; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1180; Krannon 3 (Orenia);  ATAE 90.

H: 4.30, W: 2.80, T: 1.80; 7.5YR 7/4; pink clay;  some inclusions; rather rough; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Intact stylized three-legged figurine with cylindrical upper part and flat base. Beak-

nose and two small horizontal incisions on each cheek; incised navel; small pellet of

clay on the back of neck, possibly rendering hairdo. Sex unknown.



378

740. ORF 1013; ΜΛ. ΧΑ. 142; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 3.00, W: 2.70, T: 2.70; 10YR 8/3; very pale brown clay; few inclusions; quite

smooth; unburnished; well fired.

Schematic pear-shaped figurine with slightly concave round base and broken neck.

Base of neck bears a horizontal incision; punctate navel and one quasi-horizontal inci-

sion on either side of it continuing over the back to render buttocks, which are sepa-

rated by vertical incision; incised sex; a row of three vertical incisions on back surface

below neck. Female.

739. ORF 701; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1781; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235.

H: 3.70, W: 3.20, T: 3.30; 7.5YR 7/6; reddish yellow clay; some inclusions; rough;

unburnished; poorly fired.

Stylized pear-shaped figurine with broken neck and flat base. Neck bears three inci-

sions; two parallel oblique incisions on each side of belly up to buttocks; punctate

navel; incised pubic triangle; incised sex; buttocks separated by incision. Female. 



379

741. ORF 671; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1332; Agios Georgios, Larissa 5 (Magoula Bei); ATAE 57.

H: 4.70, W: 2.60, T:2.60; 10YR 7/3; very pale brown clay; no inclusions; smooth; bur-

nished; reddish yellow paint; quite well fired.

Stylized pear-shaped figurine with broken top of neck and rounded flat base. Cylindrical

neck inclined backwards, with small hole on upper front surface, possibly a mouth; traces

of detached clay may indicate the original existence of arms; slightly prominent belly

with two horizontal parallel incisions on either side of a vertical one which renders sex;

punctate navel; buttocks separated by vertical incision ending in punctate anus. Female.



380

742. ORF 959; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1159; Itea;

ATAE unknown.

H: 2.70; W: 3.60, T: 3.00; 7.5YR 6/6; red-

dish yellow clay; many inclusionbs;

rough; unburnished; poorly fired.

Schematic pear-shaped figurine broken at

base of neck which is encircled by punc-

tations (six at front and at least two visi-

ble on the back); two vertical incisions on

each side starting from neck and ending at

base, creating a curved /\-pattern, possi-

bly rendering arms; left "arm" bears three

rows of vertical small incisions and a

fourth one towards the base, consisting of

three oblique incisions possibly marking

fingers; right "arm" bears rows of at least

twelve punctations; prominent belly with

punctate navel and two parallel incisions

underneath, on each side of a vertically

incised sex; round flat base. Female.

743. ORF 676; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1300;  Sofades

(Magoula Mataranga) ; ATAE 168.

H: 3.40, W: 4.00, T: 3.10; 10YR 7/4 and

paint 5YR 6/4; very pale brown clay;

many inclusions; very rough; unbur-

nished; reddish brown paint; poorly fired.

Stylized pear-shaped figurine broken at

base of neck, with rounded flat base. Two

vertical incisions on either side from neck

to base seem to render arms; the interven-

ing area is covered by other small vertical

incisions; prominent belly with one hori-

zontal incision on either side of punctate

navel; vertically incised sex between two

vertical long incisions on each side of

belly. Female. 



381

744. ORF 691; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1144; Sofades (Magoula Mataranga); ATAE 168.

H: 4.30, W: 4.10, T: 2.90; 5YR 6/6; reddish yellow clay; many inclusions; rough;

unburnished; poorly fired.

Stylized pear-shaped figurine with broken neck and rounded flat base. Two vertical

incisions on front and back surface probably render arms; prominent belly with two

horizontal incisions on its sides; small vertical incision renders sex. Female.



382

745. ORF 865; ΜΛ. ΠΛ. 158;

Dassochori 2 (Magoula Orman); ATAE

60.

H: 3.00, W: 2.70, T: 2.70; 2.5YR 7/6;

light red clay; few inclusions; rather

rough; unburnished; well fired. 

Schematic pear-shaped figurine broken at

top. Waist marked by an applied small

strip of clay, possibly rendering an arm;

punctate navel; vertically incised sex,

bearing one horizontal incision on either

side; small vertical incision distinguishes

buttocks. Female.

746. ORF 695; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1330; Larissa

8 (Vrastero); ATAE 3.

H: 3.2, W: 3.00, T: 2.80; 7.5YR 7/4 and

paint 2.5YR 6/6; pink clay; no inclusions;

quite smooth; unburnished; traces of light

red paint, mainly on the back; well fired.

Stylized pear-shaped figurine with broken

neck and round flat base. Slightly prominent

belly with punctate navel; large incised

pubic triangle; incised sex. Female.



383

747. ORF 697; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1356;

Kyparissia 1 (Magoula Diodion (Toll

Post) Larissas; ATAE 216.

H: 3.50, W: 3.40, T: 3.60; 5YR 7/6; red-

dish yellow clay; many inclusions; rough;

unburnished; well fired.

Stylized pear-shaped figurine with broken

neck and round flat base. On belly, traces

of detached hands with two incised fingers

each; prominent belly; deeply incised sex

with two oblique quasi-parallel incisions

on either side up to back surface, which

render pubis. Female.

748. ORF 696; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1325; Doxaras

1; ATAE 170.

H: 4.60, W: 4.20, T: 3.80; 2.5 YR 6/6 and

paint 2.5 YR 6/8; light red clay; no inclu-

sions; very smooth; burnished; light red

paint; well fired.

Stylized pear-shaped figurine with broken

neck and flat base. Traces of detached

hands on prominent belly; one oblique

incision on either side of waist; two simi-

lar incisions under belly render pubis;

incised sex. Female.



384

749. ORF 669; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 718; unknown provenace; ATAE unknown.

H: 4.30, W: 4.60, T: 3.70; 10YR 7/4; very pale brown clay; few inclusions; rather

rough; unburnished; poorly fired.

Stylized pear-shaped figurine with broken neck, slightly damaged at front left side,

and with flat rounded base. Two small frontal incisions at base of neck; prominent

belly with two lateral horizontal parallel incisions (right ones are better discernible);

vertically incised sex with one horizontal incision on either side; back surface bears

two rows of vertical incisions, four in the upper and seven in the lower one; small

vertical incision separates buttocks. Female.



385

750. ORF 1012; ΜΛ. ΧΑ. 145; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 2.60, W: 3.40, T: 3.40; 7.5YR 7/4; pink clay; no inclusions; very smooth; slightly

burnished; poorly fired.

Schematic pear-shaped figurine with round flat base, broken at neck. Sex rendered by

vertical incision with one punctation on either side; two similar punctations on belly and

four above buttocks; four parallel deep incisions on each side of the figurine. Female.



386

751. ORF 786; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1894; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235.

H: 9.80, W: 13.30, T: 2.00 (profile of vase); 5YR 5/6; yellowish red clay; many inclu-

sions; smooth outside, rough inside; burnished; well fired.

Part of a vase with a human figure in relief with well distended legs marked inside by insisions.

Torso is columnar, damaged at its upper part; applied genitalia with punctation. Female.



387

752. ORF 783; ΜΛ.ΘΕ. 1357; Zappeio 3; ATAE 235.

H: 6.80, W: 5.40, T: 2.20; 2.5YR 6/6; light red clay; many inclusions; rough; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Stylized figurine made from one lump of clay, with head merged completely with

cylindrical neck and distended feet. Applied beak-nose and a bun on the back of head;

applied penis and buttocks rendered by application of two round clay pellets. Male.



388

754. ORF 859; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 2648; Doxaras

1; ATAE 170.

H: 6.50, W: 4.60, T: 3.80; 10YR 8/2; very

pale brown clay; no inclusions; very

smooth; slightly burnished; well fired.

Foot of figurine. Flat base damaged at

back, revealing core. Four toes separated

by deep incisions; foot joint indicated by

horizontal incision. Sex unknown.

753. ORF 855; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 2647;

Krannon 3 (Orenia); ATAE 90.

H: 5.50, W: 5.50, T: 9.70; 7.5YR 7/4,

paint 7.5YR 8/4 and painted decoration

7.5YR 4/6; pink clay; several inclusions;

rather rough; unburnished; pink paint

with traces of light red painted decora-

tion; well fired. 

Hollow foot of a big figurine. Flat base;

three grooves separating toes (slightly

damaged). Sex unknown.

Painted decoration: painted line encir-

cling base of foot and on toes; similar

painted line on foot joint.



389

756. ORF 860; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 2676; Chalki

6; ATAE 152.

H: 5.10, W: 4.40, T: 7.00; 5YR 6/6 and

paint 10YR 8/3; reddish yellow clay;

some inclusions; smooth; slightly bur-

nished; very pale brown paint; well fired.

Hollow shank and foot of figurine with

concave base. Five toes separated by deep

incisions; damaged at one side, possibly

because of its detachment from the other

shank. Sex unknown.

755. ΟRF 974; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1147; Agios

Georgios, Larissa 2 (Magoula

Vrasteri); ATAE 61.

H: 7.10, W: 5.40, T: 10.50; 7.5YR 8/4,

paint 10YR 8/3 and painted decoration

5YR 5/6; pink clay; few inclusions;

smooth; unburnished; very pale brown

paint; yellowish red painted decoration;

poorly fired.

Foot of figurine with five toes marked by

incisions. Hollow upper part due to loss

of core; flat base; damaged side and under

surface of heel.

Painted decoration: two rows of upright

and inverted triangles encircling foot joint

above heel; a row of larger triangles along

the external side of base; a painted line

distinguishing the row of toes from the

rest of the foot. Sex unknown.



390

757. ORF 990; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 2672; Koilada

1 (Magoula Megalo Gefyri); ATAE 28.

H: 3.00, W: 3.30, T: 7.40; 5YR 6/4 and

paint 10R 5/8; light reddish brown clay;

few inclusions; smooth; unburnished; red

paint; well fired.

Foot of figurine broken above ankle, with

prominent (damaged) heel, as if it were a

detached part of another clay object (pos-

sibly a vase). Five toes (slightly damaged)

distinguished by four incisions; flat base.

Sex unknown.

759. ORF 989; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 2673; unknown

provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 2.90, W: 2.90, T: 3.70; 7.5YR 7/4 and

paint 7.5YR 4/4; pink clay; no inclusions;

smooth; well burnished; brown paint;

well  fired.

Foot of figurine broken just above ankle.

Well modelled heel (damaged) and four toes

separated by three incisions. Sex unknown.

758. ORF 858; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 2646;

unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 7.80, W: 3.50, T: 5.90; 7.5YR 7/4; pink

clay; many inclusions; rough; unbur-

nished; well fired.

Nicely modelled foot of figurine with

concave base and four incisions marking

toes; only three toes preserved. Sex

unknown. 



391

760. ORF 782; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 569; Unknown

provenance; ATAE uknown.

H: 3.10, W: 1.30, T: 2.50; 2.5YR 6/3;

light reddish brown clay; some inclu-

sions; rough; unburnished; well fired.

Amulet in the form of a human foot, with

three incisions separating toes; plastically

rendered heel; penetrating hole in the

upper part for suspension; incisions seem

fortuitous.

761. ORF 1001; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1680;

Koilada 1 (Magoula Megalo Gefyri);

ATAE 28.

H: 6.30, W: 2.80, T: 1.70; 5YR 7/6, paint

10YR 8/4 and painted decoration 2.5YR

5/6; very pale brown clay; few inclusions;

smooth; unburnished; well fired.

Broken forearm of figurine revealing core

and hand with four well modelled fingers

(damaged). 

Painted decoration: red lines distinguish

fingers on both sides; a similar line encir-

cles wrist; forearm decorated also by

three lines, apparently starting from a

common point; similar lines on the back

of forearm. Sex unknown. 



392

762. ORF 872; ΜΛ. ΧΟ. 299; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 2.80, W: 0.90, T: 1.60 (base) and 0.90 (neck); white marble; polished.

Head which is concave underneath, merged with columnar neck and upper part of

shoulders. On upper part of pillar a large groove of semi-circular section; on one side

of pillar four incisions create a broken (zig-zag) line; five similar lines on the other

side. Sex unknown.



393

763. ORF 785; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1391; Kyparissia 1 (Magoula Diodion (Toll Post)

Larissas); ATAE 216.

H: 5.10; W: 2.90, T: 1.50; white marble; wel polished.

Stylized figurine broken at base of neck. Arms are lateral protrusions which betray the

modeller’s intention of rendering them under breasts; lower part is roughly spindle-

shaped with cut-out base.



394

765. ORF 781; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 194; Lachanokipos

Nikaias; ATAE 311.

H: 2.80, W: 2.00, T: 0.40; bone; well pol-

ished.

Very stylized flat figurine (with slightly

concave back surface), divided by lateral

grooves into three main parts (head-torso-

belly). Head and torso bear one horizontal

incision each, while belly bears two par-

allel horizontal incisions on its lower half.

Sex unknown.

764. ORF 784; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1390; Nikaia

11 (Pigadoulia); ATAE 7.

H: 5.70, W: 3.50, T: 1.40; white marble;

well polished.

Stylized flat figurine broken at base of

(probably long) neck. Arms rendered by

two protrusions and separated from belly

by a groove around waist; pointed lower

part. Sex unknown.



395

766. ORF 920; ΜΛ. ΓΡΑ. 97; Visviki; ΑΤΑΕ unknown.

H: 3.20, W: 2.20, T: 0.60; white marble; polished.

Schematic flat figurine broken at neck. Arms are lateral protrusions; two grooves sep-

arate them from lower triangular part, rendering belly; sex is a small groove on the

under surface of belly. Female.



396

767. ORF 778; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1648; Doxaras

1; ATAE 170.

H: 5.70, W: 1.90, T: 1.40; 7.5YR 4/1; dark

grey clay; some inclusions rough; unbur-

nished; poorly fired.

Intact elongated object with four surfaces

and rounded edges, possibly a very styl-

ized acrolith. On both narrow surfaces

small horizontal incisions possibly indi-

cate tresses.

768. ORF 779; ΜΛ. ΘΕ. 1396; Chara 1

(Magoula Panagou); ATAE 133.

H: 3.50, W: 1.70, T: 1.70; white marble;

well polished.

Spindle-shaped object bearing eight par-

allel incisions which encircle half of its

surface. Possibly a very stylized acrolith

with a head-gear or a hairdo.  



397

769. ORF 888; ΜΛ. XO. 13; unknown provenance; ATAE unknown.

H: 4.30, W: 3.90, T: 2.50; polished bone.

Intact very stylized figurine in the form of a belly, with one convex and one flat sur-

face. A large penetrating hole along its vertical axis and a smaller one towards the top,

probably serving suspension. Female.
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